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Keep from food twelve hours before
killing, so that there may be no food in
the crop.
Leave the head and legs on,
danger, lie lighted the kerosene, by which
and never draw the entrails.
Poultry ho raised the
temperature ten degrees
should be fat before killing, anil the usual
when necessary, proving a
convenient,
quality sells best scalded. The legs and
simple and cheap way to prevent any
necks of turkeys and chickens should
loss.
lie dry picked immediately after killing;
1 he
or check to the
growth of
1 i is will
keep them from discoloring when plants injury
by stripping oil' the leaves in sumv posed to the air.
fat
chickens
Very
mer
isgenerally well understood. A corand turkeys sell higher when dry pickroborative case on a Virginia farm is re:■ and they carry better from a far disported as follows: Where the
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Ducks and geese are preferred
•aided.
Poultry should be entirely cold
ire being packed; if
packed with any
t it i< sure to spoil.
Turkeys sell best
i hanksgiving and geese at Christmas
; liickei
at New Years'.

own

live nor i.iky.

oops should be high enough to perthe poultry t
stand easily upright.
> sii,,;iid have plenty of room, as

t

!

emu anises suffocation.
If food is
uto vi 'ps, let it be cracked corn:
■

:

_

necessary when

l-

distance.

ng

■"

■
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m s-i :»

poultry

comes

vi u. c.vi.v ks.

ii'i in three to six weeks old, and
ng fro! HI to loo lbs. are the most
tble for this market.
After being
i. hang
a dry place, from
eight to
ivc hours, until the animal heat is all
if aw calves, such as have been
t'-i u.iun grass or buttermilk, do not sell
wi
out market.
They arc neither
beef nor veal
■

■

■

CAM K.
w

d tu:kws, due as and smaller birds
wild be packed in flic natural state.
Drawn game is not in favor in this
All kinds should lie thoroughs"ket.
ly
before packing, and they should
:irmly pressed, breast down into
package. Trapped birds are greatp; feiied to those which have been
In warm weather game should
c
d in layers wit’, broken ice.
1

■

Kicis.

t.gg:

should be fresh laid
"
le ues are sure to reach market in
■■
:
wi
ciugi so iapidly that
■■ ■■'■• i-s
wo
Hist• in >:iey on them.
Alai
s*.ip ',v 1. :e fresh in strong barrels,
i■
-dim ... :ine .• •; straw or wheat
ut summer

■
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Ne\ a

c

c
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;

straw or

chaff,

as

the eggs in a short
":a of the chief causes of failure
.•••king eggs
using too little paekiiu Bottom am! sides of the barrel,
a ted too
many into the package
■•I
et the eggs touch each other
-•''

'!i'

at

!

it

iavpi's.

-firkin

) •'

t r i:u.

tubs

are

mostly used tor
trade, pails are less popular than
rlj : they are only suitable for the
last and highest grades of butter:
should be made ..f white oak, as
woods soak largely and impart inms flavors
Roll butter, which should,
one. be wrapped in a clean white
.vet .11 strong brine: they should
so-h tightly :a half barrels,
itutvfi in color always sells badly,
n b liter tiiat is made at creameries
:a. a- from soured cream and fresh, it
...is; illy oimmamls the highest price:
r bom sweet
i •.u 11 loses flavor, and
n--t seh so high.
In working blitter
n.'iporiant that all of the Inittermilk
iM be w rked out.
Poor salt injures
flavor oi’nutter.
Factory buttei sells
st : 11 winter.
During liot weather it
best
ship butte!1 in refrigerator
■

..

■

■
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The

Apple

Crop.

There is a lesson for our farmers and
iruit growers in the events that have
transpired this season in the apple marAl'i'I.Ks.
ket
T ie early frost a few w eeks ago inPm a n. new. sonud barrels, only one jured a
great deal of fruit which was
oi .••'>
it; a barrel, l.ll up the barrel
picked and converted into eider. The
ng, .hake gently, and till yield of eider apples as well as all others
:u 1, : 1 :r. the head be pressed in with a
was very large anyway, but when aug.amark plainly the variety contained.
mented by the great amount o| frost bitten fruit, the supply is unprecedented.
it... us.
As a result, there i~ more ruler being
-'
:
: be o Ted and for warda
mien; tim-- before it will natural- made in this country this year than ever
;
nsun
D
rival at matket before, and it will be a drug in the market at any price. Two of our firms here
lirii :.u
They must be bandied have each
snid several hundred barrels
• •i'll
■. to ava,. ]
half
barrels
bruDing:
'i.■ bi-si. ami it is better to ventilate lor eider while several dealers have sold
something like a hundred each. Such a
:- barrels.
*
call for cider barrels was never known before
Notwithstanding the great amount
i■!
os oi golden millet form an exof cider fruit, nice grafted apples are
..: grain for feeding chickens during
scare
and high. Several parties have
tir.-t three weeks of their lives, been here looking for it and arc
ready to
smail hicks need v cry small seeds,
pay high prices for grafted fruit. Graftshown by their constant Search for ed
apples are always in demand at a fair
a mut" seeds ol grass.
Nature is the
price while scrub fruit is always hard to
'-.tciier.
Small whole seeds are the get ridol.
Hence the lesson for our farmpr.e isiuu in the grain line for young ers is apparent. Graft your trees. Gut
down your black-hearted scrubs and (ill
A m n people see a horse's head drawn
their places with thrifty young trees
the bearingmein. and see him step- which are worth
taking care of and the
: .nt
and champing his bit, and fruit of which will
bring cash any day.
:_mg l'o.un (lakes to the right and left,
Somerset Reporter.
.ng uis head atul rattling the harness
a.-ante that he is acting in the
The fallowing shows the dates of the
ol his strength and fullness of acts iif
incorporation of several of the old; iri:: whereas the animal is really suf- er Agricultural Societies in Maine. Only
i-ring agonies of pain, and is trying to two were ebartered by Massachusetts,
bv
these movements momentary viz., Kennebec in i-u! and
A'intbrop in
relief.
1*4*.
It will be noticed that in some
lb : Siebler'; re>' arches do not con- cases several charters were
granted to
bin. t!
theory that light hinders germi- the same society, probably because there
;iof sta lls generally.
He admits was no organization effected under prehi ty, h .vt \ er, th.it light may vious charters :
Penobscot county, 1*21 ;
advantageous in the ease of seeds Hancock 1*22; Kennebec, 1*27: Waldo
germinate quiekly and easily, such
l*2!»; Winthmp, town of 1*2!); York
He says that county 1-22: West Somerset 1*22; Washer, beans or peas.
: ninatioa of certain seeds,
especial- ington county 1*22: Penobscot. 1*22;
-i-nftle-grasses, will not take place Lincoln 1-22: Kennebec 1*22; Hancock
>r with great difficulty in dark1*22. Ossipee 1*22: Last Somerset 1-22:
Penobscot county 1*22: North Oxford
lie soot ol soli or rather bituminous
1*27 ; Somerset Centra! 1*2* ; Piscataquis
i. busted
1*10; Franklin 1*40; Oxford
upon onions when wet with county
is said to be a remedy 1'or the mag- 1*41: Kennebec Centra! 1*41.
i'he mother tiy closely resembles
Brighton Cattle Market.
ionise Hy.
As soot is a good fertilizer
Wednesday, Nov. 9.
ig is lost by its application, even if
Amount <d <toek at market: Cattle, 1433; sheep
n-s not
always destroy the maggot, and lamlis, diPH; swine, lb,0'.ts; veals, 05, number
of western cattle, I<»7-~>; northern and eastern cattle,
■ot from this variety of coal will de380.
•<> the maggot, it might he well to try
Brices of be* f cattle k’ loo lt» live weight, extra
derived from the burning of pitch quality, $0 30*17 27.. lirst, $5 73<j0 37*2 ; second, $•">
23 £3 7xi; third, $4 3712 *i~‘ I- _• ; poorest grades of
or other soft woods.
coarse oxen, bulls, etc., $3 12 s* «j4 2a.
1 ne Mudes which drop otf from iron
Brighton Hides, '»<•, q? n,, Brighton Tallow,
-c V lt>; Country Hides, 7gc, tP’lb;
’am being worked at forges, iron trimCountry Tallow, oc. C tl): Calf >kins, 12 a 12Cc.
tt>: Northern
ng.-. tilings or other ferruginous mateLamb >kins, 75c«$i J'> ea*di.
<Cxen—We
ol
sales
.1 worked into the soil about fruit
Working
quote
1 pair girtlf 7 ft., n inches, live weiglit .'Jeon H>, $130;
s. or the more minute particles spread
I pair girtli ft., s inches, live weight 2700 It), $123;
I pair girth U ft., 0 incites, live weight 2000 lt>, $107.,
nl on the lawn, mixed with the earth
There has l>eeu a moderate demand for workers.
’.ver beds or in pots, are extremely
Mildi Cows—Kxtra, $7>Oa7<t, or*Unary, $l>'*j4.<;
glide. They are especially valuable >pringers, $!>' *jO() -if*' head ; farrow rows, $17 «2S
We quote sale* of 10 milch row- at prices
liead.
'.ue peach tree, and in fact supply necranging from $33fp;u; 3 springers, $123 for the lot;
For
to
the
soil.
coluy ingredients
1 new milch row at $4S; 2 do at $43 each ; 1 cow and
■'I'b liowers they heighten the bloom; <*aIf at $7)0; 1 do at$33; 3 springer- at $23a43 eacli.
Mor** Cattle—Yearlings, $11 a 17; 2 year olds, $13
> are also found to be beneficial to the
a23; 3 year *>1«1-, $27)a t3 |g head. We quote sales
if trees when worked in round their
»f 23 yearling- at *12 3o each; 3o two year olds at
1

■ars.
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A iann

can he
stocked with sheep
"i;nT than with any other animals.
p will come nearer to utilizing every
eg which grows on the farm. Less
"W will
he required for getting feed
; stock
together. The returns will
an- in sooner andoftener than with
any
: in- stock
except hogs. Less money is
'['tired in herding, when outside passage is accessible and preferred.
And
anally, a handsome income on the invest’s til can bo
had without the sale of the
animals themselves.
Joseph Harris says, we can make our
tttds pour by growing clover and selling
or we can make them rich
by growing
a it and
feeding it out on the farm.
Grain when needed, cultivate thoroughly
0
as to develop the
plant food in the
soil, anil then grow clover to take up
and organize this plaut food. This is
now to make land rich
by growing clover.
Graining and cultivating furnishes food
tor clover, and the clover takes it
up and
prepares it in best shape for other crops.
1 lie clover does not create
plant food,
nut merely saves it.
James J. H. Gregory of Marblehead
practices the following for excluding the
frost by kerosene. He states that the
temperature in his vegetable cellar somebraes went a few degrees below freezing,
making the air just cold enough to spoil
the contents.
He procured a kerosene
stove, which had six large burners and
held two gallons of oil. Whenever his
two thermometers in the cellar indicated

$ 13a23 per head; 4 farrow cows at $20 each; lo do
at $20 cadi.
Swine—Fat Hogs— Brice.-r»C u~' <*
ll> live weight,
store pigs sell dull at prices ranging from 7aJ0e if
It. live weight, or at $2 00 «3 30
head.

Cray hair may b * m-vl» to take on its yo ithfui
color and beauty by the use of Hall's Vegetable
Sicilian llair Kenewer, the best picparation for the
hair known to the science of medicine and chem-

istry.
A

Boston

is proud of linger nails two
Her husband ain't.

woman

never a mist ike where Healey's Vk<;Tonic Bills are used for longstanding
Female Weaknesses. They always help, and cure
if taken as directed.

i HTAU.bE

The concern that
mint.

always

makes

money—the

Cited by the Washington {hid.) Gazette is the
fact that the colts in that locality have a sort of
lameness in the joints. J. F. Myers cured his by
anointing it with St Jacobs Oil
“All love is blind,” and it’s well known
lovers never seem to need any light.

that

Old Mr Brown, seventy years old, says he could
live with any degree of comfort if it was not
for “Elixir ok Likl Root.” He has suffered for
the past ten years with Kidney Troubles, but now
feels like a new man
not

The child never sees the necessity of strict obedience until it becomes apparent.
We are strongly disposed to regard that person
the best physician who does most to alleviate
human suffering. Judged from this standard,
Mrs. Lydia E Pinkhara, £13 Western Ave.. Lynn,
Mass is entitled to the front rank, for her Vegetable Compound is daily working wonderful cures
in female diseases.
Send for circular to the
above address
2w4G
as

It

was a

his

hair cutter who

shingle.

was

the first to hang

Take

it

to

So, sadly intruding
quietly brooding,

It hatches out all sort of horrible things.
How welcome the seeming
Of looks that are beaming,
Whether one's wealthy or whether one's poor,

Eyes bright

berry,

Cheeks red as a cherry.
The groan and the curse and the heartache can
cure.

Resolve to be merry,
All weary to ferry
Across the famed waters that bid us forget:
Aud uo longer tearful,
But happy and cheerful,
We feel life has much w orth living for yet

[Tinsley*8 Magazine.

of Time

Ahead

MV KI.EANOK KIRK

“Now I'm going to show you why I
struck out for myself.”
1 had been driving a mile or two with
my cheery friend, Dr. Alary Stedman, and
until that moment was unaware of any
motive for the ride, other than the usual
one of pleasure to us both
“1 have a warm place in my heart for
my native Vermont,”she went'on: “and.
knowing how I love it, I am sure you
have often wondered why 1 do not remain here instead of seeking a home and
.i profession for
myself among strangers.”
1 had often speculated ou this very
subject, but there was no time to confess
it, for at that moment my companion
reined up suddenly, and with a brisk
“Here we are 1” jumped from the carriage.

“This,” pointing

weather-beaten,
comfortable-looking house, "Is
to a

but still
the homestead. Since the death of our
parents my eldest brother has lived here,
You needn’t be at all disturbed.” as !
naturally hesitated about intruding upon
strangers, “for my sister expects us."
“How cool! how neat! how shady ami
comfortable I" were my first exclamations
as I followed my leader into the oldfashioned parlor.
“.lust so,” she responded dryly. “And,
my dear, you might search from cellar to
garret of this great house, and though
you stood upon ladders, and peered with
a microscope upon
your hands and knees,
you would never be able to find a th
"Airs. Stedman looked as her sister-inlaw had described her—“like a very sad
and troubled ghost.”
She was painfully
thin and haggard, and at least a dozen
times during our short call 1 noticed her
mournful eyes fill with tears.
"Well, Sarah,” said the doctor, -you
are as busy as ever. !
appose ?”
“tih, yes,” said our hostess; “there is
never any end to work.”
"Been making butter to-day ."
“I made a little over forty pounds this
“Before breakfast, 1 suppose
The doctor’s tone was somewhat crisp,
-I churned at four, and i have jus;
worked my butter over. ! don’t mind so
much when churning doesn’t come washing-days ; and, you see, cream has got to
he attended to whenev er it is ready."
“Been washing, too?” my friend in-

quired.
“Oh

yes!

And it did seem as if J had
every garment in the t.ib that then was
in the house!”
■'.^0 you vo made lorty pounds <>i butter,” said the doctor, “washed —and what
else ?”
“Not much else heside the regular
work.
1 picked some beaus for dinner,
and made a few pies; that’s all."
At this point my friend, much to my
surprise, turned the conversation into
other channels, and soon after we took
our leave.
••It seems to me you have neglected an
opportunity," I remarked, as soon as we
had driven away.
“I supposed you’d think so,” ms companion answered ; “but you can form no
conception of the amount of breath I
have wasted on that very case. I am regarding it now solely from a scientific
standpoint. 1 think 1 can calculate the
length of that woman’s days within a
fraction of time.”
“I should think your brother wouldn’t
allow his wife to work so,” 1 remarked.
“What does lie know about it?" said
the doctor. “He conics into the house
for the three meals that are prepared for
him, and when night comes he goes to
bed and to sleep, or he drives over to the
village and spends his evenings with his
friends.
My brother works hard, but lie
works out of doors, and that saves him.
Sarah has an excellent reputation as wife
and housekeeper all over the county.
She has helped my brother ‘lay up' -in
Vermont vernacular—several thousand
dollars.
It doesn’t take a prophet to sec
that another wife will have the benefit of
this one’s toil; though it is probable if she
comes from this section of the country
she'll not have sense enough to he benefitted by anything!”
“If your sister-in-law would only have
a servant,” 1 suggested.
“A servant!
Why what a greenhorn
you are!” said the doctor. “Do you think
my brother and his wife are strong enough
to heai the finger of scorn that would inevitably be pointed at them should they
employ a servant? It is far better, my
dear, to work one’s self to death than to
he called lazy a id shiftless and extravaIf this were not the ease they
gant.
would not think they could afford a serv: lit.
My brother is dominated, soul
and body, by the spirit of economy, and
his wife is a reflection of himself.
Here
we are again,” my friend
continued, coming to a stop before the door of a more
modern and more pretentious mansion.
“My youngest sister lives here. Ir seems
singular, doesn’t it, that I have never introduced you to my relatives before ?
The truth is, you and I are only perplexities to these good people. We turn them
out of their beaten tracks for a while,
with no other result than to add to their
hard work and anxieties. Ten years ago
my sister Anna was as healthy a girl as
there was in Vermont, and the brightest
and wittiest one in the family.
I had
some hopes that she would keep out of
the treadmill; and, if she did marry a
farmer and settle down here, that she
would furnish an example of commonsense to her neighbors; hut she is just
like the rest, only worse, perhaps.”
All this as the doctor hitched her horse,
long gra veiled wain.
Sister Anna was scolding one of her
children when we entered the house, and
we were upon her before she had finished
her loud-pitched harangue.
“I don’t believe any one ever had
such contrary youngsters as I have got!”
she remarked, apologetically. “They do
worry me so sometimes that it seems to
me 1 should enjoy myself in my grave.”
“Send a couple of them to me, Annie,
whenever you feel like parting with
them,” said the doctor.
“I would in a minute if their father
“I don’t
was w illing,” the lady replied.
know how to bring up children,” she added, “and if 1 did know how, 1 haven’t
any time. To tell the truth, 1 have such
a pain in my side all the time that I’m
not lit for anything.
I wish you’d give
me some of the medicine, Mary, that you
gave me last summer.”
“I suppose you work just as though you
hadn’t a pain in your side,” the doctor remarked.
“Of course 1 do,” wras the somewhat
irritable response. “Who else is there
to do it if I give up f”
“Where is the pain, Anna, and how
long have you had it ?”
up

tne

j

j
j

Quick Work.

were

fully.

morning.”
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“The two suits into
which two Governors get themselves,” tho
Constitution says: Recently the Willimantic Company did some work against
time, in which the old father was vanquished. One of the features of the day’s
doings was to be the making of the two
suits of clothes from the seed cotton.
Bright and early a number of people went
out to the grounds to see the process. A
little after sunrise a few individuals, on
band for the-occasion stepped into one of
the patches on the grounds, and almost in a
twinkling the cotton was picked and
ginned. At twenty minutes to seven
o’clock it went to the Foss A Pevey cards,
thence to the railway head, built by the
Lowell -Machine Company.
Then it
rapidly found its way to the speeder built
by the City Machine Company of Providence.
From there it went to tho Fails
A Jenks frame, and was soon what the
observer was ready to pronounce thread.
I bis was taken to a Crompton loom and
the process of weaving commenced. The
crowd that had watched the course of the
cotton as it passed from stage to stage
grew until the aisles were blocked up.
Everybody wanted to see the work going on. As soon as the cloth emerged
from the loom it was taken to the dye bouse
of X. Spencer Thomas and dyed. As
soon as it was dried it was taken to the
Wheeler A Wilson exhibit, where the
suits were cut out—one for Governor Colquitt and one for Governor Bigelow. The
silk which had been furnished by Cheney
Brothers, and which was of American
manufacture, was ready. The making of
the suits was commenced. The cutting
was done by Atlanta’s favorite tailor, Mr.
Grease, whose taste and ability guaranteed perfection in his department of the
the work. The button holes were made
at the rate of two a minute by 11. L.
Phelps, of New York, on the National
Machine ('ompany's button-hole machine.
As the day closed the suits came completed from the hands of the tailors, and
in the evening the Governors wore handsome black suits, made from cotton that
at sunrise dangled, dew-gemmed, from
the stalks. So much for fast machinery."
The

Creeds

of

the

Presidents.

Washington was an Episcopalian, and
communicant.
Both the Adamses and
Millard Fillmore were ('nitariaus. Jell'd son was considered an infidel, or, at
least, a free-thinker, and nobody knows
what Madison and Monroe’s beliefs were,
if they had any. Jackson was a staunch
Presbyterian, and belonged to the church
after he was President.
Van Huron nominally belonged with the lieformed Dutch,
though not a member of the church. Harrison was an Episcopalian, and a devout
one.
He announced his creed in the
only s’ate paper he ever wrote, his inaugural. T> ler was an Episcopalian also,
so far as he was anything.
Polk, and
Buchanan and Lincoln were nominal
Presbyterians, though none of them belonged to the church. Pierce was a (Jongregationalist, Johnson was claimed as a
Presbyterian and a Methodist, Grant and
a

the

Adirondaeks.

Only One Survivor.

It is tho morning of a hunting day. The guides
are up and stirring before it is fairly
light, and the

caption

Ketigious

Day’s Sport

in

Tho Portuguese ship Marianna V'., Captain Ferreira. arrived at Quarantine on Saturday evening,
and was visited by tho llealth Officer yesterdaymorning. The ship had cornu in ballast from
Oporto, consigned so Amsinck & Co., of this city,
for orders. Captain Ferreira reported that he had
picked up an Italian sailor at sea, thesole survivor
of tho working turce of the Italian bark Itosina
Yesterday afternoon the Marianna was still riding
at anchor in the Narrows.
Captain Ferreira had
gone on a visit to the city, but the rescued Italian
sailor was on board, and when asked for came aft
aud said :—
"My name is Antonio Cnscuolo: 1 am from
Genoa and was one of the crew of the bark Kosina
which left Catania fur New York on October 7
We were under command of Captain Genaio For
eella, aud besides him there was a crew of eleven
men, in ail twelve lives on board, outside of the
dog, which was alive, and ought never to have
been there. We were loaded with sulphur aud
resin. Tho vessel was about six hundred tons and
we had a very
good time ot it until about the doth,
when it came on to blow very bard, especially
that night
We reefed down the sails, but we had
to take long watches and the vessel
required con
s'.aut atteutiou. The wind was very
strong, and it
blew the sea up to great fury. We were then in
about -It* degrees, bo 1 heard the captain say when
he took tho sun on that day, the doth,
lie did
not take any reckoning on tlie dlst, which was a
Friday. Oh ! unlucky day." aud the sailor eros-ad
himself devoutly ns ho thought of I is
escape.
“Suddenly, it was about two o'clock in tbe after
uoou, as you would say. a great, wave stre- k the
bark aud cleaned off the deck. The boats weut,
aud all the boat fastenings, the galley ,md all otbei
articles on deck. All the crew but myself were
on deck, aud the eaptait, too, and
they all went
overboard to leeward.

has not risen abovo the tree-tops when Kaut's
bald bead appears between the tent (laps, aud he
reminds us of our solemn promise to muko an
early start. The air is eager and nipping aud we
hurry to get dressed, putting on an extra coat, and
sit down with a little shiver to a breakfast of
steaming coffee and venison steak and potatoes.
Steve is already starting into the woods with the
hounds. He fastens their ehaius to his belt, and
sets off' with a long, swinging stride,
following no
path, hut makiug tor a certain ridge far back in
the forest, where ho hopes to find a stag or two
not yet awakened from their morning nap. It will
be a hard tramp, through swamps and thickets,
jungles of underbrush and tangles of fallen wood,
with tho dogs pulling aud tugging at his belt, aud
nosing the ground impatiently for scent After an
hour or iwo, if he tinds a fresh track, he will let
one of them loose, and then go on
to start, a
second, and, if he can. a third The dogs are noble
two
of
them thorough hounds with long
creatures,
hanging ears, and tho other a rough Scotch dog,
with the keenuess and pertinacity that belongs to
his race. They will follow the track with untiring
vigor, crawling through the densest slash of burned and fallen timber, rushing along the more open
hard wood ridges, threading tho tangled abler
thickets, dashing through "marshes, swimming
narrow streams, until at last the deer crosses some
runway where a hunter stands, or takes some
larger water, and is captured or escapes. Then, if
there he no one there to take the dog in, lie turns
and follows his track back until he comes to the
camp, and creeps in, wet and hungry and tired, to
lie down by the tire, and wait for Ins master to
feed him.
sun

iu tne mean time we navo nuished our
prepara
tioiis, aud are pushing out in our boats to take pos
session of the watch grounds. The light mist of
the morning is curling up iu fantastic shapes from
the water, and the air is yet unwarmed by the
sun. as we turn away each to his appointed station
—one on a little pond some threo miles up a wind
lug stream, another on an island at the head of the
lake, another down at Red Island, and Peter alone,
for he is a ready oarsman, has charge of the island
iu front of the camp It is tiresome work watching
alone, for your eyes must be strained to catch the
first sight of the deer as he enters the water, or
moves, visible only as a black spot, across the sur
face. Fancy often plays you tricks, so that a
tioatmg piece of wood, or a loon swimming across
some distant bay, seems to bo a deer's head, and
you set out in pursuit, and almost break your back,
until you discover your mistake
But if you have a good guide with you, you may
leave the larger part of the watching to his sharp
ey es, and, finding a shady place, amuse yourself
with a book, or watch the ants crawling through
the grass forest, or lie and dream, letting your
thoughts wander lazily along the curving shores
and among the drifting clouds
Presently there
comes a faint sound, very different from the constant noises of the woods and waters to which you
have been listening. Reub straightens himself on
the projecting limb of the dead pine where he is
A faint mellow note* of a hound s
sitting Hark
voice coming over the trees.
It is Jack.
He is
running. Now the chase is coming towards us.
You can hear the sharp ringing hark distinctly
iiow eageriy ne runs: There is a moment of
silence.
He is puzzled, or is struggling with some
difficulty. Now the cry rings out again iu uuick.
1 tie wind sweeps it away, and then
clear notes.
brings it back with new power. It grows fainter
and fainter. He is passing around some hill or
ridge in the forest He is turning away. Xo, here
he comes again, clearer and louder than ever, this making for the lake. Hut what is this / The
music ceases
Then it begins more slowly. The
deer has made a turn, and is swinging away fur
Pond.
Jack
follows him. and his voice
Stony
grows fainter, and then is lost as he passes back
into the forest. We. are disappointed.
We look down the lake again. Suddenly Peter’s
boat puts out from tlie island where he is watch
He is pulling for dear life. He must see
ing
something. We will go down. Reub's sinewy
arms make the oars bend, and the boat tlies through
the water. I)o you see that dark spot moving out
from the shore/ It is a deer, a buck, a noble
head. Peter is still a little in advance of us But
the deer swims fast
Will he get away / Peter
pulls bravely, and at last his boat shoots between
the stag and the point for which he was making
The great head, with its branching horns, turns
out into the lake.
Steady now, for the boat is
dancing, and the stag is almost springing from the
We must not spoil the antlers. A ball
water
just below the ear. The rille crack rings sharp,
and the buck is ours
[Henry Vane, in Harper's
Magazine for October.

UNI! WEEK WITHOUT SLEEP.
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“It was very dark, though, in the middle of the
afternoon, t came on dwk at once, hut did not
find a man : all were gone and the dog too Rut 1
was glad of that, for when 1 Raw the men were
gone 1 looked to thfow the dog over; but lie was
on deck when the wave came and had
gone with
the men and the boats. I did not see the men in
the water, but they must all have gone down very
soon, for the sea was territie all the tune
1 ran
to the wheel and tried to keep the vessel before
the wind, but 1 had to lash myself to thesleru bulwarks or 1 should have bee
swept away The
vessel took in a good deal of water, and after the
storm had gone down some I tried to work it the
pump, but I soon got tired, ai d as the water kept
gaining on me 1 soon gave up trying to pump ship
1 could not sleep at all, as I was afraid to go be
low. fur then I might pass some vessel and not
be seen.
It was about two o'clock on
Friday
afternoon when the captain and the ten men left
the vessel, and it was about nine o'clock on the
Friday morning after before the men of this ship
took me off. 1 did not sleep a wink ail the tune
I kept on the deck looking out for help
1 could
not leave the bark, for all the boats had
gone. I
was not hungry, oh no ! I was the
only one on the
vessel and l had the best. 1 had plenty of water
and plenty of every,mug to drink. 1 had several
storms, short ones, and the vessel was making wa
ter very last, and 1 did not know what was to become of me.
1 could not bend on more sail when
the weather grew lit"* and so tool unit- to
and trust to somebody coming along and seeing
me.
1 did not know that 1 should over see land
again, but 1 kept a sharp watch : 1 did not see a
single sail until early on the morning of the -JX'.h
of Uctober, when the Marianna, hound westward,
appeared at my stern.
"The vessel was now vert far down in the wa
ter. and l knew 1 had to be saved by that ship or
die with my own
Then 1 saw that they were
changing their course and coming to where I was
drifting. Then 1 was glad, and waited till I saw
it get near, and a boat started to me Then I knew
1 was to be saved yet. 1 was on the deck over the
cabin, for it was the only place left. The bark had
had her sails still up and would obey the wheel
some, but it would not have kept tloafrig through
another uorm. I did not take anything with me.
tor 1 could not go into the callin’, and the decks
were cleaned of everything that was loose
The sailor said lie had been welt treated in the
ship Marianna, and he certainly looked hearty and

"I mean, if you do exactly as 1 tell you,
you may get well ; if not it is impossible,”
replied the doctor. “If you think 1 am
exaggerating, or don't know what I aiii
talking about, send lbr any reputable
physician you please, and ask him to tell
ruddy.
you the truth."
The mate of the Marianna said that the hark
••Ob. Mary!
There isn't any way of Hayes were Methodists, Taylor was not
Resina was noticed at about seven o'clock on the
doing tlie tilings you speak m. t.’iarke identified with any sect. Garlield was a
morning of the dSlh, and as it was fine weather
feels awluily poor this summer, and I
and the sails of the R esina were still double reefed
Campbellite and the only President since
and the vessel making very little headway, l ap
who
Harrison
was
a
communicant.
have been trying harder than ever to
tain Ferreira saw that something was wrong, and
make the ends lap over."
A Dissatisfied Widow.
accordingly bore down on the disabled vessel. A
“Where is Clarke
thedoetor inquired, j
boat's crew under command of the mate having
“He’s down at the creek, haying.”
Four sisters of Montreal uot long ago laid epistobeen sent to the Rosiiia found her nearly full of
to
an
iii
Lonwater and tile sailor Crixcuolo the onlv living soul
“1 will drive down and have a talk i lary siege
English clergyman living
on board.
Except that he was very sleepy lie did
with him right away," said my friend, i don. who was rich but in his dotage. One of the
four is a widow, uot so well favored as her sisters,
not seem much the worse for his solitm y ex istence
The Life Saving Service.
to
leave.
making ready
hut in possession of much cleverness and perse(X. V. Herald X"ov. 7.
"Oh, Mary! Don’t you think there is j verance. The clergyman having expressed a de
For each ot the twelve districts into which the
sire
to
likenesses
of
the
the
widow
An Unique Proclamation.
possess
sisters,
Atlantic, Cult, Pacific and lake coasts are divided
any other way ?”
secured the services of a photographer whose skill
there is a so-called “district superintendent." re'The poor woman had broken down \ enabled
The following is the proclamation of Gov Long,
him to produce a picture minus the sponsible for the efficient service of the men under
completely now, and the doctor held her j present ugliness of the original and plus many him and who also acts as disbursing officer, lie uf Massachusetts
lbr a moment in her strong arms and attractions to which she could have never laid makes requisitions on Washington for the various
Whereas, it is a good and ancient custom to
t
claim
The picture vanquished the clergyman ;
caressed her fondly.
supplies needed every year at his station, the pay apart after the harvest a
day for public thanks
he proposed, was accepted, and, presently tailing of tlie men. Ac
These officers only receive from
“.No other way, sis." she
and
to
God
“but
giving
praise
Almighty
replied,
ill, sent for the widow. But her appearance failed *1,000 to *1.500 per annum, aud the bill raises
Now. therefore, 1, John D Long, Governor, bv
we will do the best we can.
There’s no to justify the expectations which had been formed their
pay to £2,000. The keepers, who now receive
and with the advice of the Council, appoint there
telling what a good rest and careful mus- of her. and her explanation that the voyage and only >100 a year, are to have an increase ot *2,>u for
Thursday, the Jim day of Nov.-inher next.
her distress at his condition had impaired her The surtmeu are
ing will dci for your poor, tired body, my
paid at the rate oi *10 per month j 1 nto
O God. do we give thanks.
good looks did not satisfy the suitor. He refused during the seasou of eight months It can easily j Thou Thee,
dear."
visitest the earth and waterest it. Thou
point blank to marry her, and presently died in be imagined that to perform the duties of a life sav- | blessest the
•H was going to take you to some other the arms ot some one else. His
spring thereof Thou crowucst the
family iinally ing station keeper for £100 a year is n>» sinecure, j
with thy goodness. The pastures are clothed
places," the doctor remarked, as we drove offered to pay t:io widow .i'lOUO if she would leave The men have to live and sleep at the station 1 year
witl? docks ; the valley also arc covered over with
and tlmm in peace. To this she agreed, house, patrol the beach at night,
relieving each : corn ; they shout for jov. they a.so sing.
away “but it would have been the old England
but since her return to Moutreal has repented of other
four hours, and be always ready to 1
every
Blessed is he that considereth the poor,
or!-;,
without
rest
story
work, work,
the easy terms she made, and eeut a lawyer to
pull out to sea. Most of the keepers and surfmen |
aid are
me, all ye that lab
or change, from year’s end to
year’s end. London to push a larger claim it is said that are hardy fishermen, not entirely dependent upon i laden,noandunto
I will give you rest.
My mother killed herself by her at- both families are well connected, and there is their government stipend for their living The i
“ Painter ot the fruits and
much consternation among their friends.
flowers.
present cost of the service is about £ loo.ooo per
tempts to get ahead of time. 'Two sisWe own Thy wise design.
year, while the amount of property saved in the j
ters have traveled the same road that
Whereby these humble hands of ours
Gambling on the Cars.
year ending June Hit, 1X81, was over £2,000.00u. or I
Anna has started on, one of them absoMay share the work of thine !
about six and a half times as much as the cost oi
The
New
York
Central
Railroad
Company says the service, aud this without taking into consider i
lutely (bopped dead in her kitchen, in the the
Apart from Thee we plant in vain
Standard has at last arrived at the atiou the value of the lives saved. Three hundred
Syracuse
midst of her work. 'This is the kind of
The root and sow the seed:
conclusion that it is to a large degree accountable ! vessels and
1,080 passengers came within the
’1 by early and Thy later rain.
thing 1 could not endure to see go on. 1 for the robberies and swindles perpetrated on its scope
of the operations of the service, and all but
The sun and dew we need.
knew it was all wrong as soon as 1 knew passenger trains by the itinerant rogues who pass nine of these
Four hunpassengers were saved.
:ts rails daily.
Maj Priest, superintendent dred and forty nine shipwrecked persons were
Our toil is swert with thankfulness,
anything, and as soon as I became old over
of the eastern division, has
a notice to con
succored at ttie stations, aud of the total value of
Our burden is our boon.
enough to have a voice in my own educa- due tors and brakomen at theposted
Central depot in this
The curse of Larth’s gray morning is
tion 1 persisted in taking a diiferent city ordering them to stop all gambling devices the vessels and their cargoes, amounting to >3.as
above
over
*2.000.000.
stated,
was
The blessing of its noon.
*(>0,000.
M v sister Anna has tried so hard under penalty ol dismissal. The bulletined order saved
course.
—certainly an admirable showing
holds
tli
officers
ol
the
trains
to
account
for
robAnd
still with reverent hands we cull
to get ahead of time and make
In November, 1871, or not ten years ago, the
things‘lap beries which may hereafter occur, the ground beThy gifts each year renewed :
was organized, aud now there are
o\ei mat sue Has aouseu ana
present
system
pronamy ing taken that most of the eoniidence men and over 200 life
The good is always beautiful—
saving stations in the country—l 15
killed herself, besides criminally neglect- gamblers are well known to the conductors and
The beautiful is good.
on the Atlantic coast, 8 on the Pacific
13 on the
It
has
been hinted that, m some cases lakes, and there are besides 5 houses of
ingand mismanaging her children. 1 don't brakomen.
Given at the Council Chamber, in Boston, this
refuge on
is
there
collusion
offenders
and
between
the
the
the Florida coast
During the barely nine years twenty-ninth day of October, in the year of our
suppose she lias averaged over live hours’ train hands which
only increases the danger to from November 1, 1871. to June 30, 1880, tho Lord One Thousand Light Hundred and
Lighty
sleep out ol the twenty-tour during the passengers The operators
now travel as cummer
amount of property saved was over £12,000,000
one and of tiie Independence of the United States
live years; and think of that amount of
iai men, carrying what appears to be sample
these years the cost of the service was uf America the One Hundred and Sixth.
During
rest for a woman whose brain and mus- eases, but really receptacles for 'heir disguises much smaller than at present, the system having
JOHN 0 LONG
cle are forever in use! livery year I and implements of torture These sharks lounge only been gradually enlarged to its present enor
By His Lxeellencv the Governor, with the advice
about the oars, making the acquaintance of the
inous extent.
of the Council. Henky B Pikui i:. Secretary.
Probably 1,300 men were employed
come up here and line things going from
greenhorns who have been spotted as poultry to at these 200 stations. Formerly the life saving
(iod save the Commonwealth of M issaehusetts
had to worse among my relatives and be plucked, livery few days the report is made
season lasted only from December till April, but
that a i asseiiger has been mulcted to the tune of three
most of nn friends, and the horrible part
Maine Ilorses.
years ago it was ex ended to its present lim
a hundred or two b} three card monte men or
ol it is nothing one can say or do will
its, as so many serious shipwrecks occur in Novemsome other species o. the light lingered gentry.
One of the finest collections of valuable equities
ber. The outfit of each station is generally a
have the slightest effect.”
in Kennebec county can be seen at the stable of
wooden house, with simple furniture, bedding,
“Draft you think your very natural
Mr.
('has. A Staekpole in Gardiner.
or
two
life
boats,
boat
one
Freds Til
cooking utensils,
Gen. Grant’s New House.
waganxiety about your sister may have colons, a wreck gun for shooting oil*a small line to a ! ton, whom every horse fancier in this vicinity
(leu. Grant’s .New York home promises to be one
ored your diagnosis a little ?” I inquired.
vessel, a cart for the gun, compasses, barometers, j knows, has charge of the training and care of the
Ac and the average cost of each station is per I animals, assisted by experienced hostlers. There
“Not in the least,” my companion an- of the most elegant in the country. A correspon
dent learns that not a single article has been
haps £5.000, so that the 200 stations represent an j are at present nine horses in this stable. The belle
swered. “Anna’s pulse was one hundred
bought or ordered for the first Hour, the eighty investment by the generous people of about £1,- of the group is the live year old Knox mare, be
and twelve.
The respiration was labor- cases of magmticent presents presented to the 000,000 in behalf of shipwrecked humanity. This, j longing to Mr Staekpolc*’, which has shown a 2 Jo
ed and ominously frequent.
There is no General on his foreign ‘.our furnishing them of course, is continually increasing, as new stations gait in public without fretting, and is regarded as
throughout, as well as supplying the rest of the are being established. The Jeisey coast has the a “coming" horse. She weighs about IdoU pounds,
mistaking such signs.”
house with objects of art of every conceivable greatest number of stations—namely, forty-one— dark bay color, stands lb hands high, and tor s\ m“How could she keep at work with such sort. No two
pieces of furniture in the parlors the Long Island coast the next greatest, thirty- metry and beauty i* hard to beat. Mr Tilton'has
a pulse as that'! I asked.
and reception room will be alike Curiously carv- eight (of which thirty three are in tho Xtate ot ; a spotted gelding of Whalebone Knox stock, call“Dustpan;" and it is hinted that he can pan out
“Hy the exercise of wilt power,’ said ed chairs, velvet and gold embroidered divans, New York), and Virginia and North Carolina have j ed
a gait below J.JO, although he has never trotted in
and ivy fauteuil, upholstered with
their twenty live stations. It is a curious fact that
the doctor.
“In our family will power is and ebony
He is seven years old, weighs I or A pounds,
which
while the horses
are sometimes necessary | public
Gobelin tapestry and hand wrought brocades, will
a direct inheritance.
If it could only take the place of the modern set. lu Gen. Grant’s for pulling the boats are generally hired, the gov > and stands lb hands high B F Dutton f Boston,
have been put to a good use, how much private dressing room stands a miniature house of erumeut has just one orse in its service where has a stepper there, called Triumph." with a record of 2 :2b .1
Mr. G P. Herrick, of Augusta, has
stories, ami nearly three feet in height. It is none can be hired—namely, at Assaleague. S.
might have been accomplished ! My dear, live
I placed his six year old Knox mare in Mr Tilton’s
this will power eats salt pork when good of solid silver, curiously beaten and raised in queer
hands.
The
animal
and
odd
llowers
birds. On
the various
weighs about 10A0 pounds, and
beef and the most nutritious food are ab- doors and windows that lead opening
California Fruit Trees.
stands about L> hands. Although a green horse
out on conical little
she is liable to be heard from soon, having crawlsolute net essities.
It makes all its cream balconies, eau be discovered cases of fretted silver,
We copy from Column's Rural World, the foled down to a ’10 gait without much urging.
An
into butter that the cash may ‘lap over.’ containing bottles and flasks of carved ivory tilled
other mare at this stable, with a record of 'lot,
account of the great fruit resources of CalIt drinks skim-milk, and works nineteen with different and delicious perfumes This was lowing
earned
at
a
short
to
the
owner
time
111 China
Gen. Grant
presented
Topsham
ago. belongs to
ifornia
hours out of t wenty-four.
L. 1). Haley, of Gardiner. She is of Pear
knows at a glance where each of the thousands of
The fruit and vegetable growers of California Captain
stock, and rejoices under the sobriquet of
Soon after this the doctor dropped me gifts came from, the name of the city, the donor have the
naught
present season a harvest unparalleled i;i ‘‘Grey Nose." Mr Benj. Johnson, of Gardiner,
and the circumstances of the presentation.
at my boarding house.
the history of the country. The Pacific coast is
of the Johnson House, has a promising
“Now you know all about it,".she remarkalready dotted with canning establishments which proprietor
Fcarnaught colt, “Starr King," at the stable. For
Choral Ineptitudes
Kov. E I*. Tenney, tho have been springing up to meet the wants of the
ed in parting, “and if any one ever asks
a roader and gentleman’s
driving horse, he is hard
trade—so that the raw fruit, through the aid of to beat.
ami witty president of Colorado College,
[ Kennebec Journal.
you why Mary Stedmun did not remain genial
the canning industry, is now going to the four
was at one time the beloved
of
the
Congrepastor
among her relatives, you can say she de- gational church in a sea coast town in Massacliu
quarters of the globe. California fruits aud vege
clined to live among criminals and sui- setts. To eke out his salary, the people gave him tables have already found their way into ull the Increased bpeed of Transatlantic Steamers.
a donation party, among tho presents being a fine
leading markets of the United States, and monop
cides.”
olizo all the trade ot Idaho, Montana, Dakota.
Forty two years ago the steamer Great Western
Five months after the above incident new dress-coat for the pastor, and a tasty bonnet
made the voyage from Liverpool to New York in
Indeed, the products of
for his better half. On the following Sunday, as Utah, aud Colorado.
sister Anna died ; and one year from that
12 days and l.S hours, which was then considered
they walked up the aisle in their new habiliments, California are of such a tine, rich, luscious charac : a fast
ter, that they have secured a permanent foothold
passage. From that time to the present
date the widower married again. The the choir inadvertently struck out with the volun
has been a steady increase in the speed of
there
at
the
sea
board
cities
of
the
Atlantic
in
States,
second wife is a duplicate of the first, tary, much to the discomfiture of the sensitive
transatlantic steamers. The years marked by the
the face ot the strong competition and low prices
and his wife, “Who are these in baight
working night and day and “laying up” clergyman
of the eastern packers, aud only the excessively
greatest gain in this respect, are as follows
array !"
for a future which it is more than likely
At tho same church, a few weeks ago. the fune
high tariff between the far west aud the east,
Days. IDs. Min.
18HI) Liverpool t<> New York.
i>
o
12
she never will enjoy. [Christian Fnion.
ral of a prominent and highly respected citizen of saves the eastern packers from disaster. In tins
»*•
184*;
o
:{
II
connection
the
San
Francisco
Chronicle
tells
us
the town, by the name of Knight, occurred, on
lsY.) N<-\\ York to Liverpool.
u
)
l.'»
of
one
fruit
who
netted
from
eleven
which occasion, by a singular contretemps, tho
grower
$13,000
1n>*» New York to (Queenstown.
8
•_
48
choir sang as their first selection the usually fitting acres of fruit, consisting of apricots, cherries aud
Blackburn and Lockjaw.
1874
0
7
2.1
hymn, There will be no night there." The effect, peaches. To such an extent has the canning in- 1 S7<»
s
7
vs
s
4
2f>
It lms long been the fashion to accuse as soprano, alto and tenor successively took up the dustry grown in San Francisco, that a great num- 1881 Southampton to New York_
ber of firms are established as agents and distrib
refrain, was well calculated to excite tho risiblcs
1881 New York to (Queenstown.
7
2.'J
7
of
women
great talking abilities, but some of those who had
The present season large
gathered in any but a humorous utors of the goods.
The last mentioned passage has just been made
men have a gift of gab that puts any femspirit. [Editor's Drawer, in Harper’s Magazine quantities have been shipped to Europe—Loudon by the steamer Arizona, and is the fastest on
and Liverpool consuming considerable shipments.
inine rival to the blush.
for November
When the Yelrecord between the two places named. The exThe canning establishments use freely asparagus,
low Fever Commission was sitting at
traordinary passage between Southampton and
Tho people down East need not laugh at our peas, beaus, corn, tomatoes, cherries, strawberNew York was made by tin steamer Kibe. This
Willard’s hotel, Hlackburn, of Kentucky,
currants,
ries,
Westeru ways of doing business. It amounts to
peaches, plums, pears, gooseberries reduction in the time of Atlantic
voyages is due
was an enthusiastic worker. A man from
about the same thing all round, after all.
We rob and all sorts of jams and jellies. The immense
in a large measure to the improvements made in
Maine walked through the long corridor railroad trains and mountain stages, and our neigh
profit arising from the present season, is of course machinery
within those years
Whether it is
to the general failure of the
peach crop and possible to continue this improvement so as to maone afternoon to the dining-room.
Mr. hors down East keep summer hotels. And, dearly owing
allow us to say that the difference in shortage of other products consumed by the canbeloved,
increase
the
of
ocean steamHlackburn was holding forth to an inpresent speed
ning houses, aud such figures can form no safe terially
methods doesn't make a continental hit of differers, is a matter of some doubt.
It is much more
terested group. The Maine man ale his ence to the traveler. I
basis for future operations on the Pacific slope.
Hawkeve.
Burlington
that some new form of hull will have to be
The impression prevails there now that last winter's likely
dinner and came out. Still Mr. Hlackadopted beforo any very great gain will be possible.
great freeze, followed by the severest drouth
burn talked, lie read the newspapers,
Prcf. Beal, at the Michigan Agricultural College,
known to fruit growers, have thoroughly wrecked
lias 1000 different grasses and clovers growing,
It is estimated that there is not much more than
smoked, started down the street and back, each
the orchards, and that for at least three years
in a separate bed, in tho garden attached to
one acre of land to a farm in Vermont planted to
and entered tiro long parlor.
Still the tho
almost equal to those of the
more,
opportunities
It lias taken several
to make
corn.
This seems strange for a dairy State, and
college
past season will exist, and they are therefore pre- when the corn fodder
coterie listened.
The stranger joined the collection, to which additions years
are constantly
is wortli as much per aero
them. Mr. Hlackburn was telling how being made. Sets of six of these plants have been paring tor the golden harvests of the future. This as the hay crop.
rosy picture, however, is a delusion, and time will
sent
to
several
different
colleges.
great was his fear of yellow fever, and
show that the peach crop of 1882 will be above
It
for corn fodder preserved in silos,
how nervous he felt about exposing himthe average
Many of the orchards, instead of bo that isit claimed
To add the last straw to the load of contempt
has the merit of exciting to its highest
ing ruined aud rendered worthless, have had a seaself to its influence.
the. Maine

Finally
slowly drawled forth : “Mister, excuse mo for speaking,
but 1 should’t
think you’d feel afraid of the fever.
I
should suspect the only thing you’d have
a horror of would be the lockjaw.”
man

aud

heaped by the Democrats upon their late Greenback allies, even the Boston Globe ridicules them
thus: “Weaver js still lecturing on tho lost cause
of Greenbackism.”
Ben Butler approves
the Panama canal.

Secretary

Blaine's letter

on

of rest—have recuperated—aud will
fine crop the coming season.

son
a

produce

Everybody at Old Point eats five square meals
day.
That’s why they call it Old Point Comfort.

the appetite for oil cake in the feeding of
animals, which at the commencement is common-

point
ly

a

so

repugnant.

Be what nature intended you for, and you will
succeed; be anything else, and you will be ten
thousand times worse than nothing.

conceded

are

well

as

kind

even, and her
manner so calmly professional that I had
at the time no suspicion that any of it
was assumed.
“It is under my left shoulder-blade,”
her sister replied, “and f haven’t breathed a long breath since last November.
Sometimes it is worse than others, and l
am conscious of it every minute.”
The doctor drew a chair to her sister’s
side, and took her hand in hers.
“Dear me, Mary, my pulse is all right,”
said the invalid, doing her best to make
light of the situation.
“llow main men does your husband
hire this summer, Anna ?” the doctor inquired, as she prepared some medicine.
“t inly six this year.”
“And you cook and wash for them. 1
suppose ?"
“Of course.”
“How many cows have you ?.'
“Fourteen.”
“Anti you make butter for market?”
Sistei Anna smiled as she answered
this question.
■■1 average about sixty pounds per
week."
“What time do you get up in the
morning ?”
“Four o’clock.”
“What time do yon go to bed *”
“Anywhere from ten to twelve and
then with a glance in my direction, “you
see, farmers have to keep ahead of time.
If they didn’t manage to do this, they
ouldn’t lay up anything to save their
ives.”
“Anna,” said the doctor, taking no notice of the above remark, “I intend to
stay in Vermont a month, unless 1 am
needed in New York. Would you like
me to take charge of
your ease during
that time ?”
‘•My eav.“!" Ik i sister repeated in great !
-i don't suppose 1 shall need
i perplexity,
;
anything more than that medicine.”
‘•I will gladly do all 1 can for yon
Anna," the- doctor resumed, ‘-and when i
j am
compelled to go back I will leave you
in good hands: but it must lie on condition ol the most perfect obedience on your
part. You have hard coughing spells
every morning, do you not ?"
•Acs Mary, but how in the world did
y ou know that
‘■Vo matter how i know it.
That I do
know it is sufficient. To begin with,
Anna, your husband must find other
places tor his workmen, and some one
must bo found immediately to do your
housework. You must go to bed every
night at eight o'clock, and remain in bed
till after breakfast.
You must have all j
sorts oi nourishing food, and
pork and
codfish must he eliminated from your bill
i of fare.”
"Mary, what do you mean !"
There was a look of terror in the poor
woman's e yes, and her lips quivered pain-

And

as a
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The doctor’s tones

Heart.

There’s many a trouble
Would burst like a bubble
And into the waters of Lethe depart.
Did we not rehearse it.
And tenderly Durse it,
And give it a permanent place in the heart.
There's many a sorrow
Would vanish to morrow
Were we not unwilling to furnish the wings,

anu we warned

long
j inches
There is

out

Don’t

are

all left on a row ot corn, the
weight of
the corn was 1«> 1 pounds, while on a
stripped row it was only eighty-eight
pounds. In other similar instances the
ditferenee was less, yet distinct and striking in all. This same principle applies
to pruning fruit trees in Summer, which
should be omitted or sparingly performed
except where the trees are sufficiently
vigorous to bear some cheek.
A writer in the London Live Stock
Journal says, in reference to the very tat
animals exhibited at fairs:
“The time
"ill come, without doubt, when these
moving masses of grease will he passed
over in the show-ling, and the honors
awarded to those in a more natural condition and with their points unconcealed
by useless cushions of fat. Probably a
yet wider view will he taken, viz.: That
animals so overburdened, unable to stand
for long together, and almost asphyxiated. as in the case of pigs, may be regarded as being cruelly tortured. Gluttony
is usually a morbid condition in man or
dumb beast, and overfeeding the direct
cause of many diseases that not only affect the patient hut its’posterity.
Hop eultui e in England is conlined to
a comparatively small area.
The districts' acreage and yield are as follows:
Last Kent, Id,000 acres, average yield to
the acre
cwts.. (I Id pounds to a hundred weight.)
Mid, North and West
Kent, 17,4iio a -res. average yield 7 A cwts.:
Weald of Kent, 11,700 acres, average
yield 7i cwts.; other parts of Kent,
■JOn acres, average yield 7 cwts.:
Sussex, 0000 acres, average yield 7A cwts.;
Worcester and Hereford, SO! >4 acres,
average yield >'■ cwts.: rest of England.
'.15 acres, average yield 7 cwts. The
: 'tal
act. age for Issl is 05.175,average
yield per acre -Tt pounds: total yield.
i'lie consumption ot
51,101,'-‘04 pounds,
hops in England is 7;l,P'JO.OOH pounds,
leaving a deficiency this year of nearly
•_>ii.ihiti.tKHi pounds, to he imported mainly from Uerniam and America.
At the age of three or four weeks pigs
need the most rare.
When the litter is
large, and the pigs at about this age. the
milk of the-sow is not sufficient to keep
them in a steady, healthy, growing state.
They should be cared for before this
time by giving them an opportunity to
learn to eat.
At this season of the vea:
nubbins front sweet corn will be eaten
greedily if the corn is soft. Purslane,
which is found in abundance on almost
every farm in New F.ngland, is an excellent feed for them.
Have a trough so
constructed that tlmi can reach into it.
and thy. will soon learn to cat with the
motiu-i
Small and unmerchantable potatoes. which arc always abundant on
the farm at this sea- >n of the year, make
when boiled, an excellent feed for pigs.
Sou" milk, buttermilk
and whey will
bring young pigs along rapidly.

name

enlarged

of the favorite Seribnei’a
and improved, and which

oilers brilliant attractions for the current and succeeding volumes. The illustrations which grace
the pages of The Century are truly works of art.

following instructions
goods:

them

ship

new

now

as

by the critics of the Old
New, to excel anything

of the

ever

attempted,

World
of the

indeed, this country

can

claim for The Century without fear of dispute,
that it is the best magazine iu the world. The
vertisemeut elsewhere gives the terms upon which

subscribers

to The Century
the late Dr. Holland.

To

name

can

obtain

a

portrait of

the contributors to St. Nicholas would

bo to enumerate

nearly all of the best known
day, includiug the foremost poets,

of the

writers

novelists and essayists. The illustrations are iu
keeping with the literary contents, and the magazine as a whiole has its charms for older people,
while it educates, instructs aud amuses the young.
The London

Spectator says of St Nicholas "It is
tile best of all children’s magazinesand the

London Daily News says: “Wo wish we could
out its eiiual in our own periodical litera
turo." The coming Christmas number of St.

point

Nicholas will bo

one

of

special beauty aud interest.

Littell’s Living Age.

The numbers of The

Living Age for October dii. and November b, contain, Worry, Nineteenth Century : The Future of
Islam, Fortnightly: The Letters of Goethe’s
Mother Life iu Mediieval Venice, and the conclu
sion of Mary Schonewald, a Study in
Prophecy,
Fraser ; Carlo Goldoni, Blackwood: Inaugural Ad
Meeting of the British Associa
tion, by Sir John Lubboch, Nature; My Troubles
iu Russia, Chambers’ Journal; Silk
in

dress at the Jubilee

Growing

Burma, St. James Gazette
emeum;

electricity

by Scott, AtUTherapeutics of the

Verses

;

iu the

Ancients, Medical Press and Circular; with an instalment of "The Freres," the conclusion of "Iu
Trust," and the usual amount of poetry. Littell A
Co. publishers, Boston
Generalities.

The debt of New York

city

is

$99,000,OlM)

The sugar crop of Cuba this year will be
did one.
Accounts lroni Ireland show the Land
fast breaking up.

be

a

splen

League

to

Men have lived on a pedestal who will never
have a statue when dead.
Over four hundred and

being erected

fifty
Washington

iu

new

dwellings

are

i'iine is a wave which never murmurs, because
there is uo obstacle to its How.

Senator. Edmunds is writing a magazine
the political aspect of mormon ism.

on

A

paper

Mormon proselyte has been imprisoned
for trying to make converts.

Germany

in

1 lie worth of a State in the long run. is the
worth of the individuals composing it.
I weigh the man. not
king's stamp can make the
It
.i

his title: tis not the
metal better.

temperance prevails, then

education prevails
must fail.

temperance fails, then education
A

crying baby

g"od suggestion

;

at. the public meeting is like a
it ought to be carried out.

It is expected that vigorous e;l :>rts will be made
the next session of Congress to reduce taxation

at

Ignorance is not so damnable as humbug, but
when it prescribes pills it may
happen to do inure
harm.
The annual rep n of the pension bureau shows
that on the ihdh of Juno there were •JuS.xtJO
pen
si oners.
_

The annua, report of Cm Treasurer of the Unit
ed States shows a large increase in receipt from
ail sources.
Southern Republicans are making a concerted
ellort to have a Representative from their section
in the Cabinet.
1 here i.^ stored in the United States
Treasury,
in gold and silver coin and bullion, the sum of

Judge Davis has
trai Illinois, and
to $.'.000.000

a

large ijuantity of land in Ueu
are supposed to amount

his riches

About President Garfield's grave are to be planted a weeping beech, a pyramidal oak. a
buckeye
and a silver lir.
A project is under consideration to run the elevated railroads. New York, hv electricity, at a
saving of $1,000 per day.

Long Island X. Y. farmers are estimated to have
lost £doo.iioo by the failure of the cabbage crop.
The potato crop was a success.
We
when

told that the ancient Egyptians honored
when dead. The ancient Egyptians knew
cat was most to be honored.

are

eat

a

a

London publisher has issued a penny edition
Uncle Tom's Cabin’' without nuy curtailment.
The work is said to be capitally printed
A

of

New

Hampshire

farmers say there has been

a

scarcity *>f laborers there, especially in the central
portion of the State, for several months past.
-Mrs Garfield has lately received an> ther autoletter in»m ijueen V ictoria, idled with beau
tifuily worded expressions of womanly sympathy.

graph

Tlu chronometer watch which Dr. Bliss used to
lime the 1.••art beats of the dying Garfield is now
owned by Mr. J. C Watts, a jeweler of East Saginaw.

Europe is said to use up annually SU.'dlo ions
weight of wood in matches. Germany burns more
matches than any other country, because the poo
pie arc* grout smokers.
An Iowa man who owns the battle ting of the
Forty-seventh Ohio regiment, of which Garfield,

colonel, has refused a ton thousand dollar offor that relic of the war.

was

fer

It i** -aid that there is stored ..way in thoTrea
sury Department at Washington fifty millions of
Confederate bonds. They have ! on regarded as
little better than waste paper.
■

The late Gov. \\ It/, of Louisiana left his widow
and live children in poverty, and a committee of
leading citizens has appealed to the people of the
State to provide a fund for them.
In the Supremo Court of Washington County,
last week, an inetlV -tual tfort was made bv
Sprague's omnsel to have a day assigned tor
the trial of the Sprague divorce suit.
L 1
Mrs.

It wa« only in l'sm that the first cheese from
Vmeriea crossed the Atlantic
From Sept. I. 1SH0,
to Sept 1. IsSl.rln* juuntity of cheese sent across
from New York has been 1'J7Gi 11 boxes
Wendell Chilly's writes to a friend in low;, i
do not forget that President Arthur was one of
New York counsel in the fugitive slave cases,
and 1 predict he will make a good President."

our

The superintendent <d the census bureau says
that not withstanding the large production of c<»al
this country, the use of wood for fuel is greatly
! in excess of coal, the ratio began as four to one
in

-Mr. Xoerr. chiet (•: the < 'aptured and Abandoned
Division of the Treasury, discredits the
stories of Confederate funds in Eun-pe. The specu
latum in Confederate bonds, however, continues
active.

Property

The Maine Milling Journal says-. The mining
interest of ti e Xew England States have reached
advanced stage where taking the back track"
is no longer possible. They must be carried tor
ward to a successful issue.
t.Mit

Archibald Forbes, the famous British war cor
respondent, saw the Connecticut troops parade at
Charleston, and says they equaled the best trained
troop.-* of Europe, and with such militia the conn
try needs no standing army.
President Arthur is quoted as saying, in regard
the report that his unmarried sister would preside at the White House
d have hut one unmar
ried sister, and her health will not permit her to
!o
the
duties
attempt
discharge

to

It is fame for a newspaper to steal a column edi
torial and pass it off as a leader, and then have
some honest paper copy it and give credit for it to
the paper which stole it. but it is such fame as we
should not want. [Gardiner Hume Journal
The will of a man who died in Berks county.
And
Penn., the other day, contained this clause
I further disinherit and prohibit from participation
in the distribution of my estate such of my male
descendants as persist in wearing mustaches
Records show that the longest drought which this
country has ever struggled through was in the
year 1762. when for 123 days iu succession, ending
September I. no rain fell over a considerable
part of what was at the time settled territory.
An illustration of what the speculators in bread
stuffs have done for us is the tact that a large
amount of tlour was recently shipped to Havre,
France, and then shipped back to New York,
where it was sold at a price which gave a protit
after paying the freight both ways.
The expense of the Tinted States weather ser
vice was *336.000 last year
General llazen says
the weather service of the I'nited States has been
without a rival in practical advantages, but the day
has now come when it should take its stand among
the foremost in scieutitic study and investigation.
The Railroad Gazette produces a record which
shows that during the nine months this year to
September 30. there was a total of 1,081 railway
accidents, 207 killed and 1,201 injured; an averago
per month of 120 accidents. 33 killed aud 131 iu
jured ; an averago per day of 1 accidents. I I killed
and 4 l Injured. This year so far shows a largo
increase of accidents over last year.

During the last forty years the Church of Fug
land has spent more than $5,000,000 a year iu
church building aud church restoration, and built
more thau 5,100 new parsonages, in addition to old
ones restored, and has increased her incumbents
by nearly 8,000. Her curates now number some
5,800, and she raises $4,660,000 a year to pay them,
of which $2,000,000 is paid by incumbents. The
church of England raises voluntarily more than
$27,000,000 a jear; that is nearly $2,300,000 a
month

Maine

Matters.

Andrew Masters, the well known printer and
died at Uallowell, the 7th, in the 88th
lie was born at Exeter, N. H
year of his age.
where lie served an old-fashioned
apprenticeship BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
THE LOCATION <>1 THE STA I K : AIK.
in a printing office.
17, 1881.
He was the oldest printer
and book publisher in the State, and
The Kennebec Journal, Somerset Reporter and
enjoyed a PUBLISHED EVERY
THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
high reputation as an upright business man, an ex
11 alio well Register have endorsed the position
taken by the Journal with regard to the State emplary citizen and Christian gentleman.
to
the
Owing
Fair by republishing our article on the question.
prevalence of small pox in Biddeford and consequent interruption of schools the
The Rockland Free Fress also advances arguments
committee
closed
all the public schools on the Oth
CHARLES A. PXLSBURY.Editor.
iu support of that
position. It says—
inst.
Over 300
The location of the place for permanent exbibi
persons have been vaccinated. RUSSELL G. DYER, f BUSINESS MANAGER AND
There have been hfteen cases, six of which have
tions of the State Fair is a matter of much imporLocal Editor.
)
proved fatal.
tance to tlie Society. It is also of great importance
The
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
to the locality to be chosen, as is proved
following patents have been issued : Felt,
by the
within the year, #2.50; at the expiration o'l' the
Lewiston Journal’s estimate that the last fair left Jesse S Greenwood, Maine, Plow; Lancaster,
F
Bradford
#3.00.
stove
;
year,
in that city £.*0,000.
The same paper says the
Augusta. Maine, Camp
Patten,
Advertising Terms. For one square, (oneineh
El win, W ator vi lie, and F. L. Emery, Benton,
a prize that
permanent location ot the fair is
of
In column,) #1.00 for one week, and 25
length
Maine. compound for welding sheet.
Auburn and Lewiston cannot all'ord to lose." The
cents for each subsequent Insertion. A fraction of
W il lain 1'aine a well-known citizen of Standish,
Society is bound to consider as paramount the
a square charged as a full one.
promotion of the legitimate objects of the Society. Me is dead at the age of 85. He was in early life a
The following are authorized agents for the Jour
successful teacher and composer of music,
It is authorized by the State tor the
promotion of very a
being musician in the army of 1812. He was a nal:
the agricultural interests of the State, in the broadS. R. Nn.ES, No. 258 Washington St., Boston.
prominent Free Mason and an ardent temperance
est sense of the term.
It is not to be monopolized
T. G. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 A 8, Tremont
Temple,
Boston.
by any exclusive set of men. but is open to all It worker.
Portland Lodge, No I, of Freemasons has raised
is not
intended to contribute especially to the
S. M. Pettengill & Go., 10 state St., Boston, and
37 Park Row, N. V.
benelit of any section ol the State, but to the good over >100 for the relief of the Michigan sufferers
Dr Intel Bailey Brandley. one of the most learn
Horace Dodd, 205 Washington St., Boston.
of all its people Hence, it strikes us that the anxGeo. P. Rowell & Go., 10 Spruce St.. New York.
ed and scientific physicians in Maine, died at his
iety which has been exhibited of late to perma11. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.
J.
nently locate fair grounds at Lewiston is at pres residence in Fryeburg, Nov. 11
Abuer
Weeks of Lewiston, aged 4f> years whs
ent unwise
We are aware that the liuaneial sucfound dead Friday morning shot in the stomach,
cess which has resulted from the fairs at Lewisti u
“Justice to Maine”
lie is supposed to have suicided, but circumstances
has exceeded that attending them otherwheres
.ire causing a doubt.
An investigation is being
But we also know from experience that occasional
The Manchester, N. II., Mirror, makes
held
exhibitions of this nature may be successful where
The Register reports the small pox scare at a Washington despatch to the Boston
regular and frequent ones fail
Again. Lewiston
Beryville as about over.
will not be central to the future agriculturists of
Traveller, concerning the probable ap'i'he Ossipee Valley News quotes new cider at
the State
The new eastern portion is probably
four cents per gallon.’
destined to advance m agricultural importance
pointment of Seth Li. Milliken, Esq., of
Mr. Zenas T.
a
more rapidly than the western, and
Bangor will one time news Haines, well known journalist, at this city, as Naval Officer at Boston, the
editor of the New Orleans Crescent
become relatively more central than now. The
and latterly on tho editorial staff of the Boston
text for a column of abuse of Maine Remanagers of the S ciety doubtless arc prompted
is
Herald,
to locate permanently by tiie desire to have the
reported seriously ill at the residence of
his
sister
in
publicans. It spares neither the leaders
Wiuthrop
privileges of better accomodations than they can
Six hotels at old Orchard Beach were destroyed
have while the exhibitions are changed from place
nor the rank and tile.
It charges our
to place
by tire last Thursday—the St. Cloud, Blanchard.
But there will be some disadvantages,
Fiske. Lawrence, Aldine and Belmont. Estimated
and they may well hesitate before they bind the
present Republican leaders with having
Society to one locaFtv perpetually, and expend loss >100,00t».
a rebellion which “buried them
The Boothbay' Register says
(’apt. Mitchcl prbvoked
large sums for improvements wl.ich inay eventual
ly have to be abandoned Rockland would like to Brewster, the pioneer Boothbay pilot, who for the under an opposition majority of
have the benefits ot the ideation, hut can hardly j ust seven years has cruised the outer harbor in
Ins dory Dreadnanght. has been conlined to the
put Garcelon in the Governor's chair and
expect it. with the libera! filers from larger cities
•house for five or six weeks with a slow fever, but
as favorably situated.
sent Mureh and Each! to Congress.”
The
i> now better and will soou be able to man the
HATH TO BE K I. PRES I. NIK I * AT
LIH'AHO.
fhlot dory again. The Dreadnanght was the lirst
Mirror says further: “Last fall Maine
The Bath Board of Trad will send delegates to
fil'd boat at Boothbay Harbor, but the captain
alone, among all the States, disappointed
the Fonvoution called by the I ml istrial League of iMilks it will not be the last, for great ships will
before long frequent our beautiful and safe harbor.
reasonable
Republican expectation. It
America at t’hicago on the loth lust. In the call
At Bryant s Pond. Oxford county, the other day
tor the meeting to choose
the national election, elected
as a trial of skill, Galen Curtis shot an
'arv
off
jeopardized
delegates,
apple
from the head of C. T. Sessions at a distance of a
Weeks says—
Democratic
Governor and re-elected to
from in to 5o feet.
Mr Session then did the same
The object of this < '■ «i. vc ::tion. is the interchange
March and Ladd." Then this
from Curtis' head
The shooting was done with a
Congress
of views ot merchants ami manufacturers. from all
rifle
sections ..f our vast country, setting forth ilie
amiable Republican editor devotes the
The Congregationalist says that Rev. C. E.
State and n.Hioual legislation needful for the
pro
>to\ve. son of Prof, and Mrs. U
B Stowe, has
half column of his tirade to
remaining
tectum and continued success of tin* several nidus
closed hi? labors at Saco, where ho has been the
tries they represent
The ship owners of tinenumerating the citizens of Maine who
last three years. The church voted to in\ite him
cast should see to it that the shipping interest :s !
to Income settled pastor, but the parish did not
have held and now hold honorable posistrougly and wisely represented in this convention. r i.< ’.r and the pulpit is now vacant
At tile Boston Convention the nee trail-* element
tions in the public service, and to comwould liave prevailed bail it not been h r the enerFisi; vxi) Fishing. Messrs. E. M Still well and plaints that New Hampshire has been ungetic* efforts of our eastern members in boldly «:
fending their i::t-. rests
N -s*. it It- representaHenry <> Stanley. Commissioners of Fisheries fairly treated in the distribution of offices.
tives <.»t the ocean
shipping interests on Ihe Pa and Game, with a small
c itic and eastern sea b arc! will
* in
party from Bangor visited The Mirror concludes by
g
strength to
declaring that
the extensive salmon-hatching works at Orland
thus C-invention, they can by bold and manly nt
“Seth Milliken won’t be the next naval
tcranees in favor of their important and noble in
last week.. ..There is at Peer Park, Garrett coun
I.tslry deai a heavy blow to tree tra il* winch inofficer at Boston, and Tom Reed won’t
ty Md a detail of three employes of the United
cludes tree ships, and weaken the ldlueuce for
be speaker, and Peters won't succeed Cliflish commission engaged in hatching eggs
mischief ot the po-ss in the wot and correspond
ingly strengthen weak kneed and timid im-mhers of the California salmon and trout, the latter hav
ford, and the pension agency won't be
ot Congress from that section
It w.- wish the as
Mil been taken from the
sistancc of the west in getting any change or n
Youghiogheny riyer in moved from Concord."
vision in our natn-nal shipping laws, we must go Garrett county. The young fish will bo placed in
All this is very sad, as well as surprisbefore the western people and clearly .set before
the extreme western branches of the Potomac and
them the necessity of protecting this important
It will be news to most people that
ing.
in the
Youghiogheny-The Fastport Sentinel
industry, and where this has been done tm- ship
are elected, naval officers and
week
before
last
the
busiest
one
that
the
interests
have
reports
Speakers
never
failed
in
the
ping
receiving
lm
sardine : tctorics at that place have ever had. A justices
support of their representatives in Cotigr* ss
and pension matters
appointed,
purtant measures tending to reforms in n r ship
g‘»od supply of tish kept them all running day and
decided in the office of tile Manchester
ping laws will be 'Drought before < ingress uring
•!s m-xt session
Ship--wm-rs *di< ::b! i:.»t Pti; t-- nigh: Between twelve and fifteen thousand dol
Mirror. But, really, the Mirror ought not
use the opportunity this Convention ..tiers to them
iars was disbursed among the hands on Saturdav.
to
in securing the iuilueuce and
be so savage because Maine produces
wes
of
the
support
-Th
Sentinel says that oue boy earned over
tern people and their representatives m Congress
so many men who honor the high stations
£i 1 cutting fish at one of the sardine factories
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Portland, Xov loth
There was a meeting ot
the Republican State committee at the Falmouth
Hotel last evening
Every county was represented and many prominent Republicans outside ot the
committee were present The resignation ct Hon
James <». Blaine, as Chairman ami member, was
was
accepted, and J 11 M uley. E
ip; anted
in his pi nee as a member fi.-m a
e
c -unty.
The followmg resolution. introduced by ( a- t. c
A. Bontelle. was unauim •; sly ;
;
Resolved That m it c.-ptn.
.d ; m of
the Hon. .Jas. <j Biaim from the eP.i’riuanship
and membership of the R |• I>1.>
S, Be Committee o* Maine, which he has liiit-d •• in. such signal
for
a
«<:
w
dc
ability
nearly quarter
sire to
express our earnest iegret at :!x-v, ring
ot a connection so honorable to iiimseit and
irKliantly iileiitilic i with t!:• most g’- i--us
achievements of the Republican party -.! t! c :?tato
and Xa’iou. and in behalf of
][• .' P«-a.:s ot
Maine we extend t« him t ;e a"
.:
; contiuued remembrance an i admiration
;
C,
»
courage, preeminent skill and personal e..-vo‘ion
with which he has organized and
i tne party
through twenty one consecutive annual eampa gns.
Hon. \\ m P l rye was chosen chaPum. <*t Cntieueral Committee with authority to appoint an
Executive Committee
f live ami a >-eretarv
Hon. Frederick Hobie was v-n-isen Treasurer
It
was votc-d that the i:< >.' S ate Convention be held
at Portland in the in- nth of June next, the -Lite
to be hereafter Jixed ny t:.* Executive Committee.
.-

>

Tin-: dexter

sos

id

—

"1

>
io-1y. officers were elected for the ensuing year
and fifteen new members were voted in, whose

residences

in

Kennebunk, Lyman, Payton.
B mb f,;r*l ami Saco. The President was
request
1 by v<*te of the society, to draft a
petition to the

coimiii'M

are

nor

of Fisheries and Game of the State

"f Maim-, ‘.siting him to examine the dams in Saco
river in view of the feasibility of construct
i: n
lish ways,
Th*- Gardiner
t:

■"

j

!

tb

j

j
!

opportunity.
Pamariseotta fish

says.
furnished t is market with 200
and when

;

earliest

Reporter

sme!'.' tics week.

j

;

his

at

It

they

founds

of

takes about twenty to u
bite sharp some of the par

> who oast their lines in
pleasant places haul in
Bid p Minds m lour hours-The Press reports that
Portland fishermen have had a highly successful

■-

to.;

\ packed

100.000 barrels of mackerel have been
this year, an increase of 20,000 over last

year, ami the business is a growing one. The
m mkcrel vessels have stocked from
£5,000 to £15.*!:,0

r.wk again

>■

:.

ca?h for the
made

season.

by

The best

trip

of the

sea-

the schooner Alice M. Gould,
ark Jewett, of Ferry Village. She left

was

Before many week.-, says the Waterville Scuti- ‘'aid. <
m-l. the suit of tin- Ucx-er Savings Bank against
1 last Saturday and returned
the Barrou estate will he renewed and will doubt \ Portia!
Thursday,
less bring afresh to the minds of the people all tm- j bringing over 15,000 pounds of tish. She stoeksad particulars of the tragedy
In Mar I sso. action
•l ov.*r £1.200. dividing to each man about
was brought against tii
estate by the bank to regi:ty dollars, or sixteen dollars per day This is
cov.-r the amount
f the deticieucies whmh the
l>ooks showed. At t.he January term of tm • mirt.
the quickest run and most successful trip made
by mutual agreement of h ah parti.-s tiie case will
■r \
ar>
The boats are now fitting for winter
be brought up and doubtless auditor,-, wiii b.apwhich
also is on the increase. A few years
to
make
a
pointed
thorough and systematic ex
animation of the accounts. The result of this inMg" only small boats were sent out in the winter,
will
vestigation will he eagerly awaited, as
e larger ones
being hauled up. Now all are used
doubtless be impartial and will determim to a
■•ml quiv v business dene_Persons are now on
great extent the hual decision ot th-* case
Mgt.'d in Rockland harbor trapping flounders, for
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very hungry sound.
We should hardly have considered this
childish abuse of Maine Republicans
worthy of serious reply. It is so evidently the ebullition of a soured turn disappointed man, is so futile an attempt to
detract from the reputations of men the
nation has signally honored, and is so
grossly unfair to the earnest and honest
Republican voters of Maine, that it might

be the greatest punishment that could be
indicted upon the editor of the Mirror

because of his connection with the
The Democrats have the Legislature

dent Democrats in other Southern States, to break
from Bourbon rule, and a general disintegration of
the solid South is expected to follow.
The result in the remaining States may be briefNebraska gives about jo.oiio
13 summed up

Republican majority.
made

In Connecticut tin- Demo

the Legislature
Missis
course, and so is Mar} land,
but the latter State shows some unexpected gains
in Democratic districts. In Wisconsin there were

erats

gains
sippi is Democratic, of
some

in

Democratic gains, but the State is Republican by
The temperance vote was
<>,000 plurality

inch

some

large—about ’Jo.000. (Ulieial
county in Rennsy lvania give
State Treasurer 7.00*2

plurality
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Now

every
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Kansas and Colorado are Republican
'I he gain of two Rnited States Senators, one in
New Jersey and on** in Virginia, will make the

crat.

Republican majority
the loss of

a

in the Senate

Congressm i:i

has been asserted in

as

quarters prevent the

Republican organiziti •; of the n -xt House, Re
ferring to a recent paragraph in the Washington
despatches to the New 'i ork Herald, a prominent
Virginia politician said to the representative of
that paper—
‘You will have to revise your estimate ot the
condition *d' parties in the next House
Misers
Raul and Fulkerson, the r< adjuster C*u gres in* n
elect from tiie Seventh and Ninth Virginia dig
tricts,will not vote with the democrats but with the
republicans—a statement they authorize to he made
—which insures a majority of two at least
The
Rennsy lvania member, Mr Brumui. who is eon t
a gnwnbaeker. will vote the
stiaight republican
yd
ticket in the House
Without tin votes of the
tour Missouri greenback
republicans the uqmbiifitns will have loti votes for
Speaker, ugaii si I Id
lor tlie demoerats, if all the remainii g votes are
cast tor their nominee
Tim prospect is that the
Missouri greenbnekers will join ;heir fortunes
where they nnv expect the greatest gain andirivc
the administration a working majority ofsixt*-* ii.'
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•Mi^el.i. fa: d Atalanta was sailed <»n the 10th The
i'

tmnuos

i'"!iiv

from

was

Sand}

sixteen nautical miles, east 1?\ south
Ho -k
'Hu* start was made at II

The yacht (iraeie started ten minutes later over
same
course, aud accompanied the racing
yachts. The Atalanta was fully live miles astern
tl«e

when the other boats tinished.
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.V»
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the chance of winning the Americas cup
Mischief having won two out of the three
the third wilt not be sailed
to

brag

<f.

and

nothing

The

lost
The

races

victory

is nothing
short of two miracles on*

for each contest, could have given the cup to the
Canadian. The only surprising thing about the
match is that the Atalauta party should ever have
dreamed of

winning. Their cruft was roughly built
and rigged, just oil the stocks, and her cauvas had
not been stretched.
In model she is said to be an
advance ou the Lady Halierin, the Canadian built
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although

he has come at a rather inclement season_The
dockland Opinion -ayCapt. s.am. I. I\e,-n,
of hark (
P. Dixon, was in this city a few duv
week, hi.-> vessel having recently arrived in
from Cadi/.
Mr-. Keen, who accompanied hci husband on this voyage, is novvatli ■me.
.\mong the otllcers of the sophoireuc .-la-- at
Bowdoin college for the ensuing v ear, we not i< ihname of A.F. Swoeisir, of
-arsport, seeretarv a
treasurer.\t the closing exercises «.f the «)ak
Drove seminary and Commercial college,
Yas
salboro, N >v. loth and lltli. Mr. A. .1. skldmor-n :

Liberty, was one of the prize de*duimer-, hi- u
jeet being—“The Value oi the Union."-Mr. Ld
ward John-on, of Belfast, has In mi elected a mem
ber ol the Portland Society oi Natural H i-1■ >.
..

1 he

David Murray vs. rapt. Augu-tuWliite and David llotf-.es, <-aptain and mat.- ..f ship
Louis Walsh, of this city, w as tried last w rek 1 m-i .r.•
Judge Fox in tin* U. >. court at Portland. This D a
ease

of

<

civil action to

$2,nan damages for injuriereceived on the recent voyage from
Liverpool ter
Belfast. This Is the -aim -homing ca-e be for,*
mentioned, but is distinct from th* erimina. e ti m
which is still pending.
Murray was -hot l>; tic
mate, and the present action is hr..tight againboth mate and captain, on tin plea that the m;;
became the abettor of the former in \vitne--ina and
allowing the assault to go mi. The mate defemv
recover

justification in hi- action. The captain says that
lie stood by and witnessed the affair but that he had
is

idea of lloff.-c-’ intentions until he -aw him draw
revolver, and that the shooting was don s»> rap*
idly that he iiad no time to prevent it. The captain
no

the

the mate, in hi.- presence, did not u-eof
tensive language, and had no club in iiis hand. IFa!-o states that llojf-es did not sln-d M n-rav whd
lie was lying on the leek, and a Id that .Murray die
fall after he

was

Mioi.

The

ease went t-

Monday, whose dc i-ion is reserved. < lai
cnee Hale, Ls.p, appeared for Murrav, II
D. Ilalloek, Lsip, foi Capt. White, and ilon. Nathan W-d.I,
Fox

on

for Holf-es.
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pendent
newspaper.
With
to
the
reverses
in
a wn i-En-KibnKN
regard
Republican
a paper on the “Line of Advance in Education.'’
lows
Boston society of Natural History. I'lie Kam*
The case of <1 liteau was before the C-.urt at
record ot the Democratic patty
steamer, now building in Bath, and the first of her
lie believed in the training of teacher-,
this State from the Greenback heresy, he,
The town of Lexington, m Somerset countv. is
lie bad I horsebacks arc
The
ridge shaped deposits of the gl.t ill
was
and
Washington
class
to
Monday.
the
be built in this State, the State of Maine I
the war. legal
prisonei
surly
Pending
question—against
been
sorely afllicted. With a population of lesc than
south
and
found
it
the
recently
colored people
says
“argues nothing against their skill created some disturbance
tender note scheme, national banks, euianeipa
period, of which many are found in this stale, and
-J.au souls and only some so
his numerous inter
she has a debt of -On the 7th inst. the superior built bark “Cow- j and
by
the
best
teachers.
This
was
because after the war several in this
fidelity,” and that the rule the Mirror ruptions. II is counsel want more time, v»hieh
lion, negro suffrage, money payment of the debt,
about s 1 Upton. '1’lie debt was not voted as other
county. The Penobscot Hay -\-tem
lit/.'' 77!M’»S tons register, was launched from the
may
town debts have been, lint was inherite 1.
specie resumption after the decision —for the the people of the north went among the ignorant | is traced from Sand Bar and II >gback Island- i 1
| applied to Maine would not hold water be
The
them
after
the
the
testimony for
given
blacks and gave them thorough training. Friday
war. emancipation, negro suffrage,
prose
town was incorporated in l«etl. and then had" a
yard of Doss A Sawyer at Bath. She hai Is from elsewhere, not even in New Hampshire.
money payMoosehead Lake, “to Ball Hill ( *v»
-n Pie Pen
ment of the debt, specie payment.
cation is in. In his plea, which the court refused
forenoon Miss Starrett, of the Belfast High school,
large number ot paupers This number has never New York, where she is owned by Pope A Talbot
On this point Mr. Moore -the conclusion
scot, then along the west -idi «d the river p t-i
to hear on his arraignment, (luiteau was
decreased, but rather multiplied
A short time
read
a
on
which
“Arithmetic,'’
was
followed
paper
prepared
of whose article we give below—says
Capt. Caramons will command her_The Dam
Frankfort in the river and through -M,,.kton and
D is due to the Home Far.n to state that some
ago the town w~as supporting sixty paupers, and
to declare that he was not
by discussion. A portion of the afternoon was orariscoita Herald reports the prospects of business
guilty, for three re a- ; weeks
the number is not much les.- now in
New Hampshire, a lew years ago, elected a Hem
Prospect into the Pem b-eot Bn\ near Fort Point.
fainilv that
it opposed the permanent location of 1
ago
in
copied
I
submitting questions which were disBecause ho was not moral 1> responsible,
the town has had to support since its ineofpora
ocratic Governor, hut was it the fault of Senator sons
at East Bootlibay this winter are
This system has no ivctieulatad Kame plainunusually
good
the State Fair in any one city. Wo do not rememcursed. Mrs. Dickerson, of this city, read a very
tion has cost them the immense sum of *it>,iHXI
Itollius. who was then chairman of the State Combut acted under the direct inspiration of thul
Tin* Wiuterport Kame iconsiderable size.”
i our schooners are now there
or
awaitundergoing
ber reading the article, but are glad to have such
and another *11,ODD
mittee ! or the fault ot any other prominent ReWho wonders the town is
interesting paper on the “Industrial school for braneh, and “extends from s. Twin Lake >outu t
Because the President died from malpractice
d.
ing repairs, and 5 or >» more are soon
in debt.
expected. In publican ! The labor reformers and Democrats
excellent, authority behind our own views ou the
[Somerset Reporter
Dirls," at Hallowcll. Mrs. D. is one of the lady
Because the President died in New Jersey, and
Seboois Lake, through and under this l>*ng l ike,
united and carried the State officers
addition to that. Horigdon Brothers are building i2
Were the
IN CIKNKKAL.
visitors to that institution, and she spoke in glowThe editor ot the Home Farm is well
showing at the surface as a .-eric.- of ico-sci u-k
managing Republicans of the State to blame lor therefore beyond tin* jurisdiction of the court ;tt suoject.
schooners. W. Adams A Son have contracted to
terms
of
Biddeford hack men art giving ha1
the
ing
all
to put forth lheir
school, asking
that ! The Greenback heresy, through the per
qualified to express the opinion of the agriculturislands' thence via. Medford to Lagrange, then
The Lewiston Journal advises farmers to sell
Washington. Slow progress has been made in ists
build a JB0 ton schooner. ...The same paper says:.
energies to have the building enlarged. The paper
of tm State ou this as well as other questions.
sistenoy and ability ot some of its advocates, got
their apples now.
along the line of the Piseata<pii- IL B. to Pea ( •»\ •
a
a strong hold m Maine and it
Messrs Alfred Storer A Son launched Saturday a
like the swearing jury. Five jurors were sworn in Monwas discussed by Dr. Hounds and other-.
spread
During
Senator Uale has recovered from the cold w ith
thence along the west bank- of the Penobscot
measles. It has had its run
only it was a little day' and four Tuesday.
the afternoon Prof. Woodbury and Mr. Foster, of
which he was recently atllicted
It is the Republican alliance with the Mahone
beautifully modelled three masts schooner named later in its run than the labor; reform
through >rono and Bangor to join the main Kame
measles that
the
(Justine
Normal
Asa general tiling tarm produce is
with
a
school,
large number of at Ball Hill Cove in Wiuterport. Has been in part
repudiators that has imparted the “boom" to Conbringing the “Woodward Abrahams.” of 714 tons burthen, ran through New Hampshire until they ran the
The retirement of Mr. Blaine from therepubli
federate bonds,—oil the not unjust supposition
higher prices this fall than tor a number ofyeats being we think the
pupils entered the ball. Mr. Woodbury immediate- washed away by the Penobscot. The marine
Republicans out of office and the Democrats in. can State Committee closes a
schooner ever built on
largest
clays
brilthat
arduous,
will
iu
j
rise
value
in
the
ratio
that
past.
long,
they
govly took the floor and .-poke on “(traded ami De- near this Kame often contain large numht rs of
including two Democratic members of Congress.
Shaw Bros extract works ;u Houltou use about the Medomak. She was designed by Messrs. Rideernment bonds are depressed by the movement.
liant and honorable career as chairman of that
The wav the Republicans of Maine have been
the grading or classifigraded
schools,”
advocating
n.UUO cords of bark ^er year. The price paid for
out A Pattee of Bath, built under the
gravel stones and pebbles washed down from the
[New Age.
superinten- “petted and pampered” has been by calling such body, lie lias beeu the trusted, able leader in
cation so far as possible, of country schools. The
bark is * I .40 per cord
men as Blaine, Hamlin,
Hut as this supposition did not suppose, the specneighboring Kame. A well developed Kame, withdence of.Mr. John Storer of Waldoboro, is owned by
Frye, Hale. Milliken and nearly all the campaigns the
Mr. Sylvester Bartlett <d Eliot has raised this
has
would
abolish
tin;
district
and
e-tablish
the
speaker
republican party
Reed to the front in
out large Kamc-plains.” Then we have the Sears
tough contest that has
ulation must be a losing one, and this will be bad,
season 4n0 barrels of No
I Baldwin apples, and
parties in Baltimore anil Boston, and will be coin occurred from Maineevery
in
In
this
town
thi*
.State, and the announcement of his
discussing
fought
system.
question Dr.
to Indiana within the last
mont system, of which it is said
“This Kame be100 barrels of No. J Baldwins from loo trees,
no doubt, for some of the friends of the New
mauded by Capt. James Snow of South Boston_
iie
Age. Hounds spoke of Lewiston’s system of schools.
dozen years. They never sulked : they never had
retirement will be received with genuine regret by
gins near Hartland village and extends-piite eon
found a ready sale for tbe lot at f-J.-J.i per barrel.
to
be
called
but
once
either
It is reported that the new steamer to be built in
New Hampshire has
Lewiston has the town system, which gives the
the great body of republicans iu the State
The
Several cases of pink eye” are reported among
limioiisly through Palmyra and Pittstield to t nity.
Rescue Funking lias been heard from—as folagain and again been tinder obligations to them,
Brewer for Bangor it Bar Harbor Line will be a
schools outside the city limits the same advantage
horses in the western part of the State
resolution adopted by the State Committee at its
It is everywhere bordered and in part covered by
It is a
and we do not know when or how we have
fully
lows—
mild form of the epizootic
as to length of terms as those in the central district.
propeller and not a side wheeler. She will probably repaid the debt.
marine sands and clays. A Ithough passing through
So far as wo know, the Re
recent meeting voices
the united sentiment
Rufus Hatch, the New York broker, who is t oted be of
Mr < onkliiig did not vote Tuesday. He was in
The difference bet w’een the district and town system
about two hundred tons size_A small
publican orators of no other State have done the <>t the
a level region it shows many abrupt wandering-.
for his shrewd wit. is a native of Wells.
party at his retirement. The selection New dork eit\ and his voting place is iu Utica, is
laborious, indomitable and effective work for their
this. In the former the schools are controlled
steamer
about
the
same
size
as
From Unity southward to near Thorndike station
the
“Little
ButterHon Daniel (1 Rollins, who was elected surroof Senator Frye as his successor to the chairwhere the candidate for Senator was an antibrethren in other States that the Republican cambv the agent, and the length of term is governed by
there are only a few exposures of gravel along the
gate of New York county. New York. Tuesday, is cup." will be built this winter at Lamoine. Ban- paigners of Maine have done.
Uoukling tnai and was defeated by Coukling votes
is an excellent one. He will be an
manship
the number of pupils and the amount of money.
a brother of Franklin (4. Rollins,
If the Republicans of Maine have ever had anv able
Esq ofFortlaud. gor parties are interested in the craft. The steam
valley of Sandy stream. This valley i- deeply -an,
leader, and wo hope the party will be as sue
It is rumored that the work on the Maine CenWhile the central district schools average more
All the papers have stated that “Gen. Patrick
undue number of offices, they certainly have had
civ l with sands and clays partly <>t man a
i-'po-i
er
will
run
on
Frenchman's Bay next season.
tral extension from Dexter, will be begun this fall
cessful under his management as it has been under
none that they have not tilled with able and honest
than thirty weeks in a year, those outside are not
has be n sworn in as Administrator of the Canalion, and probably mi part deposited 1 <\ the stream
and the grading will bo completed to Dover by
that of Mr. Blaine. [ Kennebec Journal.
men. who have brought strength and not weakness
Probate Court.
dian Government during the absence of the Maropen half that time. In the town system the schools
itself. This was near the shore lint- f tlie Chainsoring.
to the Republican party of the nation.
If the
are all under the control of a superintendent or comThe shaft of the Kggomoggin mine has been
of Larne. Governor General.
(Jen
plain sea, where tidal current.- would sweep back
Maine delegation have been able to secure more
Patrick
quis
•J. I>. L vmson, Judge.—A. A. Fletcher,
of
a
suit for damages for injuries sus
Register.
Speaking
timbered and ore is now being taken out. it is
mittee, arc equalized—terms the same length—and
officers than the New Hampshire delegation the
and forth with great violence. N.-ar Tl, rndikr
Administrator.
MacDougalJ is
tained by the falling of an elevator, the Boston
proposed to ship a quantity for treatment soon
The following business was transacted at the enterprise and zeal of our own delegation in that
teachers are hired for a full year. Again the High
Station the Kame rises out of the valley and exA full crew of men is being employed.
direction has been singularly overestimated. The (iazette says that if it is decided in favor of the
Nov ember Term of this Court—
school is for the whole town or city. The Lewiston
tends southward along the side of the. hills wlii'-h
•I. C. Marble A Co have purchased and shipped
Forest ami Stream editorially, and through eorMirror
seems to forget that the
pension agency plamtitf “no hotel proprietor whose house contains
administration granted on Estates of—
Journal recently published an account of the schools
border the valley of Half Moon Stream on the west.
f>,i)lll) barrels of apples from i’aris. Oxford county, '{'‘.-sell
was taken from Maine and Vermont and consolir spundeuce. charges that some of our Maine
G. Lewis, lateof Belfast, John G.
game in that city from which we learn that “the annual
Brooks,
an elevator can feel
this season, paying from ■*-’ (o *v! ■•;, per barrel tor
In Knox this valley turns southwesterly, while tli
pecuuarily safe tor a moment.' warder.:- arc
Administrator; Isabella Cunningham, late of Bel- dated at Concord, and it is no wonder that Maine
of
guilty
gross dereliction of duty.
the same, thus leaving over *10.01111 clean cash in
cost <>f educating eacli scholar in the public schools,
felt a little aggrieved over it, since she had two Accepting this view of the case it strikes us that
John G. Brooks, Administrator; Louisa J.
Kame keeps straight on across it, and then ends in
that region for fruit.
Chase, late of Jackson, Albert II. Maddocks, Adsoldiers in the rebellion to our one
no hotel guest who uses the elevator can feel safe
Including both instruction, books and contingent the northern slope of a high ridge of hill*. Here
Within half a mile ot Clinton viilage there are ministrator: Win. L. Libby, lateof Stockton, Orrilla
The name of Cameron seems to be as potential
>> e (in not see why Mr. Milliker. has not a
per
is a gap of about three miles where there are only
expenses, based on the total number registered, is
now 13,000 sheep, collected
by half a dozen butch 1L Libby, Administratrix; Stephen S. Lewis, late of feet right to be a candidate for the Bdston naval for a moment.
in Virginia as it was in Pennsylvania in the active
ers in that town from all over Maine.
Belfast, I. M. Boardman, Administrator; Ephraim office or
averaged at $11.38 for the year 18S0-81. Based on a few small gravel beds, and then a number of
other.
He
has
They are Fletcher,
dono
a great deal of
any
of
Simon
Cameron.
late of Freedom, John M. Fletcher, Adto ho killed and dressed and shipped to the Massathe average number belonging, the yearly expense
Belfast, Bangor and Calais all hope to become days
hard work and spent a small fortune for the Ke
large ridges begin near the north side of tin* valley
ministrator; Selden I. Walker, late of Jackson,
chusetts shambles.
the "natural outlet” of the Aroostook trade. The
is $14.59.
The annual expenses of the High school
In fact he has made himself a
cross it obliquely, and run southward through
Emma Walker, Administratrix ; Win. O. Poor, late
party
publican
They
skulked.
Now
the
is
that
contest
Colliding
outlet will he where the best facilities are offered
By order of the Adjutant (ioueral. the “Code of ot Belfast, Luoretia H. Poor, Administratrix.
course average more than $25 per scholar.
poor man ill its service, and if lie gels the naval
If this
a low pass which skirts the western base of
HogRegulations" known as the “Regulations for the
GUARDIANS Appointed—Olive A. Clarv over
office we for one shan't mourn over it It is about and where the greatest enterprise is exhibited in over be w ill probably come out of hu bole and
were not included, the average cost of
educating* back mountain in the northern part of Montville.
Massachusetts Volunteer Militia,” are hereinminor heirs of James C. Clary, late of Belfast;
time that Borne of the men who have done the hard drawing that trade. The Aroostook trade is growmake faces
children In the lower grades would be considerably
They thence continue down the valley of a branch
adopted for the use of the Militia of Maine, so fat Henry E. Patterson, over minor child of Ida E. work of the Republican party for the last dozen ing rapid)! and is a prize well worth working for.
as the same do not contliet with the Militia Law
less.” Friday evening Prof. A XV. Burr, principal
McKenney, late of Waldo.
of tin* St. Georges River and end in a large -and
[ East port Sentinel.
In the criminal court at Washington on theSth,
years got some recognition for it. and it is also
License
to
Sell
Real
Estate
on
of the State.
Estates of
That's the doctrine the Journal lias been preach.lodge Cox decided that the motion for postpone- of tne Hallowed Classical Institute spoke on “Moral and gravel plain near the north line of Searsmont.
—Calvin P. Lincoln, late of Searsmont; minor heir about time that some of tbo men who have got
The sea serpent has appeared again, this time in
rich out of it gave place to others. Unless we
ment of the Uuiteau case could not be granted unorf Harriet N. Prescott, late of
A few small ridges are found below here, and per
Education,” which subject was discussed by ltcv.
Liberty; Waldo P. mistake the character
ing for some time.
the Machias Chain Lake. A Calais man saw it,
of President Arthur he has
less there was a concurrence of council on both
Treat, of Frankfort; Win. N. Sweeney, late of
Mr. Ross, of Belfast. Saturday morning Mr. Foster,
this Kame stream once flowed to the sea, but
and it was. he says, as “big round as a pork liar
haps
Searsport; minor heir of A. F. Bradstreet, late of an appreciation of work and workers, and we do
The unanimous verdict of Northern visitors is si<les.
of Castine, spoke on the subject of “Composition.*
if so the gravels are now disguised by Champlain
rel,” not less than fifty feet long, and measur- d at Freedom; Rufus Knight,lateof Lincoinville; David not believ' that it will bo in the line of his
policy
least two feet, across the head
The Greenback party cut so insignificant a figImmense scales Kenney, late of Knox; A. W. Stevens, late of Otto- to forget or ignore either. Mr Milliken reduced that the Atlanta Exposition is a great success.
His address was favorably commented upon and
clay. Length of system about 40 miles.’’ The Libcovered his back, which at one lime appeared
wa, Canada.
ure in the late Ohio election that it has been overthe adverse majority of his district by ‘25(10 votes The special correspondent of the Boston Herald
generally discussed. This was followed by a paper* erty System is brielly mentioned as “a local -vstem
Inventories Filed on Estates of—Wm. S.
above the water
in
the
looked
returns
Out of a total vote of 625,last fall, and at the "next heat he will wipe it out
on “The Teacher’s Reward,”
by Mr. Stroud, of the ending at the South near True’s pond in Liberty.
Bowen, late of Monroe; Enimagene McDonald, late
says All agree that it is the greatest exhibition of 000 the Green backers polled only 7,000
There are now 4.V3 patients at the Insane Ifos
As Ohio
entirely. At least we hope so rather than that he American industries
of Freedom; Joseph E. Johnson, late of WinterBelfast Upper Grammar School. The last paper
birth
to
Length about .»miles.” The author in an appended
the
and
Greenback
America's
“iuce'?
and
pital, the largest number ever at the institution. port ;
resources
nurtured
ever
gave
LouisaTobic, late of Montville; Mark Piper, will obtain the naval office, which by prescription
The hospilal is so crowded that twelve persons
was one on “Drawing” by Mr. Kelley, of the Belnote says: “The coast region ly ing between the
it to all the development it ever attained, this
to this Stato.
But if it must go, by the seen on the continent, the Centennial not excepted.
an insane person.
belongs
have recently been refused admittance
Kennebec River and Penpbseot Bay contains less
Allowance Made to Widow on Estate of—
support in an important State election may fast High school. The following officers were
grace of President Arthur.it could not go to a man
A largo seizure of sheep was made at Vancehoro Joseph E. Johnson, late of
be regarded as the death-wail of the party.
who has done more than lie has to deserve it
elected for the ensuing year—President, George F.
Unless a change is made in the ollieeot' District
Winterport.
gravels than any other region of its size in Maine,
custom
house
Accounts
officer
Allowed
on
Stevens.
The
Estates of—A. F.
Monday by
The loss will not bankrupt New Hampshire, nor
Mr. Windom’s refunding operations are now enBrackett, Belfast; Vice Presidents, Tileston Wad* situated within one hundred miles of the coast.
sheep were about six hundred in number, and Bradstreet, late of Freedom; Harriet N. Prescott, should it disturb tbo fraternal relations of the Ke Attorney there is reason to tear that Guitoau may
the few remaining suspended
late of Liberty; minor heir of Sarah II. Cross, late
This is caused by the high hills to the north which
tirely
completed,
lin, North port, George C. Morrow, Searsport, and
were being shipped by the Provincial owners from
the
of
his
crime.
An
escape
penalty
of
the
two
States
In
fact neither one
exchange cases having been disposed of. The total of A. E.
publicans
of Lincoinville; minor heir of James
the Provinces to the State by rail
Dodge, late office nor forty offices could
Nickerson, of Swanville; Secretary and Treas- formed a barrier to the escaping waters except in
Th- seizure
the
that
for
that
CorkMll
is either a
compensate
expresses
of Islesboro.
opinion
bonds continued a» '.ih per cent, is$579,500,050 and
was made on the claim of under valuation
Albion and Montville, and there the gravels do not
New Hampshire Republicanism is the kind that
fool or a tool, and it looks as though he is a little
urer, Miss Belle French, of Belfast; Executive
A< < '< m nt Disallowed—Guardian of minor heirs
the total cost to the government is about $10,000.
The general missionary committee of the Meih
of Alman L. Gordon, lateof Thorndike.
Committee—P. E. Luce, Freedom, Miss Plummer,
stays without office, and according to our observa- of hot h.
seem to have reached the sea as they do farther to
of which n* arly $0,000 was for paper and
odist Episcopal churc-li have appropriated *1,000
printing
Wills Prorated—Win. O. Poor, lateof Belfast;
tion the Republicanism of Maine is of the same
bonds
This makes the expenses of continuing
Winterport, and Henry Paysons, of Montville. The the east or west, at places where there are low
for the Maine Conference.
Maria Cottrell, late of Belfast.
Astor met with disaster.
genuine staying stamp.
each million dollars of bonds about $17.81.
meeting adjourned Saturday noon.
passes lying to the north.”

and Guiteau.

and consequently high.

scarce

Our

several

until his death. Mr. Myers came to Belfa-t to
reside about 1*40, and worked at bis trade,
di-mak-

cargo of

a

large stock <>f goods lately ptnvhaMr. B»*r\n .-arries a- large a stock as any city dealer
and has a very -atisfactory way of disposing of

■

of

of

Bean, the merchant king of Searstm.ii!,
column into day's paper to displa;.

nearly

new

Personal. We had a call last week from Mr.
John 11. Burke of California, the gentleman that
conducted the famous Bonanza suits against Flood
and O'Brien, compelling those worthie- to return

on an

Woodbury

ami

is

many d- liars.

are

.Mr. L. L.
uses

body crushing him to the earth. Mr. FI t h. r
w*a> picked up and taken to the otlhv .>t a ...
The bone of the right foreleg at tin* knee joint was
broken, the spine injured, the head cut, and the
body hadly bruised, besides severe Internal injurie-.
The spine was so badly hurt as to render the lower
limbs helpless, but by the aid of battcrim- their
use lias been
partially recovered. The young man

time

ge1

su-

gen-

his

.John ( Myers, a well known theatrical manag- r,
lied at Wilton, Conn., on the 4th iast. lie fell and
broke a leg Sept. 6th, ami wa- prostrated from that

water

a

Frank Fletcher, of
Belmont, was severely injured in this city«»n Fridav
hist.
While descending the hill at tin
head
I
Miller street, witli a double lmr-e team i -a led will)
wood the brake on the wheel, upon which
h;l(|
Ills f«_>ot, broke.
Mr. Fletcher pitched forward and
fell to the ground between the horses. Tin*
vehicle,
Which was a low bodied truck team,
passed over

of

litem to testify that white is black, it is
pleasant ;
to tind our G
eii back
contemporaries cheerfully'

more

uniforms of

son

A

Rote’s.

begin the winter arrangement

Turkeys

property.

Reserved

ing, with Joseph Dennett, lie had a great
for
the stage, and on many local occasions tielighted our
people. It is said that his first appearance <m the
stage was as a “super at the Park Theatre in New
^ ork on the occasion uf Edu in I nivst’s
appearance
there after Ills return from England. Mr. Mot-

any

wear

!•;

s.

good Thanksgiving turkey will cost about *20et>
per pound, although inferior birds can be bad
t
a shilling.
Chickens have been high all the season,
ami are worth nearly as much as
turkey. Mam a
family will have to compromise on a goose, pork
beef for the Thanksgiving dinner.

To his grand children Blanche M. WooLome
Charles O. Atkinson $.’>() each. The remainder
to he divided between his children Thomas 1*. and
Harriet E....Th* late Ida E. McKcnm.-y, of
Waldo,
bequeaths to her son Fred W all her per >ual

three trips
per week.Messrs, (io-s and Sawyer, of Bath,
have contracted to rebuild and put in thorough repair the steamer City of Richmond. The steamer
arrived at Bath from Portlaud on the 1 ith, and w ill
be placed on the marine railway of that tirm.

ladder

-mt

cease

says—“(’apt. Roix has l»een in the steamboat bu-iness for twenty-eight
years and is good for twent w
cight more. He say -that the k itabdiu lias never
been allowed to show one half her good qualit i -.she has been|loaded
tooylecp'y to show her speed,
■•*-J H given a fair chance can run with any of
them.”... .The Sanford Steamship Cmpany will
soon

havejliscbarged sell.
coal, ISO tons.

—

si kamkk Notks. >oiiic of our Maine
exhanges
say that the steamer Daniel Webster, which ran between Bangor and Boston some twenty ii\,
years
ago, is now running -in the >t. Eawrmc, ami i>
considered a crack boat. In tin- spring of ISA) the
Daniel Webster, tlien new,came upon the Portland
route. She was chartered by the government
during
the wav, and while running the gauntlet of reb 1
batteries on the James River-dm was injure' 1. The
M ebster was sold t** Bo>ton
parties for $ t'2,ooi), and
in 1S74, under the name of >aguenary. began t«>
run on the st. Lawrence-The Rockland Courier

\\ ith rapidity ?
home, and the folks
nia l'- him go down cellar, and
change his clothes
where the water could rim off through the dram;
:n,d now lie ‘•wears that the next time he
pulls out
1 hat pliij, that
somebody eir-e will do it for him,
and he -ays that he will have a
plug that won’t

it, and he hom hr -hall not
till the next Hood.

Pioneer says: ‘‘The members

perb texture and style, with Rose,,. Ryder,
tleman and scholar, as leader.”

insurance of $luOo, wheiv.m in an outside
company it will cost from $20 to $2b per year.

nek, and capered up his nostrils, and made min
all.IV pond's in his ears, and deluged his coat, and
engulted his pant-, and tilled his boots and baptis'd him as thoroughly as if it had been done by n
regular ordained minister with a -alary of $l.'»nn a

Along tuk Wharvrs. A. SI. Carter has loaded
Brunette with liar for Boston. Otis &
have loaded sch. Orion with granite and hay f..r
Boston. Benj. Hazeltlne is loading sell. Fannie A
Ooriiam with ice l'or Jacksonville. Swan & .Siblev
sell.

The Aroostook Pioneer gives the town of Islesboro a pleasant notice, including mention of several
of the business men of the
place, and of its -vxrel
lent brass band of eighteen pieces,” of which the

troupe.

life

advertisement.

charge

in

his

year

oieg i• < come to tin* surface, as was also his temper.
Middenh without any hint or warning on tin* part
of the plug, it let go its hold and a two inch stream
<*t ha* watu-de-eended into his
upturned face and
ki--cd his eyelids down, and promenaded down his

now

WTihmokk A ( I.AUK'S Minstrki.s. This popular organization, whose Visit to this city a feu

a

V. McGllntock offers for sale the sell. Hattie,
at this port. The vessel was built here, is in
good condition, sails, rigging and all findings near
ly new. The Hattie is an excellent coaster. Tin
agent says she must be sold within ten -lays. bee
J.

now

A family of ten persons from Vermont came to
this city last week with their household furniture,
horse, poultry, &c. packed in a car. They came to
work in the mine at Cape Rosier. The
May Queen
carried them across the bay on Sunday.

insurance as
U has been
demonstrate 1 by a similar organization among the
Odd Fellows in this state, that it costs but $7.bn pet-

-aim*

The train is

The following wills were tiled at the recent ses.
siun of the Probate fonrt in this «•
ity The late <>
well Atkinson, of Montville. To his wife Abbic
J. Atkinson he
bequeaths $300, a mortgage of
best lmrse, cow and household lurnitnre. She to
have use of homestead farm and tools. At her de-

as

ho

year.
I >nl lif got down from that
H' did, he did, .and he went

gone to Philadelphia.
of Jerry Sullivan.

Corbett litis just completed the binding
'd evcrnl blank hooks for the
county officers, the
first work of the kind ever done in Waldo
county.
The work compares favorably with that done abroad,
and establishes Mr. Corbett’s reputation as a hook
hinder.
The hooks arc on exhibition at ( aidwell's book-* t;orc.

every time.

All traders
doing business with the Journal an
hereby notified that if they want their advertise
menls changed notice must be
given at the office on
or before Friday
evening, otherwise ad vs. for tinfollowing paper will not be changed.

Conductor Mace and Engineer Grant, of the Belrailroad are absent on vacations. Mr. Mace lias

high salaried ollicials who eat up the
protits of the concern. An as.- u iation of this kind
i- composed of men who band themselves
together
f«w the mutual protection <>f each other
i'amilv.
On the death of a member the -urviv-us are each
assessed $1.10—the $1 going to the widow and orphans, the ten cents to «•< >vcr the netv- ary e\ pense.
There are within the c uinty of Waldo over l,.‘ioo
Masons. It is believed that wltliii. a lew years an
association of loot) member- '-.in be rai-ed, paving

plug again, an i wiggled it gently, pulling at
time, but it -duck like a molasses measure
1,1
tlo,.r.
lb repeated portions of both the old and
vevi-e l Testament, for the
perspiration was beglnthe

fast

at

luxury

tlx-

tin* Aiucri* i’.s cup. was
sailed on New York uav 'Jih in>t
i .*• sloop Mis
;
chief. N Y C was chosen to .-ail age. n-t tl;e Vt:» j
htiila. and won the rm*; h\ n’s niinnt»‘> and do !
se.-onds
The sloop tiraeie. same club uIm* failed I
over the co tso— to miles, and beat the M :-•<■!.h f

by

w

line specimen of a loon, the
property of Dr.
Stoddard, can lie seen at the store of C. It. Davis.
The bird was shot at Quantehaeook
pond. Stuffed
and erect the fowl stands two and a half feet.

new

The Masons of Belfast are agitating the question
of forming a mutual relief association to include
the fraternity of Waldo county, and to be known
as the Waldo
County .Masonic Mutual Relief A~~o
elation. These soeietie.-are fa-t springing up ami
give a safe and cheap life insurance without the

ater is

one

-ingcr

ice houses being erected by II. K.
the entrance to Goose river, will hold
"000 tons of ice. Next spring Mr. Pierce will take
down and rebuild his old houses.
The

Pierce,

seats at

will not be encored, refused to (Mine
out.
Finally taking bold of the ladder with his
knees. <otw -peak, he cautiously and firmly grasped
tic

$750.

There will be a school exhibition at Poor’s
Mills school house Friday evening, under the direction of the teacher, Miss Lillian Clarke.

keep faith with the public

hand, and gently pulled it, but it did not
lie got a hammer and pounded on it, and
"tart,
-till it stuck.
He began to get interested in the
job,
and stepped up another step on the ladder, where
1<.bid v. '-rk to better advantage
He tried the
plug with hi- right hand and steadied himself on
the step- with Ids left, but still it would not let
He reversed hands, and the plug like an operago.
with

cost of

ami burlesque. There will he cornet, trombone and
darionett solos, not forgetting, of course, the performances of the classic banjo artist, voeali.-t and
composer, Win
Huntley, and tin* comic songs of
Hank \\ bite. There are two things which especial! v
commend this troupe—the most fastidious need not
fear to attend their entertainments, and they never
advertise attractions they cannot pre-ent. They

unknown had arisen, and this is
practically the way the affair terminated, which is
a ..1 illustration of the
great difference between
lie moved the plug to and fro
theory and practic

Atuiantn

in 1 ln-urs.

heretot

tion

a

The programme includes vocal and instrumental music by specialists,clog dancing, farce

carefully and cautiously withdraw the plug. The
hogshead stands in such a position, that it Is nore*>ary to get exactly umler the plug in order to withdraw it, and tin* better to perform the job, be had
removed his hat. Theoretically, lie vas to loosen
the plug, till it w;inearly out, and then give a
'111 ick pud. jumping 11iv the -tep ladder at tin* same
time. Having accomplished this aquatic feat several time-, !,«• knew ju.-t what to do, but a
complica-

while

New York will not.

m

some

secure :

w

sports

The Maine Central gang have completed, for the
season, the job of filling in at the bridge ami arcnow further up the branch.

the

Water will

know-.

<uu

W ater i- w»*t and ice

A

spars

provoking entertainments for Saturday evening
next, at Ilayford Hall. Tin* advertisement elsewhere presents the names of the leading artists of

run down hill.
cold, and when water
t" used
a ones person in
large quantities, it is
termed “taking a bath.”
< hir hero considered himself
thoroughly '•up” in
hydraulic-, ami taking a step ladder proceeded to

even

Bailey (Rep ) for

plentiful in our harbor.
hunting them last Sunday.

are

out

The monument over the remains of Kev. Fattier
ii. is to he comat

The new soli. I). I). Haskell, built by J. V. Cot
troll, which sailed from Belfast Nov. 3th, on her
first voyage,arrived at Brunswick, Ga., on the 13th,
making the passage in nine days. The schooner b
loading hard pine for Boston.

have been set.

years

‘g-diead, which stand- on a scaffold, is a two
hole, which i- plugged with a wooden plug.
there are certain facts in regard to water that

abroad.

The new schr. Lucia Porter, building in G. \V*
Cottrell’s yard, will launch next week. Her

pleasantly recalled by amusement lovers, announce one of their musical and mirth-

1

arc

Thompson A Sherman have erected the frame of
their axe factory on the east side, and the work is
being pushed along.

ago will he

is Hi.*

fowl

man was

Mr. II. ii.

be -table purposes.
Fearing that the water would
fivi /■' lie concluded to let it out.
In the bottom of
the

Sea

after-

Tile vessel leaked badly.

School.

Hcorge

Saturday

Scb. Amazon, of
Searsport, with a load of lumber
and sawdust for Mr. Ii. K. Pierce, of this
city, got
ashore last week on tile point of rocks at t lie entrance to Goose river. A part of the deck load was
thrown overboard and the remainder lightered off.

... this tale, and he met
with what miy.it be styled, a cross bctvren an e
pi-ode and an a< -blent, which led him to believe that
however much the people of New York arc suffering for want of water, there is plenty of it about
heiv. There is in the hare where he
keeps his
horse, a hogshead, to which a pipe is attached, and
"'Imre water 1- caught in the hogshead, .uid used
Our

on

The l-. S. revenue cutter I.evi
Woodbury lias been
put in order for winter cruising. The only change
in her list of officers is that Lieut. Fred it.
Monger
takes the place of Lieut. Smith, who
goes to the r.
s. S. Colfax at the
station.
Wilmington

d‘

Sunday

Clothes line thieves

The wire for the Mutual t'nion Telegraph Co. for
this section has arrived at Belfast.

A

pumpkin pie and -pie. Numerous articles were
ottered for sale, and the usual number of guess
cakes and grab bags put in an
appearance. Latei hi
the evening, a large
part of those present, adjourned to the shed when*
they partook of a desert of
ie«* -Team, and
Copenhagen. There were some 25
present from the city, and the occasion netted
.■s.)I.oo, which will bit used in the Interest of the

United States Senator in svmpatliv
wit ii tne Administration to succeed
Johnston. Deni
ocrat.
This victory will encourage many indepen-

Vicinity.

Blodgett, of Belfast, at Dover, S',
pleted and erected May 24th, 1882,

good things, consisting in part of turkey, goose,
chicken, pork, chicken pie, custard pie, squash pie,

a

and

An inch or two of snow fi ll
noon, hut vanished next day.

\ levee and supper was
recently given at the
house of Mr. Horace Hanks, for the benefit of the
Poor's Mills Sunday school.
Some 200 persons
were present* and sat down to a bountiful
spread
•

of Belfast

The boys are sharpening tlu*!r skates for the winter campaign.

all about it, and still there are those who
allinn tlial lovely women cannot
keep a secret.

only

election of

News

no um-

and told

elected their candidate for Governor
but carried the Legislature, which ensures the

a

well be left to carry with it its own con
denotation. To be ignored would perhaps

variety of reasons,

small

have not.

fear that the editor of the Mirror has

bleats have

a

of the contest in New York.
The news from Virginia is confirmed and better
than first reports indicated
The anti Bourbons

tenance from the scanty vegetation which
grows in the crevices of the rocks, and
we

for

Republican (lovernor, this will lie a loss that will
be little felt. Mr Conkliug and bis friends! who
gave the Legislature to the Democrats, will not be
able to repeat the performance. The election of a
Republican mayor in Brooklyn is a notable feature

sus-

not had his nose

cut

ture elected will not choose United States Sena
tors, and will be held in cheek by the vetoes of a

twit heron the fact.

Hamp-

was

by
majority, in consequence of tho loss of
Republican districts by divisions. As tho Legisla
a

of

We have often heard that in New

mainly

Platt scandal

Hampshire is unequal calibre and
certainly will not be so

to

as

reverse

Rusted

ning quite hard, and she had

right proportions are very slippery. As her foot
touched the walk, her heels shot forward from
under her. Her left arm described a half circle,
ami a six quart pail emptied its contents into her
lap, while the cover capered about the bank for
joy. The grip sack went into the air like a young
balloon, a head and a pair of shoulders stooped
do\\ n and kissed the wet grass on the bank, and a
pair ol teet, with their attendant belongings, pointed to the glistening rain
drops in the branches of
tin* trees; and then a human form
gathered herself
together, and adjusted her wardrobe, and picked
up her pail and grip sack, and the man on the sidewalk opposite, run his arm down his throat and
choked himself, to keep from laughing, and she
went her way and said
nothing, and lie went his

attorney general by II.Sit!. Mr. Seymour is state
engineer by l),800, and Judge Finch to the court
of appeals by 7 200. Maxwell (Dem.) has a
major
ity of nearly 22,000 over Rusted (Rep ) for Sta'e

and if New
men

Republicans holding the
majority on joint ballot

comptroller (an anti Uonkling man) leads with a
majority of 12,310. (ien. t'arr (stalwart) for secretary of State, lias 11,250. Judge Russell is elected

but

by “Our George.”

corner of the
house to escape the rain. She had a six quart tin
pail in her left hand, filled with liquid.
In her
right hand she carried a grip sack, containing sun
dry and divers articles.
She had occasion to cross a wooden walk; the
walk was wet. It was patched with wet, dead
leaves.
Wood, wet, and dead leaves mixed in

Davenport

treasurer

was ra

brella* and she hurried around the

of this proves to be true. The
of New York have elected tho whole
ot their State tiekot,
except Treasurer by an aver
Ira
age of about 11,003 plurality.
for

are

able to present
like popularity

Observations
It

Republicans

President. It may be the climate, it may
be the fish diet, but at all events we can1

Elections.

been defeated in Virginia, but that was
thought to
be almost too good news to bo true ; while the
Democrats claimed to have elected their State

called upon to till by the votes
of the people or the appointment of the

they

Fastport last week and that several others
to £10
Wages have been raised
'. er.i! of the factories.
At a recent meeting
Urn* 1 erk County Fish and Game Protection

earned from

November

When the Journal went to press lust week, tho
election returns at hand were very meagre, and tho
result in tho most important Stales in d .ubt
To
be sure, it was reported that the Bourbons bad

Ita-

:--r
it

-1 :*

ill at h

«m*

in the

a

roe.■

*\\

s

ni."
\

-hip

van

staging fell m the Inside *»? tl
now building and two me

schooner

injured, but not seriously->ome of
are getting in their-b ek of Chri-tn..

merchant-

iudldlng

good-.Rev. Mr. llarw ood think-of
new

village... The

ht*u-e in thi

Maine and Sea street.- is
Sl-'.AHSM*
Mixer

A

‘NT.

we.

‘pen for !ravel

now

•■•'It "Wiled

Valuable

wa-recently

net

new street

found drowned in

a

I

B<

>

bp.

k

Fox bog. The colt had been mi-sing for
.me Hr.
and wa-supposed t" have been stolen ...Tie
lage schools dosed la-t week for a three weekcation-News ha- reached here that Mr-. \

True, of thi-town, was recently shipwre. io1 an
remained on the wreck for seven day *. H< wa
taken oil and carried to halves! »i;. Tc\n.-.
t'ii
.1
-••l.- -1 l >;i\ id (
Fa
bb, < >ti~ W b-> I. Mi;
..

<

1 >r. Bean
ki r’>

are

li".ae fi

carriage shop i<

’ui

ivi

.t's II.';...

•vernm

a

111«

with work. The !'

!'
u

been doubivd lVia-nt
bhe Fuller hay press built here this fall, 1
gi\i:i
general ~.tli-fa<tion. It presses two bale, at thsame lime, each weighing one hundred and for;,
in the bla«'k-iuil U

-hop

ha

pound.-

...M. I. Dow is expected to organi/
lodge of hood Templars at the village on >.durb
evening. All temperance people are invlb ! to t'ii
out and aid the movement.
ska

place,

us fort,

ship

Clarissa

B.

Car\er, of thi

from Iloilo for New York, before

rep•
Batavia, leaky, has repaired and reloaded, and \\ a
to
N*>\.
ready
proceed
lltli-Brig Jeremiah, < npt
S. Blanchard, of this place,
\essel hailing fp-i
New York
came in collision on Saturday ni_b
with <cli. Am
Walker, oil’ Minot's light, B
bay. Both ve.-.-els w ere coal loaded. The schooner
The captain and both mat*got on board the brig. It was thong
she was sinking so all hands left in boats and r< u
ashore. The schooner’s crew escaped in a boat and
were picked up.
The brig did not -Ink, but w

immediately

sunk.

the schooner

by a lishingschooner and towed to Pro\
Subsequently the vessel was towed tBoston
The captains of the two vessels tell dil
ferent stories in regard to the disaster-McCii
very Post, (.. A. U., was inspected by a Depart
ment officer last Friday evening and pronounced
“crack Post
The inspecting officer says this Po.-t
picked up
ineetown.

destined to take high rank among the Posts 01
state....Bark Kdward Kidder, Capt. (irillip,
poken, lat. 10 N. Ion. *25 IV-Ship R. U. Thoin.i
apt. Peleg Nichols, arrived at Queenstown from

is

th*-

1

Francisco Nov. lltli.UvaC. 13 years old
ford F. Treat, while out gunning Thursday.
attempted to draw the gun toward him, when it we
San

of (

raw

discharged blowing off the side of the right ham;
nud sending the charge through his coat—The
Methodist supper Thursday evening was a sucee-netting thirty-four dollars.A Council of t
American Legion of Honor was started here Wed
nesday evening by Rev. s. (ioodeuough, Dopti!>
Supreme Commander of this Jurisdiction.

Thorxdtke.

The officers of Sayward Lodge I.
the ensuing quarter, were duly elected
•oe; installed Saturday
night, as follows—J. H.
"tvward, IT. c. T.,BIr§. Klla Kaekliff, W. V. T.,

T-»

*'•

’'

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.

f°r

Kieh, W. T., Frank Farwell, W. s., Mrs.
F. s Fred Kieh, W. M.. Mrs.
Farwell,
W. Chaplain, Geo. Koslaml, W. I. G.Peter W.
Whitney has bought out George Jones, of ThomasMettic O.

and will drive a wholesale eart—Yankee noand fancy goods—Capt. Samuel Farwell has
<-n in t<<wn on a short visit.
His vessel is at New
..

> ork

loading. Capt. F. i~ a very successful comm.-mder.
He i- a nephew of lion. Joseph Farwell
.nd a brother of < *. J. Farwell, of this place_F<i"hi '• ruforth has benight about 600 barrels of
apples. and U shipping them West—worth from $1.7:,
j?-

"

:

'i

II. Clerk is
Boston.

irrel.\

buying

hav

-g..,i...i
4 ua

Butter##,

< >ats
hush,
-Jrj Potatoes,
SOatiu Round Hog

Beef # Ih,
Barley # hush,
Cheese # lb,
Chicken # lb,
Calf skins # tb,

a-

t«‘

-apples r Push,
dried, # It,

sjgoo
lb
sgit
10312 Straw & ton,
$ti.00g8.00
12 a u Turkey P lb,
12 a la
p> i. Veal $ lb,
(IgtHj
;}<>
plgi:. Wool, washed, ¥ tt>,
eg Wool, uuwa>hed, P lb, 27
logl-2 Wood, hard,
.fl.ooga.OO
12a 14 Wood, '<>11,
$2..Vi£43.00

Duck#'#,,
Eggs # doz.,

Fowl# lb,
Geese# lb,

1

;t:
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temperance work, and their efforts thus far
l,".ve been eminently siicee-sful_The temperance
meting at Emery’s Hall,on Sunday afternoon, was
irge-vmi!tended
.7. Cobb presided.
Excellent
mi- va- rendered i»y a choir under the direction

I

Waldo.

Judgt 'd' Probate for tin*

SHIP

For Ladies and (Jents.

All Linen
TABLE

Napkins
I. .">( I per

*

And other dress goods in great varieties,
and hundreds of other goods usuaih hoot
in a first-class Drv hoods Store.
___

Horse

Goods Iiepartm't

BUFFALO ROBES
From sii.iid to .*d7.H(i.

TOTQLF ROBES
.*-'!.').( III.

JAP. WOLF ROBES

lo-1,

10- I.

Blankets !

Horse
Hanging

in

from *l.ld t" *7.no.

price

!

FOBFSI

a

great variety.

“

SURCINGLES

25c. tc 75c.

n

i

SHOES,

MOCCASIN|J

1 have

a

large

very

assortment. Also

Hardware, Crockery. Earthern,
GLASS, TIN,

Spofford, Esij.

item,irks

were

made

old), stetson, Ware, Ames, Wiley and Dirni.
They propose to make an active temperance cam
paign tl»e coming winter... .Miss Dora Wiley, a native of Ibick-port, appeared at the Drand Opera
House. New York, last wvk.in* Photos." The Tri*,Miss Wiley, who made her first apbune -ay
pearance with this company, i.- graceful, pretty and
pleasing, and she sings with much spirit. The audience recalled her for a Scotch air, which she sang
ry -weetly, and for which she wa* rewarded with
hearty' applause. Miss Wiley is a valuable addition

-AND-

company.”

Mr Conkling's friends had succeeded in
Supi
udj mii;j the New York Legislature without
i ‘• 1 ug United States Senators, the result would
have been two democrats in the place of Senators
Miller and Laphain.
t:se

'•

terrible lire occurred at Woodstock. N. B
Friday night Over forty houses and stores were
burned. The Lire was undoubtedly the work of in
ecu diaries. S •v.-rul accidents occurred, but no lives
»>ri' lost
This is the thirl time Woodstock has
been laid in ashes.
A

I>r Coring is endeavoring to get the consent of
the exhibitors at Atlanta, for the transferring to
the National Museum at Washington, of the splendid collection -if minerals and wood specimens
now on exhibition
by the several Southern railroad

SUITS!
good> all M AN and FKKSII and
WAHUANTKI) CFsToM MADF.

In this rit\

<

Mir

ULBTERETTB!
We have

line assortment of these mats made
in the latest style.
Just the
thing for the young men.

a

without

And

a

large

Groceries, Corn, Flour,

of these goods
your attention.

specialty

SHORTS.
IT' Don't fail to

give

me a

call and

sec

for

yourselves, for I shall do just as 1 advertise every time. Thanking you all for

your patronage in the past f hope for
continuance of the same in the future.

CALL,

AT

THE

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE,
11 PHGENiX ROW.

ANDRfcWS

BROS.

Proprietors.

E. L.

BEAN,
Me.

Village,

WK W(HLI) RESPECTFUL! (ALL ATTENTION TO
(HR FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Worsteds, Yarns, Crewels, Silks,
FLOSSES, FELTINGS,
CANVASS, CARD BOARD, MOTTOES Ac.
A. P. Mansfield, Masonic Temple.

VEGETABLE

TONIC PILLS.
Have proven a boon to thou
sands <>f suffering women
They are prepared expressly for, and if used asdi
reefed,never fail to cure the most obstinate Misplace
incuts, Ovarian Troubles and Chronic Weaknesses
All letters are
so common to the best of the sex.
answered by a skilful Female Physician. Pills sold
of
in- druggists, or mailed upon receipt price, $l.oo
Send for pamphlet and
per box ; six boxes, $5.00.
list of cured. Address
lyeo w24
H. F. THAYER & CO,,
Boston, Mass
13 Temple Place.

FOR SALE.
The

Arresting Disease.

Schooner for Sale.
The* subscriber offers for sale schr.
HATTIK, *220 tons burthen. The schr.
found in everything. New spars,
new bowsprit and new standing rig_ging—all within three years. Newly
coppered, new sails, new running rigging and new
hawser—all within one year. Two good anchors.
Must he sold
One new chain, inch and a quarter.
within ten days at private sale, ball on
J. V. McCLINTOCK, Agent.
is well

Belfast,

We Make

Nov.

house and lot In Belfast. :d

the corner of Congress and Miller
streets, recently occupied bv the
late Mrs. LUC Y P. D VEIL The
location is among the most desirable in the city
The keys are with Mr. Lewis Bean, who will open
the house to those desiring to examine it. Apple
to JOSEPH WKscOTT, North Castine, or to C -J.
ABBOT, Castine, to whom any bills against the estate of the late Mrs. Lucy P. Over may be sent for
payment.
Castine, Nov. 7,1»S81.—4w46
Just opened

A. P.

Mention of a Beautiful Assortment of Colors in

a new

line of

Felt & Lasting Skirts,
—ALSO—

17,18M.—I\v4«

Special

MANSFIELD,
Masonic

Temple.

LADIES A CHILDREN’S

Mittens, Hoods, Leggins,
Wrlsters, Jackets A
Worsted Goods of alt sorts.

SEAMEN WANTED.
54 Inches wide Hi $1.00 per yard.

A. P. Mansfield. Masonic

Temple.

Belfast, within and for
the second

Tuesday

of

in a <»-r
Just will
TKIN-«»N. late of
Montville, in -aid ( ounty of Waldo, deceased, having presented the same for Probate.
Ordered, That the -aid Lxceiitor give notice to
all persons inteix-icd by causing a copy oj this or
■lei* to be pubii-hed three weeks successively in the
UepuMican Journal printed at Belfa-t, that tlm*
ma} app.-ar at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfa-t, within ; i.d for said « ouuty, on the second
Tin--da} of Dm-.-ni her next,at Cm of the clock before
no«ii
ami -i.>*w *au-e, if any they have, why tin*
-am
-iioaid not be proved, approved and allowed.
Y,
tain instrument purjioi ting
OKAMKL
and testament ofosW'l-’I L A

rue

copy.

named Executor
t-* lie the

J AM ID D. J. A.Msdn,
A. \. Fl.KTClIEK,
Attest

Judge.
Register.

■

F1,ANPER>, Kxeeutor of the will of
•
ELWl.LI.. late of Waldo, in said
Waldo, deceased, having presented his
ounty
final
account
for allowance.
second and
()rdered, That tin* said Executor give notice to all
persons interested by eau.-ing a * *pv of this order

(

D>.MARTHA
of

publish*''i three weeks sueet >sivel\ in the Republican Journal printed at Belfa.-t, that they may

HUNDRED SEAMEN WANTED IN R< >UK-

ONElanil JOHN
coasting. Apply
RAXLETT, Shipping Agent
to

for

S.

Rockland, Aug .30,1881.—3li

wide, in coin: s and
price $1.00.

at the corner of Main and

wide, $1.25 per yard.
specially new and elegant in
design.

Fall & Winter

25e per

Red

I Case Checked C & W Flannel, |
for shirts,

I Or. per

only

Tailings!

\

I Case All-Wool flannels,

1

from 37c to I7)c. (nue

order

to

be

published

three weeks

successively

in

the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to he held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not he allowed.
A true copy.

J \ME> D. EAMSON.
Atte-t
\ A Fletcher,

only
“

“

miblie notice to all
duly appointed and
taken upon himself the tru-t of Administrator of
subscriber hereby gives
r|Al!E
1 concerned, that he has been

“

1.50

..

2.50

ROSSELL G.

1.50.

of the estate of

ISABELLA CTNNlNGIiAM, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; In* therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
JOHN G. BROOKSBelfast, Nov. 12, 1SS1.

a^pTmansfield,
MASONIC

TEMPLE,

Keeps Everything

and deals in nothing but reliable Hoods.

of making

store

our

goods

at

HUT-.

;

r-

JUST OPENED A

Complete Assortment

Styles

O F-

SILKS. SATINS,

1-T1.1.

Velvets & Plushes,

INK OF

I

In every shade and

GOODS!

keep

a

E.

M.

quality

that

of-

Surpasses anything ever
fered in Shis city.

full line of

UUIR COMMODIOUS

I

MATHEWS,

I

long and favorably known to the ladies of Bel
fast, we feel confident tit;! we can please all
who will favor us with their patronage.

j
1

Lot No. 5.

Lot No. 19.

QUILTS,

Heavy, .£1.50. sold for £2.50

j

Read!

Read!

L ! X 1

I1jLife

I CASE HONEY COMB QUILTS 11-4,
I

onl\ (>7)i■., sold for 77>e.

Remnant

ase

Piques,

Checks &

Half Bleached Cottons

Lot No. 6.

from 1-2

yard

will

satisfy every lady, she should avail
herself of this grand opportunity of securing a garment for herself and child.

R

-300-

Cloaks & Dolmans!

BANNEH

>r.

Kleyanily

worth 12 1-2 and 25e.

1 Poop

<

SCOTCH
WOOL

heavy, only

A Positive

Yarns

ou

hand.

And at slant notice

style

1,000 Bottles.

over

o

From *5.00 to
ment in Belfast.

Cloaks &Dclmans

Nearly Dead

12

Only

I-2c. to *0.00.

bargains

*25.00, the hest assort-

\\

Look at the

for 25c., worth 50.

2 Cases Cocheco Prints
Best make in this country, medium
light colors, only tic., sold everywhere at Sc.

Kid Gloves !
Buy

our

AN

Four Button Kid at *1.25, every
pair warranted.

A NPIUNG TONK'
TIZER IT II AM SO

ONE

Lot No. 23.

Damaged by water, only

Lot No. 24.

MISS

MARRINER,

the popular and successful
Dress Maker.

Cloak

INDIA STRIPED AND PAISLEY
From $5.00 to $100.00.

WOOLEN

SHAWLS
Look at

Lot No. 11.

HITTREDGE,

-1 N-

Passamenteries, Fringes. Laces,

AGENT.

ROCKLAND. RAIN E
?i‘r

BUTTONS. GIRDLES. CORD
and all

certain persons whose names arc to her unknow u,
of one-third part of certain parcel-of land situate
in Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deseribed
as follows, to w it :
One parcel begins at the North stream of Marsh
River at a stake, by land formerly in po,--es-ion of
Thomas Truman; thence -oulh,
said Truman
land, about one hundred rod- to "the (.'old Spring,
so-called; thence easterly and parallel with the ii-.e
ol' said Truman’s lot,fifteen rods to lot No. 4b; thence
north, by lot No. tit, to said stream; thence by the
stream parallel with the side lines to the place of
beginning, containing fifteen acres, more or less.
The second parcel i- part -f lot No.
in the see
ond division of lots in -aid Frankfort, and begins
at tin* northeast corner of lot No. -4. thence we-t,
ISC deg, north, eighty-one rod- to the northwest
corner of lot No. St;‘thence north. 12 deg. cast lithe south corner of lot No. 7>; thence east,
deg.
south, two hundred rods to a stake in the line of lot
No. Idti, being the corner of lot No. 7'd thence
south ;’»SC deg. west, 1J rods by lot No. lab to the
southwest corner of lot No. lab; thenee continuing
the same course t«* a point from which a course west
1S>2 deg. north, will reach the place of beginning,
containing forty-live acres more or less.
The third parcel is part of lot No. 4b, and begins
at a stake on the east side of the road lea-ling by
Nicholas West’s; thenee south, 1 deg. west, nim iv
two rods to a stake; thence at a right angle by the
line of lot No. 4b, lifty-live rods to a stake; thenee
such course as will intersect the place of beginning, containing fifteen acres, more or less.
That she cannot use her said third part to any advantage while the same remains undivided as afore
of the same
said, wherefore she prays that
may be made and that her third part may he si-t off
to her to hold in severalty.
J ANE MONROE,
By X. 11. llum.VKb, her Attorney.

VnargiI?It

our

Double Shawl

wool

Only $0.00

styles

Lot No. 25.

j

JEWELRY!
Lot No. 12.

Splendid

CCJKTAZXTS!
NEW STOCK JEST RECED ED.

Whitby
anil

a

stock of

Jet Bracelets, Ear
general
style goods.

assortment of

Rings
new

RFMFMRFR
111— IVI I_l”l U LI 1

Our Store is No. 83 Main Street, painted
White throughout, well lighted. We shall
spare no pains in making this, our fall campaign, the most active known in the history of Dry Goods in Belfast.

CEO.
03

W.

BTJRZSETT,

Main Street,

j

partition

Waldo ss., si

City

03

Jrnin

\l

Corn r,

of well selected

goods

which

w

ill he sold

at KKW.VKK ABI.Y U>\V CHICKS,
as

OtVer

we

SIM'.CI M. BAUD \INS

150 Pair

Blankets,

slight!) damaged.dl)

per cent, under

price.

2000 YAF.BS

j
1

Gray

Mixed Flannels

slightly imperfect.

M.'» per cent, less

than regular

goods.

Bought Direct from the

Mills

many large lots of

Hosiery

& Underwear

In 2nds.

/

s
(>etober Term, ISM.
Upon the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner cause an attested copy thereof and of
this order thereon, to he published in the Republi
ran Journal, a public newspaper published in said
County, three weeks, the last publication to be
thirty days at least before the sitting of said Court
on the lirst Tuesday of January next, that all persons interested may appear and show cause, if any
they have, whv the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
A true copy of petition and order of Court.
3\v4(J
AttestWilliam Hkkuy, Clerk.

The

imperfection is hardly perceptible,
price dd per cent, less than the
regular price.

and the

I i/ Don’t fail to give
will receive courteous
riioiNi: Toiii'Y.

us a

trial.

treatment.

N

on

No

No uantkkixi; chicks.

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,
Silk Hdkfs.!
Silk Hdkfs.!
BLUE STORE.
A.

Block

imikmi:

to our

IMMENSE STOCK

by

Sold cheaper than by competitors.
.Just- returned from the market with
a new assortment.

of headed ornaments, Ac.

In addition

'by

SHAWLS!

and

9M AGK>F3CEiUV LSiHE OF

J

Splendid goods.

Lot No. 10.
In all the late designs at BREAK DOWN
prices. We can give you an elegant assortment to select from, and have in connection with our store,

l'he ehoieest de-yn- and hest value.

STATE OF MAINE.
To the Honorable the Justices of tin1 Supreme Judicial Court, next to be holdeu in Belfast, within and for the Count} of Waldo, on the third
Tuesday of October, lssl :
ANE MONROE, of I’.rattleix n>, in tin State «■!'
Vermont, respectfully represents that she iseized in fee simple and as tenant in common wills

8c., worth lOe.

only #2.00.

Woolen Shawls

AND APPE*:<*«. AT.

«r.VId. DKrtHHsTs SELL IT.

Cotton

weight

A u D-

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

J. TV.

3 Bales

-—

Elixir of Life Root Company.
1 v r-0

Lot No. 9.

i'ii i.n.

>■

Lot No. 22.

yet up am
A also

BfochetJmjiaSiripefl Cashmere

Bottle lured Him.

M vss,
•>, 1"1.
d. W. Kj I UKim;l
Agent Elixir ot Kilt IP
Dear Sir;—Having
title rod inu-ii-.-lv f-»r four
years with disease ot the Kidneys, alter having
during that time tried various medieine- without
i-i-ttle "1
obtaining relief, ! wa- indie l !-> lrv
I'h.pl- me
your KI.IMU OF LIFE KO'>T. and i
one
of
i:
to
that
bottle
pleasure
say
complete!}
cured me.
1 recommend it as the ou!v valuable
and certain cure for kidney trouble- I have ever
1 would add that before taking vmir me
seen.
cine I had become so weak that 1 wa- about to e'ive
work, fluping that others who have sullen d
up
like mvself may be so fortunate as [■* try your
v aluable medicine.
Truly vours,
T. F. M» MAIN.

Call and examine them.

Lot No. 8.

and One
s

can

department

idled with

1

Lace XTeck Ties!

we

This

yarment.

.,

Ready Ma

a

Ulster Cloths!

Iv'h'ki vn i>, Mll<-!.
April
have sold over one thousand bottles <*f I exit'd Life Root, and have ne\ t-r i- *; n*: a ca-e w i.eiv
it failed to give satisfaction.
WM. 11. K1 1 I'EEIK.E.

Lot No. 21.

$1,000 WORTH

Ihmid

such as

IIKOPSY. I.IIAVFL. DIADKTKS. INFLAMMATION OF
rilK RLMIDKR. RlilCh HINT DFI’OSIT. lillllMATISM, 1HSPKP.SII. FFMUK COMPLAINTS. INK ILL HIM INI n (II
TUI HUN Vlll 011(1 ANn.
A Druggist lias ><>ld

Lot No. 7.

he

Cure for Kid-

ing therefrom,

All-Wool Scarlet Shirts, Coventry, Scotch Germantowu & Andalusia
worth *1.75

ean

eiioiee line of

AND

Morrison's best Ball Yarn 12c.

ONE CASE GENTS

reeui

tittiny.

trade, in

ear

ney & Liver Complaints
and al! Diseases aris-

YAR3VB!

75c.

peri'eet
tor

pnrpesei;,

this well hyhted

)

Lot No. 20.

75c.

inly

only *1.25,

trimmed and

manufactured

EKTRA
HEAVY

1 U(luU

sea-

through this department

A look

son.

Iloot !

THE

yards length only

to S

Stocked with all the novelties \>t the

Mrs. ADELAIDE GILMORE.
Mrs. MARTHA BABCOCK.
issi.—gs
Belfast, net.

in the

DRY GOODS LINE,

m«>se

for the choicest

>o

r|MlE
I

and taken upon himself the trust of \dministrator

satisfied that

tlm avowed p

Loafs at our Hoods !
Having secured the terveics of

MRS.

2 00.

LEWIS, late of Belfast,

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that lie has been duly appointed

e are

headquarters

and

Come

1.25.
'•

W

cheap»st.

from

Ladies Underwear,
CORSETS, TIES, &c.

for * 1.00.

2.00

the estate of
in tin* County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
a> the law directs; he therefore request sail persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, t<* exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
JOHN G. BROOKS.
Belfast, Nov. 12, 1881.

A

We also

2

511c per doz. all linen

I

bargains.)

q

FANCY

one lot worth *1.25

Judge.
Register

the

streets,

Flushes, Ribbons,
Feathers and Plumes,
Hats and Bonnets,
Old Ladies' Gaps,
ANli

IXTa-pliins

ard.

increasing

our

motto

CONSISTING Ol

Lot No. 18.

yard.

doubt, by

Slack l Fancy drees deeds,

<*ne lnt 00c. for 45c, One lot 75c. for
55c. One lot $1.00 for -7 I 2c.

Lot No. 4.

High

Belfast, and have just returned
Boston with the latest

in.

Turkey

W'c have been convinc-

r.

a

the LOW!>T

No. 17.

Klo^ant style, only 25c each.

nimble

a

slow

Mrs. H. H. McDonald,

BROCADES!

At a Probate ( oiirt held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. D. lssl.

Merrill,
County
having presented tiieir first account for allowance.
Ordered, That tin* said Executors give notice
to all persons inter* -ted by causing a copy of this

Estaolishment

Milinery

Lot No. 16.

loo MonMLiiiiin Towels; Lot

int

a

••(peek sales, small profits,"
has increased o.tr sales steadily from the
beginning We start off this season with

The subscribers beg leave to inform
the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that
they have purchased the

black

02 I-2e., former

are

w

beyond

buy

to

perfect, only

fall and

our

All-wool 40 inch

sixpence is
shilling, and shall
ourselves accordingly during the

better than

business the post year, that the public
will leave theif money where they can

—

all

TTTl'. believe that

Bookstore.

Momie Cloths!

pair.

to Ik*

appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,
within and for said (.'ounty, on the second Tuesday
of December next, at ten ot the clock before noon,
and show cause, if an; they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
*
JAMEs D. I.AMMIN, Judge.
A true copy. Atte-t -A. A. Fletcher,Register.

Caldwell’s

over

ed

__

At a Probate Court held it Belfast, within and for
the Count’, of Waldo, on the ,-eeond Tuesday of
November. A. D. 1 1.

all

I"

govern

SAMCEL

That tin* .-aid Kingsbury eri\«• notice
to all per-ons interested by eau.-ing a copy of rhi.or>Krt<* be published tin’*
weeks successively in
tb" Kep lblie.iu Journal primed at Belfast, that thev
at
a
l*r«»bate
Court, to be la id at Belmay appear
fast, within and for -aid County, on the second
Tue.-day of December next, at ten of the clock before noon, and .-lmw cause, if any they have, why
tb. same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMl->. D. LA.MSON, Judge.
A true
Vttr-t
\. A. Fletcher, Register.
p\

a-/

* *

12 l-2e each.

Duly

KlNOsiiUn having pro-a.ted a certain instrument purporting to Ik* the la.-t will
and t.-lament of IDA E. M< KENNEY. late o|
Waldo, in .-.'.id Counl\ of Wald", deceased, for

E. ll.Vp II and I Rf A If T. ROWE. ExecuMie. Augusta Healy’s ISAAC
tor Of the' will of 1.1 \NDER J. HATCH,
in -aid
of Waldo, deceased,
late of

companies.

What we would particularly impress upon in
valids and their friends, is the value of Compound
<>
////' K
arresting disease in. its early stages and beonditmas bar, been established It must
he evident to the common sense of
every one, that
;t;i agent which acts so
potently in breaking the
force of diseases which nave been at work upon
the system and have been exhausting it for
} ears, can scarcely fail to arrest like diseases in
their beginning, and when the vitality of the body
has not been wasted. If, therefore, you have the
early symptoms of Consumption,Catarrh,Bronchitis. Neuralgia, or the indications of any other disease which may keep its hold upon you until it becomes chronic, do not neglect the (earning indications. Meet the enemy upon the very threshold,
and while your vitality is yet unimpaired. If your
regular physician fails to reach the case, then we
offer you. in Compond Oxygen, an almost certain
means of restoration—the way back to health—tlo
agent that man sari gonr life of invalidism. or from
Our Treatise on Compound
premature death
Oxygen, with large reports of cases and full inforI>rs Starkey & Palen, 1109
mation. sent fro
and 1111 Girard St. Philadelphia, Pa

al
on

pi.

SOUTHWORTH.

F.

Rooms

a

and invite

WOOL OARMKNT will have our
Um.‘>l
guarantee ticket-

ALL

.\t a Probate C*»urt held
the County of Waldo,
November, .\. D. PH.

—

GUARANTEE.
Kvery

by

Probate.
Ordered,

-A N D-

Boys’ Clothing!
a

WALDO xs.

Ai a Probab* Court held at Belfn.-t, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the --cond Tue.-dav "1
November, A. I). ls.-l.

line of

linings

We make

OF MAIM

VNDL'KW

A

Searsmonl

by

£2.50 per

I CASE 12-4 MARSEILLES

d.
id A KN's. having jire-enP-d a neiiti-pra; ;ng ti*..; NA I'llANILL H IH B
BAUD. Administrator of the e.-iute ot JOHN
"1L\ I.Ns, late of Belfast, deceased, may be ordered to c.»m* y p. him certain real estat* *>f -aid
deceased. according
a contract made by the
l*
>•< :.-ed.
ordered. tup -aid petitioner give public
n*»lieo t all per-otis interested tlu*reiu,
publishing a copy of t hi older three weeks succe.—i\x-l} in
im* Republican Journal, a new-paper printed at
Beifu-1, in -aid * amt
prior to the second Tiles
•
\ i> PH, and by posting two attest
lay ot ! h
ed c<tpie- of thiw-r, one al the P*»st Oilice and
one at the Court Ibume in -aid Belfast, that they
amy appear at a Probate Court, then t*. he held at
Belfast, within and for the < ouuty : Waldo, at ten
oVlm-k in the forenoon amt sh^w cause, if any they
have, against the same.
J A MID D. LA.Mm >\. Judge.
A true copy. Atle.-t :
A. V i l.i.l' HKK, Register.

WOODEN WARS,

I

-O F-

pair.

iikk,Register.

Ml’RRA

\

RUBBERS &

If

:

STOCK

per

These

Extra

||0°TS,

N
loth, schrs. Rrunetle, Uabhage. Ro-ti»n:
Florida, (tilmnre. Jacksonville; .'. W. KUis, For

LARGEST

only

—

-1 N-

MISS BERRY,

Lot No. 15.

Lot No. 3.

WALDO SS.

■

From 25c to SI.CIO

HALTERS

SAIEE1>.

Al l.

Blankets,

■

L A F

If
I|

EXAMINE THE

Lot No. 14.

1

£10.00 per pair.
Do not fail to examine this assortment
and their prices.

VI T 1

ST ATI

lir.-t

BOSTON
NEW YORK,
selecting lie” goods with greater « are and <*<.u>*at

complete ; all shades in
Fine ([ualities at $1.00 and $1.25
Flushes $2.50, sold in Boston for $3.00.

only £2.00

From £-2.00

At a( ourt of Prol'.ai
ho’d at Belfast, witliin and
\
for t
L»u
t
l
s
No
f
aiili; r, A. J). PH.
1. R T. A >, a pet;;
:.
ba-be.-:
tiled, pra\in- that the
.•.11i<
T t
remain:*.g in the hands
M
BOA. RDM AN. K\n uior *»f the will
l"AA<
*1A.MI> (iOODKl.!.. late e-t Belfast, in -ai l
County, do '-a-e l. on -ett lenient of H- dr-t a* count
made at n Pr *i*ap ( "Uia.IieM at Belfast, within
» >•{.*an* I f'■•*.■
bit on nt}'a on ill -e«*on 1 Tnesd.v.
'A
1> DM. may he ordered to h.* distributed
aeirol
-aid
d> •*-a-*d. ami tin* share of
among t’a
e.ich determined. 1 *r lered. that pui'lic notice he
gi\<*n lo nil iutere-te*! by pitlili-hing a e.>py of this
r 1
mi
Repin ma Journal. printed at Belfast,
tmve v.x ck- sm-ce-sivel} prior to tin- -eiamd Tilesdav of Dec.-mlier next, that the* may appear at a
Probate Court, then P> be In*Hen al Belfa-t, within
and for -aid Count}. ami he heard.
JaMID D. I.AMMlV, dmigo.
A tri
py. Attest —A. A Id K n

a

». has >pent the pa-t week vi-iting tiiwliojesale and retail stores of

A.

\\ ALDO sx.

MATH OF MA1NK.

Fancy Ribbons, i

tl ing needed to make or trim
Ha.'S bonnet »r hat.

oven

ing herself in all the new idea- of trimmii g. And
with a long fxperienee in milliner) and with
1
stylish ami popular milliner,

7>0 Brs. White Blankets

foregoing petition, ordered,

At a Court of Probate held at Belt'a-t, within aml
Cm tin; Count of W al 1<», *m tin* si.ml Tue.-dav
of November, A. T). PH.

Fifteen different grades of

\nd

$2.00, worth $2.50.

50 Brs. White Blankets,

o

From .i-i.nii to *1G.no.

NEWS.

>■

j

Fancy

FEATHERS,

Plushes &

stock.

100 Prs.White

give notice

\\r

From doc. to .*HU(( per vard.

FANCY

in the trimming department. -In* hopes t >
who may favor her with their patronage.

Lot No. 2.

II i.b'l. \".
p t i t i i. iia- bom inly tiied, nrayU
iiig that the balance rein
1'AAC M. i*a >A RD.MA N. Admini-irator <*l tie estate ol UK HARD pd INLAN. late of Belfast, in
'••lid C 'lintv. d< e. a -•*!. on r-.-tti. in* nt of hi- tii -t a*'.
unit ina l»* at a Pr* >!»ate (mart held at B*• 1' a-t, v\ it ti
i*. and for -aid County on the-croud
Tue-da} •*!
No\., \. D. iv-i. ma;. :.o ordered p* be distributed
am *ng the heir- oi -ai l dei ,*a--d and the sliare of
each determined. Ordered. that puHP notice he
gi'ent* all iuteiv-ted b\ publishing a c.*p\ of thi.ord'-r in the R«*puhliean dourual. printed at Belfa-t.
thro-'w- k- -ucee-'ively prior to t !,,• see. md Tuelay a December next, that the} may appear at a
Prol ate * ourt then to il, h**!dim’at Belta-t. within
and for ai l Count\, an 1 be heard.
d \.M!D D. 1
\ Mm IN. Judge
A ti n -eopy. Vttr-t
A. \.Fi.i:n ma;, Kegisfer.

yard.
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1 he assortment is

MATK OF M AIM..

GashmereS

••

AM*

Sold tor 75c.

151. Ai 1\.

>

OSTRICH TIPS

in value to

increasing

of

PLUMES!

OLOU> A N1

IN (

l.AROF. STOCK of Dress Goods
marked down in proportion.

Vt a ( »url ol Probate, heid at Belfa-t, within ami
for the < *uut\ of \\ aldo, oil the sec -ml Tiles lav
ol \ *\ ell.b.-r, \. D. P -M

DAMASK!

From doe. to

AKKIVEIJ.

<

(17c.

a

speeialitv made

LONG

can

silk worth $1.25:

rare

11 MAIN STREET,

■

he

Croat

be obtained. We sell
silk worth $1.00: for $1.(Hi a

All-wool 40

From ode. per dozen upwards.

N<»v. loth. -<•}::*. .1 ichin, French, Ro-ton.
12th. >,-hr. Hattie. Pool, Rop-um.
>to«klon.
lath, s. lir. Will. F ivderirk, A me
11th. selir. >. K. Woodbury, Ragle.. V\v
York.

guson. Nev. York.
.V*v. 1 Uii. -cl:- Wiii. 1*

only

for 75c.

values

Some

BEAVERS & FRENCH FRAMES.

Black Silks!
Splendid

BONNETS,

Comprising every quality and price.
shapes in

< "unlv

that tin* peto all persons interested, bv
-.f
-ai*!
with
this
order therecausing ropy
petition
on, to he published three week- sucees-ivel} in the
Republican .Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they ma} appear at a Probate < *>uri t• be held at
tin Probate «»ili*in Belfast aforesaid, on tin- -croud Tuesday of December next, at ten o'clock m
th< forenoon*, and show cause if any they iia\ r, whv
th** -aim* should m*; he granted.
d AM ID D. I. \ Mm )N. Midge.
A truce..py. Attest :
\. A Fl.i;IVIIIIK, Register.

UNDERWEAR

Morse a Moekton.
'.in.i \ iIiagv. V
loth, by

PORT OF I»K LF A >T.

<

this

45 in. wide,

a

SPECIAL SALE!

'hi-

to

M.mslield's, Ma^ouic Temple.

I poii
tition. r

lOc. to ■r> 5c.

—

person- sat down t- an excellent supper, and
i a very pleasant evening.
This society is
i-posed of la-lie- who are deeply interested in

Eros.

minify l*y «*al!iat

i\

Caskmere, |

5 Pieces Black

Colors,

a * oiirt of Probate, ,ieid
it Belfast, within and
lor the ( "lint} of \\ ahlo, on the -< ci»ml Tuesdav
of November, \. P. PM.

FLANNELS,

■

-••rie*. ,.f

-•

Parker

to

COTTON 4 WOOL 4 ALL WOOL

"iti.

Ici'i*'k, \ me-, >avatmab
subject is
Death*’-The family Jaciiin. French, Linc.-lnvillc, t<* load for Rost<»n.
" ai’dw
ha.- been sadly afflicted this
dr. \\ ardwa ii wa- confined to his room
by
e k
:
i-.pelas l’rom the first of May
i. tiicn his
daughter, Mit-s Draco, a most
a
la ly, sickened and died with
r. ;.:i ’. now Mr-. Ward well i- suffering
11:• 111.ii derangement, and it i- feared that j
is * ritleal. The afflicted family have the
of tic wholeeuirnminity. ..Profs. Prince
‘‘I
c
fford spent last >a:>bath in Hampden, preaeliio the f.-renoui: ami speaking in the interests of
or ci.otiiim; this week vt ihk
miiiary intv- -veiling-The La-lie-’ Aid SoI
:
gave a pieni : -upper at Emery's Hall.
Friday
The lieavy storm prevented
iiing, \ov. 4th.
f the invited gue-t- from attending, but six1

•f

Lb*,

■

Dec. 7th_

concert is to he
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great
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fill- e i S'.
27'
la
daughter of
Edgar M an Partin-::::. ll. (dinningham. aged o
nr-nth- and .*> lay
year.-,
Ih j.:t. letield,
In >e:ii>nin:i!. No\, mh. Mr.-, <h
ii
ineiiy of Belfast. ag> l" years, and 1<» month-.
Sew Hampshire ami M
papers pie-me vpy.
\ >s
hi. Wm Hun; M alker, .-on ot
hi l.:uer:
Mrs. J. J. \\
\
I year, o' moiuii and > <i
mill
ti.
-ii. N•■'.
Mr-. Ai n
L \ etr,
etl 'f Line, ins ille. Me., aged 71
Wife "f Ih M. I
0
1.
and
liimit
years
Mat
J. Ibir
In ( ainden, Nov. 'tin Mr
.1
ay
months ami 1 i day-.
ear.-.
In l;
i
kland. Ntw. loth*, Mr- R a!
Rhoades,
aged 4' year-.
In lloek
Mr. lhai
1
1
aged Mb years, M month- and D •!.«;.
In Rd-klan l. Nos
ra 15. 1; -r. aged 2M
ear-,
mills a .el
das -.
In Tlimm.-t"::, N
:;d,‘l!e> -rt A., -on. Alfred
<
and Adelia M. Mrout, aged 1 year ami 7 months.
In Thoma.-ton, < >ft. l.itii, Jtalph,
.n of 1.. I». ami
II. R. (foi-b. aged 11 year- and u montii-.
In Vinalh.is en, < >« i. J7Hi, infant daughter of RosWell A. ami Ado I.. Jones.
In \ inalhas eu, Dot. Mist, Ada i.., wife of Ro-sveil
V J
in lavs.
rs, 1
In I ni'-n. N"v. Jd. Mr-. Eli/:* Fuller, ageiir.b yr-.
In I’nion, N -s. 2d. Mi.-s Sat. ;. Ilarrett, aged 7i
years.
In Idm hill. N e,
k'h. Mr. Tinir-i. <*. Dougias-,
month-.
aged
year- and
In 1711-svorth, No-.. :;d. Dr. Jaunv- T * i-good, aged
at year-, ID months and Ja-hay-.
In
Oct. 2ath. Andrew J. Hill, late of Ellsworth. aged ('•*'. years and > inonllis.
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quality, in Bronxe, Green, Blue and j
Black, Id in wide, only 5<le, worth 75c. j
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Finn

I. A
LA IIY.
Knox, * inardian of \ A
TI1AMKL m i; LON ( LAi:\ and LI//.1L
MAi
LAKY, minor in ii~ of J AMID ( LAKY,
of Belfast,dec. a-r i.n-peetfull} represents that
are seized »f certain ri al estate situate
Moiri il, <'oii7.i-; ;na ot .i».n11 il acres of a wood lot,
at anadvaiitaj’cousoiVerof
has Keen mad** t*v
l.I.Dll \ MLBUI AN. dr., d -aid M ri ill. and tha't
it is for the l»e-t inl<-rest of -aid minor- that the
one he
-oi l and I he ni'iiU'} place«l at interest for
tin- support of said minors.
Wherefore your petitioner prays \ >ur honor to
grant lie*, a license to -ell and convey -aid real Ostate to said Kli-ha Merriani. dr., for -ai t sum.

ami in-
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Mr.
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Intendinyto

Dolmans, t,

FOLLOWING ATTRACTIVE PRICES:
Lot No. 1.
Lot No. 13.

A Qulntetli' of Vocalists,
liras' Kami of l•> Ptcrrs.
Arthur \nrrs. Solo Cornrt,
Dave II. Morgan's Orchestra.
Nathan Carl, Solo Trombone,
M ill ,1. Tjlt'r, Solo Clnrlonette.
r;i ii'iia! pri>e of admission.
Ilrservisl 'eats at
u
1
la IT!/'.
li.M.rs open at 7. Curtain rises at
7 4.
l»ra'> Han't serena'le in front of flail.
1 win
I>n il. W. Ill NTI.KV. I.on Agtnt.

••
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our intention to offer these goods to the trade at astonishingly low prices. We are resolved to increase
our already large patronage, hence we
quote the
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She invites attention to her large stock of
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MOOII, (HAS. BORTilKl, OEO. M. CLARK.
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Mi. John ! Watts
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Thompson ot Monts hie.
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\\ a s Stevenson,
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i
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Millinery not to lie Surpassed in the City,

Large Purchase of Fall & Winter

a

Dry & Fancy Goods, Cloaks,
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MARKET

Richards A Suuthaorth,

Successor to

Informs her friends that she lias re-oi>ened her
rooms, which have been enlarged and refurnished to suit an increasing trade, and which
are now tilled with a stock of

\
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same: Vermont dairy. aim .’,2c. with
high price- for
-ele ; i* * i, ; eonni; •!> New York and Verm- at dairv,
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long dairies, 2o/j2.m : western dairies.#22£
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Saturday Evening, Nov. 19, 1881.
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MILLINERY!

BELFAST,

45gVI

>aw Oat Meal P tb,
5g
*>o Onions P
Butter. Salt, f box,
tb,
:>12 £j4
Corn ¥ bush.
s;> < Ml. Kerosene Psral.,1 4a j.'>
M k- »v. Farmers begin to think that
>r> Pollock p tb,
they must, ; Corn Meal ¥ bush,
:uV2
l:!gl’> Pork P tb.
--arily, eonsidcr their fall work about done for Cheese f lb,
pJal.i
< odtish, dry, ¥ tb,
;»m.;
Pht-ter
P
$T.oo
Hav pres-e- and
threshing machine.* are Cranberries f jr12m 14 Kye .'leal, 1*1*1.,
P
tb,
:p8
a
tlieir bus- season... .There are a few eases ( lover Seed, ¥ It.. 12m21 short- P
*].:*:»
c'.vt.,
Flour ¥ bid.,
mi a-ies i'. town....i.« •. W.
jOfllO.eO
P
tb,
sugar
itfjli
and
wife,
Carpenter
H. (j. Seed ¥ bush, $
»
4o
Salt, T. I P Mush,
:
*1
u
t. formerly of this town, are spending
Lard f lb.
14lanb; S. Potatoes p tb.
4 a 4 ■,
u-u weeks here in town.
Lime ¥ bid.,
It is pleasant to have
af.2:> heat Meal, P tb, 4‘a a.'*
•!_
..Geo. K. Brackett Lodge, 1. o.
among uI had a puMi1 installation of o Ulcers last
Boston Marnetsua!.

HAYFORD OPERA HOUSE,

Hay

^ ton,
$10.00 Sl.l.Oo
Hides ¥ tb,
tig 7
Beans,pea,hush :«,0ofl:i.2:, Lamb i? n>,
7<j8
Medium $2.50s3.oo Lamb Skims,
$l.<N>gi.2.'>
Yellow-eves 2 00a2.2a Mutton tt>,
'tig7 I

W

II

HITHER WE COME

Hv C. II. -argent. No. S, Main Street.
PRODUCE MARKET.
PRICES PAID PRODUCERS.

P.

MANSFIELD,

MASONIC

TEMPLE.

1‘. s.

All orders

Special jobs

promptly executed.

for wholesale dealers,

-in

Still

A

Day

BY SARAH
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The Best

hrupsy,
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Remedy Known

to Man.

12,000,000 Bottles
SOLD SI

VCE 1«10.

Ib'S .Sj/rup /'■'-\sv\s'.--l'!'<>i>')'tit

s.

It Stimulates the PtyaMne in the Saliva, which
converts the 'starch and sugar of the food into
glucose. A deflcienc) In Pt)aline causes Wind and
Souring of the food In the stomach. If the medicine is taken immediately after eating the fermentation of food is prevented.
It ads upon the Liver.
It acts upon the kidneys.
It Regulates the Bowels.

It Purifies the Blood.
it quiets thr Nervous system.
It Promotes Digestion.
It Nourishes, strengthens and Invigorates.
It carries off the Old Blood and makes new.
It opens the pores of the skin and induces Healthy

Perspiration.

It iioulruli/i-- tin* hereditary taint, or poison in
tii.’ Mood, which
norales
p
I
and all manner of
-kin di-e;■-•- and internal
humor-.
rhtnv ar- n*> -piriis employed in it- manufaet
live, and it oan 1»«-taken n\ tin* no*-: -leiieate babe,
or by the aged and feeble, ea/a <>nl>j
r> /iiire<{
in attention /..» dircetimis.
Ii:• -k-]•

e •. IIane...-k
< iir-nn•• hi

i*.... Me.
irrh.ea for
fid'. > ear.-, and have u-« lad the me-iic'an.* I ii;4\.•
beard n eommen.ie-t. * ri i all tnedo.-tor- within
thirty mile-, and paid out overtw
liundred dollar.-,
all to no purpo-e.
| procured from an am-nt. -o;ne
-1 '»r.
1 •.iA .John-*n‘- Indian I’do.-d >\ritj). and it
helprd in- immediately. Tie. di-ea-e ha- m»w ell
hviv left me, nid 1 -m-ider nr -elf wed.
! advi-e
W i LL1A M <i IT\ \T.
all-ail nr-! try it.
i- t"

all the bills in

melancholy gold.

th. se soft tinted lids the bee sits brooding,
L ke a fond lover loth to say farewell;
wiih shut wings, through silken folds intruding.
Creeps near the heart, his drowsy tale to tell.

1

AIIRPA I>!/s/»j,sia.

3

Beside the brook and on the ambered meadow.
When* yellow fern tufts deck the faded ground.
With folded lids beneath their palmy shadow.
The gentian nods, in dewy slumbers bound.

£^

=3

I’iii-

through each loved, familiar path she lingers.
Serenely smiling through the golden mist,
Tinting the wild grape with her dewy lingers.
Till the cool emerald turns to amethyst—
Kindling the faint stars of the hazel, shining
To light the gloom of autumn’s mouldering halls.
With hoary plumes and clematis entwining.

The moist winds breathe of crisped leaves and
bowers.
In the dair p hollows of the woodland sown.
Mingling the freshness of autumnal showers
With spiev airs from cedar alleys blown.

s

CO

Kl

How

Bath

m
60 oo

£

Ct

1 love to wander through the woodlands hoary.
In the soft gleam of au autumnal day.
When summer gathers up her robes of glory,
And. like a dream of beauty, glides away.

ing.

ca
u.
C3 ^
or CO
o
CO O

lie had been to a seance and when they asked
him “how it was," he said “Just medium.'’

Warm lights are on the sleepy uplands waning,
Beneath, dark clouds along the horizon rolled,
Till the slant sunbeams, through their fringes rain-

CfJ
r«i

co3 «o

Autumn.

WHITMAN.

Where o'er the rock her withered garland falls.

S

30

in

U.

<-ertiiy th.i! 1 'eel
*•

••

The little birds upon the hillside lonely
Flit noiselessly along from spray to spray.
Silent as a sweet, wandering thought, that only
Shows its bright wings and softly glides away.
The scentless bowers

in

the

warm

sunlight dream-

ing.
Forget to breathe their fullness of delight.
And through the tranced woods soft airs
streaming,
Still as the dewfall of a summer night

Belfast

An Elkton Md paper mentions the case of Mr.
T. Deenen, of that place, who suffered severely
with rheumatic pains until he tried a bottle of St.
Jacobs Oil. which completely cured him. [Indian
apolis (Ind ) Journal.

Masonic
just
HVVINti
Boston, where

The good a man does lives long after him. so
the virtues of a really good medicine will last for
ages, and although Dr. Graves’ Balsam of Wild
Cherry and Tar may be new to you. its healing
properties have long been known and appreciated,
and when we recommend you to give Dr. Graves'
Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar a trial tor the cer
tain cure of Sore Throat. Coughs. Colds. Whoop
iug Cough. Hoarseness, Ac we only ask you to
use and be beuetitted by the same medicine that
has given so much relief to others. The Materia
Medica does not furnish better remedies for the
diseases of the pulmonary organs than Wild Cherry
and Tar. Their virtues have long been known
and appreciated, and you cannot fail of relief if
you give Dr. Graves’ Balsam atrial when aillicted. |
Sample bottle. 10 cts : large bottle, only 50 cts.
For Biliousness. Dyspepsia. Constipation, or ;
Liver Complaint, use Improved Family Cathartic I
Pills, made by Dr Graves : price *,’5 eis. per box
For sale by Wm 0. Poor A Sou.
hvll
J

“Does it pay to keep chickens
in Yellow Springs
Of
lunatic: it pays to sell ’em

pendent

asks

a

course

eorresnot you

j

|

in my heart a sweet, unwonted feeling
Stirs like the wind in ocean's hoi ow shell.
Through all its secret chambers softly stealing.
Vet buds no words its mystic charms to tell

tie
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DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

Laiioratory 11 M 3d St.. N. I City*
4RS. LYD1& E.

PINKHiM, OF L¥hH, feiflSF
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PiNKHAsWS
LYDIA
VE&BTABLE COMPOUND.
Is

Cur-'

a

Complaint* and Weaknesses
soeonimon to our Inst female population.
It will cure entirely the w..-rst form <,t J\-male Com*
plaints, all ovarian troubles. Inlian r: at:■ :i and Cl- re
nM-yunt
tn.n, Falling ami Displacements, c.ml the
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adaiu-d to th<Change f Life.
It will dissolve and expel turn nr*--frnn the uterus in
an early stage of devel-'j nnnt. The ti ndencyt- cancerous humors thereij eli- lied very si
dilyl y its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, don: lysal! craving
for

nil those Painful

«■

<

ofth- st- r.adi.
for stimulants, and r« ii-vc.s weakin
It cures Bloating. Ibndaches, N.-rvous I'm-brat:- n.
(it-neral Debility* Sleeplessness Dei rosion and Indi•»

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured bv it:, um-.
It will at all times and under all

■in-unmtam-e: m-t in

lianaony with the laws that govern tL- female syst* m.
F‘ the cure« f Kidney Complaints f cither sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKIIAM'S YK(.FTAT1LE COMW, >t.-ra Avenue,
POUND is prepared at 233 and 2.
T ynn, Mass.
Price 8 h Six bottles f
$3. Sent by mail
in
form
of lozenges, on
of
also
the
in the f--mi
pill.-,
box
fr
either.
Mrs. Pinkham
of
$1
per
price.
receipt
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.
No family should be without LYDIA II. PINE HAM'S
LITER PILLS. They cure constip 'tior., biliousm:,st
and torpidity of the liver. 23 cent.-pi box.
Xfj **01(1 l»v till Druggists. ‘6.3
1 vrlfl

pi;.cott’s

W

ad : i<l<

There Is nothing Ji.nrc p it.
'h r th- .so
lllMlim 111"
i
i:;
ih
-un d >•; us- i
Perry Davis'
Pain Killer.
Tills remedy i not :* cheap J a ;*ie
or JVtroleum prmlu--t that must b
■

away from lire or Ijeat to
of e\plosion, imr i
it an out ri. ,1
meat that may ih» more liartu than

py, ,d.

Pain Kiiler h
been in
a
for forty years, ;aid th ir.iv r-al i. h
fi- in all parts f.f tli
wuvl 1
[t never
fails, ii not only effects a per: .• nt ur
but il r lleves pain almost hist.mu
ettsly.
Being a purely vt table renv d i it safo
In the hands of the nr si, 1
r:. ::
,1.
The record of cures by tli use ,,f Pm
Kiu.kr would fill volumes. Tinextrurts from letters iwiv, d ,-h
..hat
those who have trt, d in thin!;:
■

■

■

Edgar Cady, Owatonna, Minn.,

srv
Ate,at a ye,r since my
:- 1..
to severe sulferinir fr m 1!:,.1
resort was to the Pain Killer, \.!.
relieved her.

■:
<

1

Charles Powell writes from the ,v
Home. London:

j’

..

I hail l>< <-n afflicted throe y» ai -v. iih n<
Mill Violent .-{'asiiisnl'th 4ri"!i;acli. *! !;• >[

,uv
;

] ;

:•

>rs
;•«

Westminster Hospital mm* un
despair. I tried your Pain Killer.
;;t

1 it .\
immediate relief.
I have me:.m\
rtremrth. and am now lU.i 11. a
i:
,.ai
occupation.
■

me

G. H. Walworth, Saco, Me., writes:
I experienced immedi,.;.! ; tr.,u, ;
in
the side by the use •
y..t,ri'A.:N Lili.i k.
E. York says:
I have used your Pa::. Kii.mu l‘. .••iL<
um.itism,
and have received yicut K i., at.
Barton Seaman sayn:
Have used Pain Killer l‘>
avd have found it a >>,,■./,ii
rheumatism ami lainem
>

thirty

v<

n.,

<ty

::rs,
i ,r

L

in.

:!

-c

Mr. Burditt writes:
It

j>t

><river- lit f in

f»v,

Phil. Gilbert, Somerset. Pa., writes
is

All

:

Krun actual use, i know \i»ur J’ain Killer
the best medicine I < an pt.

dru^vl

p Pain Killer. Its price
Is so low that It Is within the roach of all,
and it will save many times its e s. l doctors’
bills. 25c., 50e. and $i.oo a bottle.
'ts k'4

ii.

1 he

bushel

coal.
e have a great
rnauy men who
stingy with their families, who are by no
means parsimonious, yet
who have insuperable
objections to giving away anything that does not
minister directly to their personal comfort orgratilii at ion. A church is wanted, or a public
library,
or a park, or
something else for the common benefit and tlie want and the effort to meet it furnish
a
very reliable test of the character of those ap
pealed to Wo have rich men m every community
so notoriously
stingy, and so unfriendly to afl
sclu-mes ot public improvement, that thev are not
e ven
approached lor a contribution. On t he other
hand, we have men in every community who have
what we call "public spirit
Nothing that can
minister to the general good ever receives a cold
welcome from them, or a niggardly response to its
ot

appeals.
Vcry few

stolidly selfish that they
cannot see that membership in a family involves
certain uties toward the family—support, protection, mutual assistance. The head of the family—
no matter how selfish and
stingy lie may be—
recognizes the fact that ho owes to that family
shelter, sustenance, clothing, education, etc. Very
tow, too, fail to see that, as citizens, they owe
certain duties to the town they live in. to the
state, to the nation. They pay their taxes, aud
expect to pay them. It cannot be said tha they
always do this willingly or honestly, but they know
tnat they must pay something for the laws that
protect them, for the roads that give them passage across the country, amt for the
support of the
tlovcrnmcnt
As heads of families and citizens ot
the state, they apprehend the fact that they owe
duties whose fulfillment costs money.
W hat is
in eessary beyond this is that
they should see that
membership m a social community involves duties
just as really and distinctly as family ties or citizenship. No man can belong to a social community—as all men do who arc not hermits—without having imposed upon him a groat many duties,
lie owes it to that community to make it, as far
a- lie can. intelligent, comfortable,
respectable
There is no wise scheme of improvement to which
he does not o\ve his support aud encouragement ;
and he cannot turn his back upon any such scheme
without a failure in the offices of good neighborhood, or without convietiug himself of a mean
selfishness that is disgraceful to hint, ami to the
larnils aud town to which he belongs.
men are

To

In

a

Yacht.

Early yesterday morning, says the Cincinnati

''vV'id.tlis,

B.T. WELLS’.
House &

Enquirer of the i28th
came sailing down

We

KVKin

Materia Medica, and has gained an unrivaled reputation for the following efleets, viz.:

PURIFYING THE BLOOD,
Auil thus curing Humors, Sores, floors,Cutaneous
I Howl, Ac., Ac.
Eruptions, Canker,

t

otTer to the

■

Waldo

of

T hus

Piles,

GOODS

t

are

Hing

s,

Among

ur

hi'c, ri.es. Silk II ikfs, Collars, Back Combs,

\\

thank

p -lp oa-e
tinuance

our friends and ei.-t .mers for their
the j>asl and hope to deserve a contheir favor in the future.
-Mtf

in

J. li. SMITH’S

||>£ST

FRENCH

" Oil'll

KID

A

I

P.

M A N
MASONIC

F J E I, D

s-

awl support every

I>i*ease*.

A*

is pleasant to take and safe in all rase.-, acting
harmonv with the rc-toring powers of nature.
It never injures, but always benefits ami cures, as
thousands of voluntary certificate* from the hot
authorities testify.
t ••Tan i:*.T
I*

For sale by all Druggists.
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SARSAPARILLA,
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New Bssten Olothing Stan 1

JUST RECEIVED!

compound

This

GREAT E’ARGASNS

euetahle

\

OVERCOATS, SUITS,
[Jistere and Keefers

American Kid Button!
!•*• t

r.

Ill; W9 Wool lined Grain Boots.

I-

■

JlijJn Ail-Wool Warm Boots.
Hither
warm

'Ii!. I‘>

"i
f»i

1!

i!!
••

CROQUET

SUiTS !

!';■ raratii
a

s-r/'r.
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suit,

.simple

equals Sr. J
ami chcnp

r

DRESS.
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I

a.f-

a;

i*'

I

»ni'< in 1«*n^r :m«t .short,
.\!-'*at unploto >t<»ok of

of

far~.

Overcoats.
\

Uinters.

Reefers,

// ! rs. r .i ps, ,(*-■.
WOOLENS '"f

ii-

claims.
l*irecti*>ns in Eleven Languages.
SOLD EY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINE.
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A. VOGELER & CO..
t

IkOfjfotJtojtSOif/t Co,os.

\ S. A.
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Wax.

Milieus,

Irons.
ami other liuilings eon-tantlx
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Marking,
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ANDREWS

“"'dil
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Proprietors.

aix>

dollar.

.Vo

Agency

251)o/. Alexandre Kids,

9

Hoods,

FULL.

selling at siipriMiiirly 1«>\\ prices.

Read our other column and then call
and convince yourself we have
the

Mdse, at satisfactory prices.

T. W. PITCHER
BLUE

4‘»

&CO.,

IION VI. !■ V‘.i:s.

Beaver

HATS & BONNETS!

-<

I

ShadedPlumes

|Flowers,Plainl
H

Amonu the Ie;(-1i11u feature- of the new series for
the new
i-\ Mrs. liurnelt and
ear. are new u.
ei
'V. I>. Howell-, stuilie- of the Louisiana ( reoles.
ov (,e >. W. < ahh-. and
re-- of illu-trated articleii an-l M
lern >«-ulpture. The < >pera in
1» .n Yu:
N'-w t..rk, Yrehiteei ure and Dee..ration in A neria. lo-pre- :.i;11i\«■
Men and Women of the loth
1
u--- “i
kin,
ThackeryHawthorne’- and
1
l-.ii.if- \.- els. i ne Ih-f *rm of the Civil Ser'• i*
!’■ ir\
i l’o. t- in America.
'■lories, .ketches and e--ay- may he expected
< ii.arlen
Dudley Warner. W. 1). Howells,
Mirk 1'w aiu." Ldward L-rules ton, Henry dame-,
1 f
li
Muir. Mi-- (oe-dou < umminu, “II. 11..
W. ( aid.-, .Joel ( handler H.arri
A.(
KidI k I >. Millet. N’.-ali l»r
1.-. I-d ank IL stoekt on-i a tea- I
Woo!-..11, II. I L I love-on, AI her t
ki.i
Wa-liinutoii (.ladden, .John llurrouuhs.
I'.ai. eiki Iwin, rouinia-o*.iivini. Henry Kinu, L’.n• -t
Inai r-o|l. I- !.. (. Mkiii, Ik. II. W a-hhmaie. an'.'
many other-.
0
r tw
a
a
Iii.- Ydveutuiv
of the
|
’lik- ( lull.’ and an -ri.uinal Liie of Lerwick, the
A
-1
i.
!*>'
r.*\ei*, hy
.-on, ai
amonu "I her feat
ilia
to he later announ -i*d.
The d t -: i. i i -. p irlmenl- throuuuout w ill he tinu-u illy e. mph-ie. and “Tlie World'- Work" will he
"i.-iderubiv eida rued.
1 n.of rm (
n
! u\
M v<;\/.ini: will re.
mail at -t.on per year •'»•'. cent a numher'. The
1 o>1! r.iii -i/e 21 \ J7 of the late Hr. Holland, is.-ned
iu-t hei r.- his death, photographed from a life size
di-aw iiiu hy W yali IkaIon, will posse-* a new intere-th.jhi reader- of thisnia.ua/ine.
It is o lie red at
1
••■
r.-ta.
or to.uether w ith I'm; (
nti uy M vov
/dxi. for
>ul»srriptio.is are taken hy the
publisher.-, and hy hook sellers and news-dealers
Tin. ( KVll KY ('().,
everywhere.
I'MUN Sor.YKi-:, Nkw York.
■

JOHNSON & CO.

H

FALL &. WINTER
Having just returned from market

we an-

prepared

t'» oiler ...
customer- one of the FINlsT
A ss< >KTM KNT> of MIU.INKItY we have
< Mir stock consist-, of
ever had.

Bonnets

Hats

OF ALL KINDS.

1

etc.

FEATHERS & FLOWERS
And

liigldy
requiring a

burn,

etc.

tn make
In

an

Hat.

elegant

have the VERY BEST a> <»mneni to he
found in the city.

We wish t<» call particular attention to

Worsteds
Which Is

one

uf

our

-tuck of

Yams !

6c

the largest in town, consisting of

Zephyrs of all kinds, English and American
Crewels, Shetland, Saxony, Andalusia,
Scotch, Coventry and Germantown
Yarns in all colors.

IN

IRON BITTERS—the only Iron
Preparation that will i.at blacken the teeth
or give headache.
Sold by all druggists.
Write for the A i> <J Book, 32 pages of
useful and amusing reading—sent free.

BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
Baltimore, Md.

or

PLUMES l FANCY FEATHERS,

are

IRON BITTERS enrich the blood,
new life to
strengthen the muscles, owl
the nerves.
IRON BITTERS act like a charm
on the digestive organs, r moving all
dyspeptic symptoms, sc 1 as testing the
food, belching, heat in. tl.e s.auw.eh, heart-

everything required
Bonnet

We

IRON BITTERS
recommended for all diseases
certain and efficient tonic.

GLOVES.

LACES.

HDFS.

-ANI)-

GOODS
We have

Our

!

<

Who

H.

will span;

no

M.
pains

WORTH LY,
to suit

all who may favor

with their patronage.
We can insure all who may rail upon us prompt
attention to their wants and satisfaction every
14
way.

lyr(>

REMOVAL.
HE SUBSCRIBER wishes to inform her many
friends and patrons that she has moved from
Church street to the rooms over Geo. W.Burgess,
in McClintock Block, High street, where she will
welcome all. Those in want of a first-class Dress
or Cloak Maker are invited to call.
Terms reasonable.
Mks. m. a. snow.

J. W. FERGUSON & CO..
MASONIC TEMPLE, MAIN STREET.
---

■

Cross Berkshire and
5 weeks old, onlv

Poland( hina,

FRED ATWOOD,* Winlorport, Me.

price,

-tt

:

Ttic Ct!ildi,e!i!s Magazine of America."
ST. NICHOLAS.

rated magazine lor young folk- lias now
iifiilat»»« larger probably, Ilian that of
ni"nthl\
magazine of its class. H has
any other
been calk'il “a marvel of perfection, both as regards
its iilcrar\ ewllcma ami ils artistic merit." It was
the lir-l to give to hoys and girls the very best illustrations that could he had. and ha- earned the name
of “The ( hildren's Art Magazine.” The greatest
living write! of Europe and America are among
ils distinguished contributors.
The ninth volume, which begins with the November, issi, number, will contain a new serial story,
by Mr-. Mat'} Map-1- Dodge, editor of NT. Ninio.
11:11: Briukcr, or the Silver Skates,”
I.\s. atuiit roi
A -eeond -erial story, full of lively incietc., etc.
dent “Tht: I loi >-i er School-I ioy,” by Edward Eggleston, a lit ltor of “The I loo.-ii-r School-master,” etc. A
.-■ingle arti *le of universal interest “How Children
should I.< trn Mu-ie,” by Richard Wagner, theeininent conn --er. Two other serials, one dealing w ith
campaign life in the late w ar, ami the other with
Dili and J»o\ Life in tin* l:5tlt Century.
Plays for
Home and >ehool, Embroidery for Cirls, Amateur
Newspaper-, Illu.-trated Practical and Descriptive
Papers, \rticlc- on sports, and Tlte Treasure-box
of lateralure w ill be among the features of this
—

great volume.
An immense edition will be printed of the

CHRISTMAS NUMBER,
ill be ready about December 1st.
Price. £'5.i)o a year; ‘2acents a number. Subscriptions take and magazines sold by book-sellers ami
dealers evervwbere, or the publishers.
new

which

e.

more trustfor them an

>n-iderati"U at the Patent *>:
(

KDMl'ND BFliKK,
ouimi'-i au r of Patent.-."

employed

S.IO.OO.

The-.-

t.vt
V.

CKSTPRY CO.,
I Mon Sip \ uk, N i;\v York.

LOST.
)MISS( Hi Y NOTE for £114 and some cents,
payable to MILES s. STAPLES or order on
demand, dated Di t. 17, 1>M.and signed by ARNOLD
HARRIS, L. II. Said note was not endorsed, and
payment lias been .'.topped, and all persons arc
cautioned against purchasing said note. Said note
was girt n in pavment of insurance policies.
MILES K. STAPLES.
Belfast, Nov. D, lssi._3wfT*

APU<

Pocket Book Lost.
lost bis pocket book, containing
to twenty dollars in bills and
change and an order bearing bis name, in Belfast
A rew ard will be
about noon of Monday last.
ROBERT BRAt
the Under.
Waldo, Nov. 10, 1SS1.—15

rp11E subscriber
I some fifteen

paid

r»i

thm*

.»>, too »m»
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|}.‘»no.io
.• ,:y ....

14,‘hhmhi
r..noo
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I'nited states Bon l-..
of Belfast Bonds.
Town uf Montvllle Bond.-.
Kansas City Bonds.

t.

..

..os*a

'.<••

,.n

...

*"mi

:4,00«‘

;>.»»«h»

K'

on

!{■! it ,-“•!<( />..

Belfast and Mooseliead Fake (1st M«*rt.
Iowa Falls and si« uxCitv.
( ity and l*a« ilie... ’.
Cnion Pacific, sinking Fund.
/.

1 oiim
l.ootioo
o oo
:

L".l

,,:

,,

Ukhiim.
1 .non no

l,.r*

"<■

",M

••

.S’-'--

/1

7,

7.
•J'.'.doi

>■"

*2t*,.r»nn

First National Bank. Relfn~t.
shoo and Leather National, Aubun
American Loan Tru.-t Company, Bo-ton.

on

■

7 id*

o

k-’-.
1

|M

'•

<

Belfast lias Litrht Company.
Temple \-- x-iation, Belfast.
Paeiiie Duano company, Boston.

done

Masoni

1

i

,«hk11w#

>.ihm

*»

k-

Dr.-mite National, Augusta.
In
('nrpo it;.

,M*

.-do
ja.uoo

Belfast Das Lijrht ( ompanv.
I *. -1
c.-mtoeouk Mamifarturin.tr Comparn
on.
Metropolitan Railroad i' >mpai i\. R
I’jieilie Dmmo Compan). Boston.
■

Loans

on

on

!'

1

■

""

■

’. *

.-o

11

.,m.hiu
kooo

Maehinen...

-O.-hk

1

it.*

11,7

i---‘

rent.

Cash

i"

•".non

Loans <m Vessels...
Loans to \ e-sijTs Went-.
Loans on Mortgages of Real K.-tat*.
< .ash on dep' -it at Howard Nat. Rank, Ko.-tun, ;k
per

1

hand.

Fnpaid

A'

rued intere-t..

liahilitin-.

$7-'.», bd II
t>
^e.'.d.n

liabilities......

$31,1-71.1*3

Due Depositors and im iiidinir “tin.

Surplus above

all

Rate of intere-t eluirvird on 1"
Annual expert.-*-* .-S-.-'kIU on.

r

m- '< to

7 per

rent.

FRED E.

RICHARDS, Bank Examiner,

To the Honorable the Justice* of the supreme .Indirlul Court, next Co be hohlen at lielfavi. 'n11hi«i
and for Che Count) of Waldo, on Che third Tut*-da) of October
’.
>V/.«> II. H Alt KIM AN. f Fr
.In
.!
A
II A It IH
husband of FANMI•niily
M AN, formerly oj -ai.; Frankfort, now -fpari-m
known, respe«-t full;. liU 1- and gis c- ! Id- honor 11.t*
< «n:i*t to l»e informed that he was lawfu'is man:,
to
| 1 .mm. A. Ilarriman at Ko> kland. in
a
11 the I J111 day ot \i.ti mb.-r
•! K i:
\.
\
I >. lv7l
That -inee tin ir -aid i n t rniavrva-*
"iiv
libellant ha- conducted him-ell a- a kind an v faitl
fid hu-band t -war l the -aid libeller, and has pro
sided for her suitable maintenance and -upper:
that prior to the l-t day
\pril, A in \,-77. ss .id
out ..u.-e on t!u part of your libellant Ihe -aid liUd
lee became alienated in atl'eeti,on from \onr libel
Cant and neglected and refu-ed fo cohabit ss ith him
that eontr;irs to the urgent reqUe.-t of sour lie. I
hint the -aid libellee aba idimnl jciir libellant and
re.-orted to place- f ill-repute and habitually kep:
the eompans of less .) men and !ewd women. in.,
on dis er- days and tiim
inee their -aid interim;'
riage and prior to the lir-t da> of April. \. I> '-7:.
d
ot
tun- and
the .-aid libellee rc-orted to hou.-t
remained away from lit r home in the nig!
time n
tile company of prostitute-and lewd men. that the
o»
s
\S
.1
-aid ilbidlce
a- |»o.-,M--.-ed
violent feni
h
an I
per, and it ssa- impo--ible P-r s .mr
and .piicln', p.
-ai 1 UbeHeo lo Vise a life of p. at
ity
:
get Iter: that there exist- -ueh ii.ewinpald
temper and disposition between s our lioellant and
Hie said libellee that tiles eanm-t
mgi r remain
the marriage relation in peace and harmons
lhat on -<v about tin
Xoiit libellant further ,-h »\\
!a da) of April, \. l>. Is77, after the said .11 •< 11« «
had bc‘«*n ab-mi during the night in the eompans ■•!
lew d men and lew d wa a mm. agaiu-I l tie earue-t v
.pie,sis of soar libellant, yati libellant abandoned
aim- p- hihi- houi'1 in dockland afore-,aid, and
liter,
father*- home in Frankfort a! re- dd. and hu
resided ever since that time.
r r
our libellant further shows that lie ha- n-ided with the said lib. lice since the l-t
!.i> -f
>.
s.vn
d:
1
has
never
the
Apri'.. \. 1 l.-‘77. and
i
e
lee -inee that time, and the residence ot the
a.-eyi
libellee is m t kmovn to him and eain.ot
tallied bs rea-onable diligema1.
i.
\V In*ret >r> inasmuch a- il ss<mi
and proper, condueiv.* to dome-tie harimM, .- an1
f
i. !y
e<m-i.-tent with the peace and mor.diT;.
your lilMdlant prays that a divorce from the bonds
of matrimony exi-ling between him-ei: and lie.
end
-aid libellc. lintv be decreed, and a- in ii.lv
II AIIUI.M W
Aid »N/t» II
will ever pr.a
■

i

j

—

Have

Signed os'Endorsed
Following Remarkable

new

Messrs. Sea bury & Johnson, Manufacturing Chemists, 21 Platt St., New York :
Gentlemen : For the past few years we
have sold various brands of Porous Planters.

Physicians and the Public prefer

Benson's Caprine Porous Plaster to
others. Wo consider them

on

of

all

the very

reliable household remedies worthy
cf confidence.
They are superior to all
few

other Porous Plasters

or

•.

Liniments for

use.

Capehie^Plaster

is

a

genuine

Parmaceutical product, of the highest
order of merit, and so recognized by
physicians and druggists.

Spmci'r" lU'pmlintj

USING

k

«•

■

are

si uloti

M

Document

Benson's

WILLIAM READ & SONS,
l'i
15 Fancuil Hull square, Boston.

BY

s

••

i

\

maim;.

ri; »d

r<

h vn

w

ol

u,im

rmm.
A
Then p* r-oiiall\ appeared tile a bo-.
th*- re-1
/•> II. II: rriman an 1 ntad*- "ath
not known t- him
id the above named libellee
ar.d eannot Ik* a-ecrlainrd by rra-pnable dili-nnn
•>
11 \ KKI M \ N
Ih I We UK*.
I ustiee
1 the I’eae.
1

Pen-

Yon will be disappointed if you us*'
cheap Plasters. Liniments, Pads or Elects ical Magnetic toys.

>t \tk t>K maim:.

W A 1.1 >*

>

»

i r.iai, i->
l p"a the tore^oim; libel, it i- < ‘rd- red that m>t
I
SI HK uf.:>u:i>y at LAST.
the above
of the prmlriirv thereof, be yiirn
MEAD'S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.
named libellee by publination of an. attc-tr-i rnp\
of -aid libel with this order thereon,three w«.xHull
-uere--iv ely in ih'- llepu! liean d •urn.it, a pu
! new -1 taper publi-hed in P,el fast, m -a: I t *n i. t'
To the llonornhlr the Justins ot Hie supreme
! iea-t
lieatioa to be Unit; lav
W aldo. III*' l;i -1
Judicial Court, next to he holdcti In IPIIaM, ! before the first [a.
Tue-day «>f d antiar;. A I >
within and for the Court} of Haldo. on the .‘id
and -how
that -It** may then and then-' appeal
Tue.sda} of October, I'M:
1 eau-e it any she have, why the prayer of -aid lib. !
l> (.. FKF.Ni 11, *»f l.iiiiMl i\.hr. in sab!
'.alt; -hold*t m*t i>*■ planted.
.* rk.
Wil l.I VM I’.rm
Counts ot
\ ttr-t
Waldo, respectfulls lilu
hive- the Honorable Court to In- infoi am.i. that lie
:r th rA true < opv of libel and unit r of (
«
l
K
a
rk.
was married to his svife N H I'
l
1‘. I ULM 11.
\\ tu vm lit kid
;Jw t.*.
Attest
the l-t day of February, A. 1>. 1'-7.1. and ha.- from
that time until the first lay ot April. A
l>. Is":. or
thereabouts, resided ssilli her in -aid I.iueoiaville,
To the Honorable the .Justices of the supreme
as her luishand a- aforesahl.
That since hilid
.juiliiial Court, next to be holden at Belfast
marriaye your libellant has behased him-e!t h>
within ami tor the (minty el Waldo, on the llr>t
wards his said wife as a kind, ehaste and alb eh n |
Tuesday of .lanuarj
ate, faithful husband.
That the -aid Nettie F.
>1K K. I>AT( H 111*11: of id
French, di.-reyan liny her marriaye eovenan;. m the
-aid. wit** of Did > I vi i Id > H \ K Hill'Ll:,
-aid 1st day of April, A
1>. ls>i, or thereabout-,
in said <
hwmerh ot Pro
city n *\v *t parts
eloped and ran away from the heme of your libel- unknown. Ii'•«'! .-pc
>•': t to
:■ nd ?i v is tin- m-nora:>i
lant with ( HAS. 17. ANNiS, 1
rt Ilia
n.
n
tin
1*
be informed, that on the Mil da; -t \n- .-t. \
>tate of Miehiyan, am! your 1:1 «• i 1:111! ss a
baed
*-aid
tioTyv
was
married
to
she
IsTT,
lawfully
Idain p
-e--imi
to folloss them to that place to
Hal* helder, at L.iiuvihv, in the * •'int\ "1 L--* \
hi- little boy. Llewellyn 1*
lm udi.
-•• I se\,-n
h
*: M a
-a. i
i:
i:
•: i. 111• -uiw
a ,'!,
years, svlu-re lie found his svife. Ihe -aid \citie I*.
di ite'.y after their mamam* -he :m*l her -.lid hu1 reneh and the -aid (ha-. L. A nni-. livin.
aeI
1 and moved to
aforesaid, when
the;,
Pro-peet
as man and wife, under the name oi l!r d, ami ym r
lived and eoliabited a- hu-band and wife bo ah .:ii
ml believes sa l Nctlii 1* Fn
two year-: that your libellant ha- alwavs -in
ted the foul crime of adulters ssith -aid \ni.i
their -aid iuti*rmarriaire behav***l towards the -aid
that she has since moved Worn -aid p.ae.
pari- unlibeilee a- a kind, faithful and chaste w if**, bn: that
known to your libellant, and aithonyh our libeilanl jI
th** -ail libellee wholly reirardies-of lii- man Due
lias made diliyent search he doe- not km ss where
< >*
v ow
and duty did on or about the 1 st day
-lie toss- is ur ss Imre -lie mas be Pm ml.
her. \. 1 Is?.*, wilfully n -ert and abandon v u.
Wherefore your libellant pra\- he in,is be di
on
or
intent
the
w it hold reasonable cause,
vopeed from tIn* bond- oi malrimons exi-iim, hr | lib*'I laid
proi-ur** a divorre. and ha
part *d your libellant
tween him and tile said Nettie 1*. Freneh, ii the
nee lee ted and refused t*» ptw ide !'-w h«*r -in* e : Lit
Court deems it reasonable ami proper, eondueivt
lime, although beinjr of -ullieient ability tlnweto.
to dome.-tie harmony and eonsi-tent svith peace and
and
your libellant furtlier Malt -that -In* ha not re
morality of -oeiet s.
u
sided with th** -aid libellee -inn*' th*' tir-t dav
I>ated the’JIth dav of June, A. I>. lsSl.
* let ol mr, A. 1*. Is?.'.
FU VN( IS i. FUFV. 11.
Wh**reiip*m ina-niueh a- it would be re.u-on.
and proper, e.mdueiv * t<» dome-:;. Iiar.o- j.\ .nd
sTATK OF M AIN F.
<■*»n-i-t**nt with tin* peace am! mm-aiity
y.
K n<.\ ss. .1 Ulie i, issl.
votir liludlant pray-that a divorre from the h..miThen per>onalls appeared Francis t,. I-reneh and
it an
id
of matrinnu.v existing betw
made oath to the truth of the above.
Hep re me.
libellee may be derived ami in duty bound w ill * v e:
L 11. MoNThi iMIM Justice of the Peace.
liludlant
adi.i
it
aileyre\nd
upon
ymir
pray.
the residence of tlm libeller afore-ai l is unkm vv n
STATK (»F M \ INF
\\ \ I .DO s>.
-aine
the
anmd
be
a-eertaim
d
that
to her. and
by
reasonable diligence.
st i*. Ji i>. c<u u r. hr. tkum, lssi.
ADDll. b. IIA h II LLDLi:.
the
libel, < >rdercd, that notiee
.h

si i*.

i*.

( «u lii.

«.

A

■

■
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ITIICXM

••

1

VI>1

>

>

Entirely harmless;

u

is not a eauslie.
It remove- Corns. Warts, Punier- and C
itliout leaving a blemish.
Prush for applying in each bottle.

illou.-,

Qij t Cl llh IS (! [’A H.t \ T# vr
Price 25 cents. For sale b> all Druie^ists.
Try it and you \\ ill be convinced like thousands

who have used it and mov testify to it- value.
A>k for Selilotterbeck's Corn and Wart Solvent
ami take no other.
lyrs
\~tsa

m

a

K WIRHASTON'EPOTTl.E \ I’l lTKCT
1 RE for all the \vor-t form-ot l’11 J>, J to t .Jo.
in the wor-t ease.-, of EEPEnsY, sc Roll 1. A
PSORIASIS.( AM ER, EC/EMA. "ACT Rllll M.

RHEUMATISM, KIDNEYS. DYSPEPSIA, CA
RRII. and all diseases of the >K 1 \ and PEOOD.
Entirely Vegetable. Internal and external use.
The wonderful cures it ha- made the pa.-t 2t» vear.-.
TA

FOR S() >M Al.E AN A Mol NT OF MoN EV, ha>
caused opposition to its sale.
Sent by express to
all parts of the l
s. on receipt of SI per hottle,
and money returned in every ease of failure. Semi
for new Pamphlets free. Sold everywhere.
II. D.
2f»Leow*2t»
FOWLE, Chemist, Poston, M ass.

AfiEXTS!

BOOK

V«EXTM!

SUNLIGHT and SHADOW
rjdiy

John 11.

Gough

v

/

This i.- tnc hrst book to vinkr nioiit >/ on ever offered to yon.
It is the.-/« Hun ho. k ever puhli.-hed. For 1'utluo, Sj-iev
Humor, anil ThrillInterest it is without u peer. M ie. t.
]•', very one liuin’i-* uml cry- over it.
bay “f.'o/ S/hiJ it.'
Tens of Thousands a re now waiting tor it. Tt i the “/»•« ■urn■:"
book for Agents. C y*-4i>th thousand in press.
1000
v anted, rii'-n uml women.
Now is the harvest time.
'J'n-ntori/, anti >i»c.ol Terms ftiren. C j^“ S>ml for < mini
A. 1>. WOliTHI.ViTON a <•<>., Hartford, Conn.
13\v40*

>

TARTLINC
DISCOVERY !

w

Tin;

"c

oo

City

ting
Wa-him.:ton.

at

(

a

**oo

.?<.

r. at
pas

Cure Your Corns !

price*

Dejuirtment

under the charge of

]><■',/;,■ f

O

remi

1

full line.

Millinery
is

MISS

a

us

Belfast, Sept. 15,1881.—38tt.

l.y

employ a person
capable of securing

oralde

1

Tni- iliiit

SATINS, RIBBONS,

j.‘.,-joo

on

Premium Account.
Suspense Aeeount..
Foreclosure Charges..
Koal Estate, Investment.
Heal Estate Foreclosure

AND

at * 1 2.00
a< h
fof.
the i ite-! in..del made
bv the late speneer Company, .~>o-calibre and a a the
old :><>, and have the patent ••-(abler eut-oir’
magazine, by which they can be ti-cd a- a -a.vle
leader or repeater, at will.
Parrel.-, jo inches,
1- or a
weight, s lbs. 0 oz. sighted ii|> to pen \ ar 1
thoromjhly serviceable weapon for moo-e o d.vr
.rdcr.
.-hootina, accurate and not liable t" yet out
we recommend these as second to none; and at the
low price named, which i- about one half the oriel
nal cost to manufacture, they are ;/r*ut hr
It' sent C. O. 1)., s'l.oo mu-1 aeeompaii order; but
if whole amount is sent, a swab bru-ii and thon,_r
will be included
Waterproof Metalie t arli'idmfor I titles, si.jo per hundred.
one
.*»<i
lot
Ual/tir'I" l.reeeh-1 >adieir Rifle-,.
Abo,
-' inch, tb-calibre. line nickel
pin:.d mountines,« pa.
at si 1.00. entirely new. and -up. ran -hooter-.

••

attaineil

PLUSHES, VELVETS,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack
ofEnergy,Loss of Strength,
Want of Appetite, Inter-

loom:,:.o*..im

Indue.

.i,•

Eni/td States />• -ss, sses superior
obtaining Patents or tiscert lining the
of inventions.
li. 11. KDDY, "• lieitoj- f Patent
Ti ;s TI M< iv IA 1 S.

5u.calibre, entirely

400

«

Fevers,

in

Patent furni.-hed

limits will be ottered at retail

>

RICH OSTRICH FEATHERS.

STOKE

i.'Uimhi

When other remedies fail get
son's Capcine Plaster.

mer

Willi tin- \"\»inker nm.ihei Leu'au tin* new series
under liie title ■>{ Till. 1 11N I I liV M
\/im:. \\ liicll
ill lie. iii la--’, a )n'ir,fid'ir;/' l,and improred ••siiai;''Kit."
Tfn‘ pa:p is s uu' irUdt
r and adder. a<l.
mixlinti pi’ tures »<.- a f,iri/>r
and tv kkvmm;
hi: ki-■ viUN*. M a
i<'t i: 11:i.\
11.1: \ i:« »i
\ i»i>i-

OF

Felt &

j Straw,

!

LINE

Onr Stock ot Millinery Goods is Comnlele.

mittent

d.

F. WELLS’.

FOR THE COMING YEAH.

FANCY RIBBONS!

Mittens,
Mantles,
Yarns,

-.m• no

t'

F< >K

(sciunxKirs moxthl y.)

-A N D-

&

1:5,1»m*«h»

mi

ini

“SPENCER’’ REPEATING RIFLES

The CENTURY MAGAZINE,

—-o F-

Jackets,

>hj

ii.T!

p

ih-

Via

41

Stock

74.-’h*o

*go,;*t».1

Iyj:>

MOOSE & DEER SHOOTING.

B.

ix»

r.-.ooom
7. non ihi
P.'iOOm

ih*

xternal

Button, Rlark anti Colors, t>'2<.

immense

1

\--ignmeiit- recorded

procured

FOB SALE CHEAP AT

lo.Ooo

oo

of

Bos I« ux « teteber It*, 1 "To.
U. IF EDDA', F>«* -Dear Sir
A mi ]»roeure : for
me, in 1"10, my lir.-t patent.
Sim-e (iieii you hax«acted for and advised me in hundreds of e*a-es, and
many patents, ivi--ue- and extensions. 1
have oeea.-ionaliy
the i>.--L agem-ir- in
New A’ork, Philadelphia and W a lung ton, blit l -till
give you almost the xxdude of my business, in your
line, and advise others
employ y..m
Yours IruF.
G EOIIGH DRAPER,
Boston, Jan. 1. IMF -lx rl

invite you to evaiuine our stock. i,onsi<iii:ir
in part of

Black and Colored Satins,

3 Button, Black and Colors, $] .<>().

5.75000
]n.5on no
15,300-hi
o.Uhi 00
lo,50o no

>.-jun

rDLY.

Fate

NEW FALL GOODS

is,iH»non
5,ooO on

i:!,loo

in tin

or more

lire.'

In ALL SIZES!

20 Doz. "SST* Kids, ! PLUSHES, VELVETS,

we are

"lie

acilities for

5 Hooks, Black and Colors, $1.2.").

an

d

H

of the claims of any

OUR

5,oooo0
('.,500 00

7..'p5im

2J,42oon

Fir~t National, Ilangor..
4oo
First National, Belfast.’..f>oo

Mass

Patents in the 1'idt.d Mali*-; a!-o in
Britain, France and -•!her f-•reign e.unit n •-. <

CO.,

n

and

5,30000

40,500 00
22,0o0 mi

71,5oo»hi

Casco National, Portland.
First National, Portland.

No. 7<> State st., opposite Mil)}, Roston,

*

Which

all I >ru-ai-t-

earlv and fax

oi*i:\i;d

22,000 00
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Inventors cannot

25 DOZ. ceflSStre*rted KIDS.

We have
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MAINE.

RECEIVED

24,2oO

14,30400

PATENTS.

worthy

JUST

40,500 (10
22,0<X>oo
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"I regard Mr. Fddy a- one of tin ;,— t capable
and successful practitioners with whom 1 have had
ollieial intercourse.
< HAM M \"ON,
<
mini--i hut of Patent.-."

wv

12.1x1000

the-e

Practical and Anal}Ural Chemist.

THE

BROS.

expels

i: i:

i.ai:<;i: iwmi i: of

the third l«»t opened thi< tali, and
eoiuhh iit we can now show as eh- i-v
line as can he found in thi< sd:‘.h•.

1

37.500 00

14,40000

<

patentability

This is

\

DR. J. C. AYE R & CO., Lowell

S. A. Howes & Co., Main St.,

BELFAST,

Cloaks Johans § Olsakingi.
Kh

FRANCIS &

41.250 00

lo.«ux>

no

1

arising r -m inf-rnul ule /*< di"H and uferint
diseases, Dropsy, i g/spepsia. Emaciation and tim
cral />« biity. \\ ith tin ir depart are health returns

'nil'll

F. H

Total Railroad Bonds out of Nev. England.
IxO'h-oad Stork O.rfyrd
Union Railway (horse) Mass...

■

11 PHiiEs'nH ROW.
ham!.

series

a

humors from the ldood
A\ In n they are gone, the di-orders
they produce
di.-.tppear, such a- ! da nit ions of the I.in■, Slomtn'h,
Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive Diseases
of the Shin, St. Anthony's Eire, P <e nr Erysipelas,
Pimpbs, Pustules, Pdvfchis, Toils, Tumors, T<t:<r
and Salt liha/f’i, S 'aid ![.
l. Ping -no. f
rsund
-e
,7
pain in the Poms,
sons, Ph<mnatis-n. X
SiiL and Heod, P-node ?/'<,d:n< ss, SS -'77//, Ino r.
uai.1

s u;s w

NEW BOSiON CLOTHING STORE,

Dressing,
Hronze,

of

cure

«*r organ.-. who*,.- a« turn thex
derange, and
suhstai.ee tin \ disease ml de-tro\
\ x rat’s

who--*

UMBRELLAS, &c.

\MI.

(

Hutton Fastem-rs,
Marking Brushes.
Hutton Hooks,
Counter supporter-

ni*»-t cflVet-

a

lurking humors in flu- -y.-tem, tha 1
undermine health and settle into trout.le-..me diorders. Krupti is of the -kin are the :ip|u .raiiee
on the -urtaee of humors that -In uld be
expelled
from the blood
Internal derail-, mm;- are the determination ot tin-r -am humors tosomeintern.il

Furnishing Goods^ Rubber Coats,

/ttfhbrr ('oaf*.

male

rhu'a

<

>

purges out the

\ i

t"

>ar-

complaints w hich are very
prevalent ami ;iilli« ti.
It puri lies the
M.1.

organ,

Boys’ Clothing!

ron,

„ual

assortment of

a11• i div —. wliirli aiv -ellina at
$VOO In $10.00 |u*r suit.

i*

i.im: oi

Cossttmt /'
**

...

Mil.,

lin

1

•*

its O
Extern

li'tmdy A trial entails l.ut tie *•«-i:-j* rativ*
trilii* g
utlav
:t.-ri
,‘»0 ( nts. ami cv-rv
villi Jain ran haw
f of 'U
aj> and posi'-ivo \a

lialtimon

\

Ini-in.
!■

Afro's ( /tcckrrf tirrersthh Ctatts.
Com moo ti tf hfo-r Coot-.

Pains and Aches.
N

tor

Pure Gam Rubbers1,Extension Heel”
\n>«>

i-rv

a

«•

•■BELLE." All-Wool Sack & Frock Suits !

LADIES'

Pains,
Tooth, Ear and Beadache, Frosted
Feet and Ears, and all other
a-

W

LADIES'
BUTTON ARCTIC

3

,!i

liar^ain.

LADIES’

Backache, Soreness of the Chest,
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swellings end Sprains, Burns and
Scalds, General Bodily

.-1
I

'ii-:

"t' the aho\r 1.t-. will k-. |> your f« *-i
in the e..l<le>t .-t' weather
Ti’ !h ni
ami -ee I* r our-« lt.

ALASKA

l < iii. ::viT' wrir. ( all and \!1 KM (>\ KKt ).\i
ul ami
iaK -> "i_. I* Jr'nu linr linavrr
T 11 a.OO, 1*1 ri*- i' a **miino

:'a

im

of the

alteratives,

I» •k.stillin-ia.
and Mandrake, with the
!«*di des »'i Potash and

\lit.!•: i.or ok

\w are -filing lower tit m
\« r
< all
ml examine them.

7.000 00

00

Burlington and Mo. River63. 101*. 5,00000
Cedar Rapids and Mo. River 7s. lOlo. n.5oo 00
%Cedar Rapids and M«*. River7s.
ls.ooooo
Central Pacilie 0s. 181X8.
5,ooo 00
Chicago, Burlington and (Quincy 5s. lixd...
lu,ooo 00
Chicago, Iowa and Nebraska 5>.'l>>3..
15,00000
I°wa Falls and Sioux City 7s. 1.♦ 17.5.<KX) 00
Sioux City and Pacilie.
10,00000

/»'//</• Sfn,-/:

25,000

12,000 m

Belfa-t ami Moo.seiieud Lake.
Cedar Rapids ami Mo. River.
.<...
/.
/;' >' •:

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

-apariHa.

Wh!**li

51.05000

Sioux

we arc
isinu ,1111 at Sli.OO per pair,
formor price SIAM an,I SI.,10.

i

Railroad Bonds of Maim-.

L

lYER^l

BUTTOJ

5,00000

Expense Account.

in

TEMPLE

5,'.joo no

12,00000

37..'hhi

Total Bank stock of .Maine.

FEMALE DISEASES,
Wcaknc-s, Irregularity. < >b>truetionr-,

25,00o on
7,000 00
i.imxmh)

12,000 no

Eastern, Mass., 4’as.

of all

HAIR ORNAMENTS, EAR JEWELS,
and small ware- ot all sorts and price.-.

(UK-

to nourish

STRENGTHENING AND QUIETING THE
NERVOUS SYSTEM,
Thu* allaying Nervous Irritation, and curing all
disease* of 11o• Nerve*. It i* unrivaled in tin euro

Fancy Goods sulln
every novelty in

t" -ay that there is

Read This!

causing the fowl

Painful

before unheard of
e it

at

Total Public Funds out of New England.
Jfatlt'Oiuf /ioiids (hfrird.
Belfast and Mmsehead Lake 1st M'-rt. 0s. 18W.
Maine Central 7s. Consol 1012.

Clmn/cd
ok
fiooLs.

8,000 00

..

REGULATING THE SECRETORY ORGANS,
\nd. by enabling them to perform their proper
functions, pre\ euting and in ing P.ilious and other

Silisias, Prints. Ciioep Dress Goods, etc.
we

THE DIGESTIVE

part.

Cotton Flannels,

Sheeiircgs, Cambrics,
Which

Ao.

ORGANS,
Thus

Remnants of

Kstumiteil ti'
Market v<i/.
*2S,75o on
7,21000
l.onooo

*,000 00
5,000 00
7,000 00

Cincinnati, O., 0s. liXX).
Toledo, O.. 8s. Wa. 1*03.

of

T«>tal

STOMACH AND BOWELS,
it cures Dvspcpsia. imiigestion, Costivcncss,

STRENGTHENING

found in the State, and would rail special attention to a large lot of

be

I"

people

$720,SS»1 58

U R C K s

Total Public Funds of Maine.

City

REGULATING AND CLEANSING THE

I >KS<' KII’TION.

ounty, the best bargains in

DOMESTIC

Rubber loots!

lop

prepared

are

<

Wf warrant, and :l they do not
prove a- repr.rented we will
y«»u a new pair or re
fund tin* imme>
\ few pair.-* of

<

ult a good-sized sloop-yacht
the river, and tied up at the
dock near Hie foot of Walnut street. There were
three persons aboard, all young gentlemen. The
name of the visitor was the Turk, and she hailed
PERRY DAVIS Sc SON, Proprietors,
from Buffalo. N. Y. She is owned by Mr. Thomas
Providence, R. i.
French, of that city. His companions are Messrs.
1 yr2.o
E I\ Thayer and Henry Moody of the same place.
They left home Sept, :27th, sailing up Lake Erie to
Cleveland, making very good time. At the Forest
City they remained a week, lilting up the boat for
a trip down the Ohio canal.
A horse was purcliasi ed, and two weeks were consumed in a trip down
the canal to Portsmouth, where six more days
were spent in rearranging the yacht for sailing.
In all
The party will leave this point to-day, continuing
/iown the Ohio. They will then take the Mississippi to New Orleans, going from there by the gulf
of Mexico to Florida, where they will remain until
spring They expect to reach their destination
about Christmas.
Their vessel is a trim little affair, with sleeping accommodations in her cabin for
three.
On her they take their meals, and, so far,
have had a most enjoyable trip
The trio are all
FOB SALE!
wealthy joung men, and own farms in Florida.
took
a
similar
trip in 1880, going by the way
COR. OF GROVE & CHARLES STS. They
of the Atlantic ocean.
A GOOD BARGAIN.
ISgnlKE OF
F. W. C»LUFN.
J udge Folger, the new Secretary of the Treasury,
is a woman's rights man.
Belfast, Oct. 31,1881.—twit

RUBBER SHEETING

CALF & KIP BOOTS.

Cathar

so

Florida

This Purely Vegetable Compound is scientifically
prepared from the bo*t Roots and Herbs of the

line of

BEST KID BOOTS

\\

not

elegant

full assortment of

\M> orNAMI.NTS or

price-.

take the

following trom a paper by Iir. lloi
Century Magazine tor November (recent !y Scribner's):
1 i.eia- is no point at which personal meanness
i-etrais itself so strongly and surely as it does
when b,ought into relation to schemes of public
Set a subscription paper going
mproveuient.
th’-ongb a community, to raise rnonet for some
public object, and it will usually sift out the mean
uu i, is ci rtainly as a screen will sift the dust trom
u

land

are

r

Spirit.

An

o

s

Pehlir Vends (hnied
Par rat.
I'lilted States Bonds 4s. 1007.$ 25.000 00
7.000 on
City of Belfast (>s. R. R. 1808.
Town of Islesboro (order).
1,00000

Trimmings. Fringes, Gimps, Girdles.

liens, Bojs. Voutlis and Children’s

-AM.

August.

Public

a

l'uiii i" * lie Bad;

for

all the stylish shades.

A

Regulator

-o.

w

GOODS,

BLACK VELVETS!

From men’s to children’-*, the prettie-i hoot mad.
and at the ame pri< v as the eonnnon hoot-.

■:

••

;

The SURAH SILKS,

latent style goods,

LADIES & MISSES

Pebble

Squid.

a

i'm from Nantucket, and before 1
in
up here had been on a whalin' cruise for
tears, and had tried everything from mad
i;
baek to a man eater l liked jokin' the skipper
') ut tne
big squids lie kept tellin’ about, but in
:.iet 1
wii> downright anxious to see one. and it
w s iit Vng before 1 had a chance.
We was a-h in’
ut
gale in Hare Bay. and on the third day. if I
; -n't Tm• member, the wind had let
up and the
>e,» gene.
we was beginnin’ t.» think of movin',
w
Hi»- skippt r amc along and say s
‘Jim. you
wan1, t
tu< klo a squid, (ion’t ye V
*1 do.' says 1
'Well, i ere’s your chance : there's one over in the
breakers aground on the rocks; the water ain't
nor a
fathom. Take the dingy and bring him
aboard 1 looked over, and sure enough there was
somethin’ splashing around among the rocks,
t browin' up its arms Taking in a boat hook and
a bit of rope. I jumped into the
dingy and pulled
1 see the skipper tip a wiuk to the hands.
away.
1 mad up my mind to bring the squid baek. no
Mattel what happened
Did you ever see one
h
turning to me. «>u my replying in the nog
a
lie continued, ‘Well, they are the worst
■ok;; g things you can imagine: more like a big
t.
?pider. all legs and eyes, than anything else.
I pulled along, keepin' before the seas, and in a few
minutes had the boat within twenty feet of it
and
-lore's no use talkin’, 1 wished 1 was baek <»u board
tin* sb op.
There it was, a great big bag. creamwhite with a fluke like a whale on one end, and
the other was full of legs, all lined with round
.cfcers.
livery time the water let down and it hit
the rocks, up would go its arms in the air like
siunals <; distress; and worst of all, its eyes,
which were as big as your hat. seemed to’ be
watchin’ me
But I didn’t have much time to
M end in thinkiu', for the boat was drittiu
in all
*b time
It bad a long sucker fastened on to a
rock, and was a bangin’ on to that, like a ship an
bored n a lee shore. 1 concluded to pull off and
!"o.-e this, and let the waves carry it up and take
withuut any trouble : so l pulled out about forty
Vet io about where the sucker seemed to go.
Watchin' my chance. I dropped the oars, grabbed
the ‘‘"at hook and hooked on to the .-ticker, and
n had it oil': but I had drifted in. and. as luck
would have it. a big sea came along.
Afore 1
could get the oars it had landed me right in on top
of the squid : and I tell you there was some lively
It want a min’
get tin' around for a few minutes
.!> afore he had four or five legs over the boat,
ar. 1 1 would 'a swore he was a
in'
to climb in.
try
We ulwa\ s kept an axe m the dingy, and 1 grabbed
that and soon had one leg off': in my excitement
i put
right through the side of the dingy be
.-m -. and the next wave half tilled her and
bang
ed her on the rocks in a terrible way. The lirst
th ag I knew one ot the critter's arms had mo by
tht- leg—and talk about pullin'! I laid back half
11.«* water, and braced against the seat with my
leg for a few seconds it was nip and tuck, I
makin' .'.its m it with the axe and uiissiu* most
every time, owin' to the boat’s jumpin’ around so
At l.-.-t one of the other arms got caught on
my
'liOii.der; 1 gave a jerk, and my rubber boot came
elf: I got in a hit then and cut another arm off
Another was wavin' around my head, and caught
m«* in 1 !.*• hand, takin'ihe skin
right off’; but I
knocked this rignt l ack into the water with the
boat hook, and then I went tor its eyes and head
and ::: a few minutes had it pretty well used up. 1
was bound to take it aboard: so I
got the boat out
"t the rocks and hauled her up.
got a rope round
the squid, and soon had what was left of it on the
Hatch, and when i got the dingy righted I towed
u aboard.
They had the laugh on me. but 1 got
:,c squid, and there's the
receipted bills," pointing
to a pair hanging over the table.
Y< -." said Mrs Shillings, "lie gave them tome
lor doin' up his hand and I guess ho don't want
any more."
No.
'l'-ut." said Jim; “1 am satistied." | Lip-

of
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Profits..
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FALL & WINTER DRESS

That will outwear the host Kuhht 1 Hoot ever
in this city.
A No a line ol

Y'

hie- ion Mill-. Line -In t .... M,
1 wa- troubled with i»y j *. ■»»- i a an i !ud:_< -lion,
and 1 ailed to tiud relief until ! tried hr. lark John,
i
hi' iiaii 111■;
rap. W Vie:
Nits- MAin r. i.u« *\ I

>rreat variety

a

such

I*1'kno's (’ATAHKII S.Nl'1 t ernes all atleotiors of
the mucous memhnii e, of the head and throat
I>K. Mim

have

We

Bitters

Oxygenated

have

we

I. 1 T I I!

T.-niam-er.

QL'IMliY,

Reserved Fund.

so

counters, but among them

our

line of

I. I A I! I

m

Xoerffies in I’faids and Stripes.

Is the best remedy for I>\ spepsia. Biliousness.
Malaria. Indigestion! and diseases if the Hind,
Kidneys. Liver, Skin, etc

Apple Harvest.

The maples arc- a-llame, the elms are gold.
The woodbine leaves are crimson, for the cold
Nips at them in the night The blooms are dead,
Save a few asters and the dragon head.
The corn is bound in stocks
The pumpkins glow
I.ike oranges, and broods of chickens go
<
the brown Helds, cackling, like gossips gay.
Perchance of all the news of yesterday.
1'
twixt the gray-green leaves the apples peer,
Creep, russet, golden as the time of year,
scarlet as the oak. There is not one
But sun and clouds have left their mark upon
The air is full cd spicy odors sweet;
Where'er you step the apples trip your feet.
1 p from the brook the musquash steals o'
nights
To feast on apples, and the squirrel lights
wph noiseless, winged feet upon the ground.
Takes a ju:ck nibble, then with a swift bound
1- off 1:: the dead grass the cricket whirs.
As cross the meadow come the harvesters.
[Kin both Cummings.

Green’s

Dr.

on

JOIIX II.
S

Deposits.#<;sj,7S4

1

enumerate all the

to

small amount of money, Nat

a

prepared to offer special
departments of our
prices. Our stock was

quality
complete and varied. It is useless
different goods to be found up-

before

Never

BOOTS & SHOES!
With

we are

to customers in all
bargains
trade, both in
and

Men’s Rubber Boots

Henry’s Carbolic Salve
Is the lest salve tor Cuts. Bruises. Sores. I’l
cers. Salt Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Hands. Chilblains, Corns and all kinds of Skin Eruptions.
Freckles and pimples.
Get Hi.nly's i'aklolu:
Salve, as all others are counterfeits.
Price *J5

are

and choice goods,

THE PLACE TO HI' Y OOI>1>

I, 1881.

-1*1 FAIWCF, PmUient.

from New York and
have selected many new j

we

Savings Bank—Belfast.
November

Temple.

returned

The Philadelphia Chronicle Herald thinks that
Eve was a giddy young thing because she got mar
ried when she was a day old.

cents.

So

The

STATEMENT OF THE STANDING AND CONDITION OF THE

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED
A victim of youthful imprudence causing I’rema j
ture Decay, Nervous Debility, Lost Manhood, etc.,
having tried in vain every known reined) lias dis |
covered a simple self-enre, which he will send FULL
to his fellow-sutlercrs,
( hatham St., N. Y.

address J. II. KKEYKS, 13

Iyr37

20

like

30 years
attendof

can

PARK, M. U.,
Supt. Worcester Lunatic Asylum, Worcester, Mass.

SEAMEN WANTED.
F

lilTNDRFD SF AMFN \V V NTKD 1N R< )CK-

ON land

Fpon

foreyoiny

ftSOyNTAili

GARDNER

Copper Mining Company
annual meeting
rpiIK
(iardner Mountain
1

of the stockholders of the
oppt-r Mining Co. will he

<

held at the otliee of FRKD ATWOOD, in Winterport, on Tuesday. Dee. stn, at 2 o'clock r. m.. for
the election of oHirers and to act upon any other
business that may legally come hefore said meeting.
>. W. CDKT'KMN, Asst.
4.">
Secy.

HIGHEST MARKET PRICE PAID
-FOR-

Hides, Calf & Wool Skins,Potatoes,
-BY—

C. C. HAMILTON,

Searsport, Me.

*2mos.‘B>*

for coasting.
Apnlv to
JOHN S. UANLETT, Shipping
1881.—30
Rockland, Aug .30,

Agent.

PHILO

Atty.

HERSEY,
& Counsellor at Law,

No. 1, Hamden Block, Belfast, Me.
Having presided over the Probate and Insolvent
Court for the past four years, I feel that 1 can rentier
valuable counsel and service to all persons having
in said Court.
Belfast, Jan. 17, 1SS1— I

matters

-•

..

by

the libellant be yisen to the libeller of the pendemp
thereof by eausiny an attested copy of -aid I:I e!
and tin- order thereon to be published in the lie
publican Journal, a newspaper printed in Hell'a-I.
in said County, the last publication to be thirty
days at least prior to the m*\l term of thi-( "art,
next to he holden at
the
Helfast. within and h
( •mills of W aldo, on the tir-t Tuesdav of Januars
next, iliat the lihellee may then and the;, appear
and show cause, if am -he has. svliy the praser of
the libellant slnmld not be yraiited.
Wil
sm Hi khv, Clerk.
Vttest
A trui- copy of libel and order of Court thereon.
Jsvlb
Attest: -Wlt.l.lASi BKKliV. Clerk

as

JOin «*.

3tn42

...

Uuttrr, Kyys, Urdus, <1V.

YOUNG WOMEN
I1KA LTII, between
and
who would
situations
OF
hear
such
the insane
bOOI)
of age,
ants in a hospital for
positions by applying to

>

H.

i a im: ok maim:
Nov. 1. |sm
oi W vi.lMiss.
Then per-I• 11:111 appeared the ;il»»»\ e named Chile
1.. BateheLicr and made oath t hat I he n -ddenee •.;
above named libcllee is not known to her, ami
I;,
cannot bi ascertained bv reasonable diligence
d s 11 \kuim \ n.
tore me.
.1 ustiee of 1 he I*eaee.
( «n

nt\

tin*

ST A II

ol

M UNK

WALDO

r. Tkkm, I-"i.
I poll the foregoing libel, Ordered, that the libel
.|
laid give notice to the libcllee of the pendency
the above libel, h\ causing an attested copy thereof
be
in
the
to
order
thereon,
and of this
published
Bepuhlican Journal for three weeks >ueces«dvely
the Iasi publication to be at least thirty days prior
to the lii 't Tuesday of January next, that In* may
then and there appear and show cause, if any he
lias, w11v the praver of the libellant should not he
lerk.
Wiu.tvM ItKltin
Attc-d
granted.
A true eop\ of libel and order of < ourt thereon.
WI l.I J AM Bi.uio ('lerk.
Attest
;{W lo
si p.

firii

I'ni

ur.i n

Administrators'

Sale.

KSl A NT to a license from the lion. J udge ot
Probate for the Countv of Waldo, 1 shall sell
at public auction on the Pit'll day of December. A.
D. issl.at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at tlie dwell
ing on tin* premises, so much of the following de
scribed real estate of the late Jl'DAII (MI LKY, of
Monroe, deceased, including the reversion of the
widow’s dower therein, as will produce the sum of
one thousand dollars, to w il
Being tin* same preni
ises com eved to -aid Judah Cillcy by Dudley O.
dated
his
deed
->th, 1ST0, and re
May
Stimpson. oy
Waldo County Bcgistrv of Deeds,
eon led in tie
I
which
deed
reference may be
to
Book laO, Page ID,
had for a more particular description
Dated this 10th dav of November, I Ml.
SIMON (Ml I KY, Admr.
:iw4a

I>l

NOTICE.
(JIKKKY, informs friends and
patrons that she has just returned from New
York with one of the finest stocks >f hats, bonnets
and millinery goods ever offered here.
Searsport, Oct. J», 1881.—40

MBS.

J.

M.

